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lfhe state of rtal estate counseling in Summe,r 2000 can be characterized as
I busy. A variety trf factors have crcated a frenetic business environment.
Paradoxically, however, there are signs of a lack of creativity in problemsolving and a growing criticism by the users of counselors' sen'ices. To
understand these phenomena, one has to step back and examine thc, fundamental nature of real estate counseling and tht- forces shaping its evolution.
As articulattd many times before, counseling is not a disciplirrr, itself, but
rather a proccss that involves a number of different disciplines. Solution to a
specific real estate-related problem normally requires the interaction of
several disciplines such as finance, research, propertv and portfolio management, r,aluation, Iaw, accounting, etc. While a counselor must necessarily be
an expert in one or more such disciplines, engagements require a multidisciplinarv approach that is often beyond tht- expertise of an individual or
even a single company.
Challenges to contemporary real estate counseling are t\ao-fold. First,
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there is the trend towards specialization, which is a singularly positive
development. As the body of knowledge of each discipline has grown,
counselors have been forced into specialization within their orvn area(s) of
expertise. This trend is necessary and irreversible. It has occurred in medi-
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cine, law, and accounting. It is inevitable that other disciplines should folkrr.r,.
Because of his/her unique role in the process of counseling, a re.1l estate
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consultant must also be exceptionally diligent about keeping abreast of

NY

changes in other disciplines. This will bccome increasingly difficult as bodies
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of knowledge continue to exparrd, and specialization further fragments
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bring anything new (i.c., "add value") to the process.
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existing disciplines. lt also underscorc.s the importance of continuing education in professional deve-lopment bec.ruse, rvithout such micro and macro
levels of understanding, individuals will become ineffective in their roles as
counselors.
The'second challenge is represented by the paradigmatic thinking that is
so prevalent within each discipline in its approach to problem-solving. In
short, many specialists, consciously or unconsciously, have become unable
(unwilling) to think "out of the box." I'roposed solutions are often stale and
lacking in imagination. Almost 40 years ago, Thomas S. Kuhn observed in Tlre
Structurt ol Scitutilic Rel,()/rtions, that practitioners will take universal procedures established by others (l.c., paradigms) and use them as models to solve
new problems. He wamed that, while'such models may be useful, they tend
to become institutionalized. More important, they inhibit practitioners from
breaking new ground. Whether the result ofbeing kxr busy or for expediency,
real estate experts are demonstrating a tendency to think solely within the
established paradigms of their discipline. This has Ied clitnts to question
whethc'r such experts are effcctivc. in satisfying their needs or n,hether they
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How Cosr SrcnrceloN Ormns SussrlurIAr
INvrsrons rN Rrll Esrlrr by Dauid Grant
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Real estate owners and investorc have long searched for ways to increase theirtax benefits. Now, as the result ofan asset
reclassification strategy known as a Cosf S.,.gt'.,.gdfion Strrd-V (CSS), that opportunity may exist for those individuals and
companies who purchased, constructed, or expanded their real estate holdings after'1986. As practiced by a relative
handful of real estate tax planning specialists, a CSS can increase curent cash flow an,'where from $100,000 to more
than a million dollars. If leaming h(w k) reduce taxes is of interest, this manuscript offers some very important

As the adage goes, "the only constant is change." For 25 years,
Real Estate Issaes has been a constant sourcc of ideas, insights, and methods,
assisting industry experts in meeting the challenges of a changing market.

information.
6

15

I

E. Roulac I Bruca R. Christy
The perceived quality of property influences its p cing, marketability, and value. Confirming and communicating
qualitv are crucial to real estate transactions. Subsequent shortfalls of actual quality relative to representations of
quality in such communications can impose significant liability for both those who build and sell properties and also
for thosc u,ho providc professional senices k) transactions- Understanding consumers' expectations of housing quality can both increase the prospects ol positive property performance and also aid a developer in building a brand
name and strong market identitv Concurrently. understanding the rolt, of qualitv in property transactions is crucial to
mitigating litigation risk. This manuscript explores the role (,f quality in the context of housing decisions.
Thc,

KNow rr ToDAy? by Alan R. Winger
movement of much business activity into the lntcmet economy raises concerns about today's office building
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market. Looking at demand elements that are relevant k) the evaluation of the impact of the information revolution on
this market, the author provides several conclusions about its lonS-term future. The first is that its future prospects are
by no rneans bleak over the next several dec.rdes. After that, radical change becomes a real possibility. While office
space r,r,ill never whither away, what it is and 'rr'here we will find it will probably be changing substantially by the
second half of the 21st centurv.
22
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Many executives seeking critical funds to grow their companies are consistently confronted by an uneasy stock
market, rising interest rates and investment capital largely chasing "neu,economv" opportunities. Here, the author
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I

facultylstud t subsuiptio

Check enclosed for

is b deduct from the unimpaired value the cost of remediation, with a possible char8e for "stigma." However, the
application of this apparently simple formula should be expanded to consider key factors that could mitigate, and even
eliminate, the effect of the presence of contamination on value. This manuscript provides a brief discussion of the usual
formula and an overview of many of the mitigating fack)rs that should be considered when contaminated or formerly
contaminated real property is being valued.

displaved or commissioned by a real estate property as set forth by the Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 ("VARA"). This
manuscript explores the many issut's surrounding VARA and factors that building owners and real estate lenders
should consider when contracting with artists and contemplatin8 the purchase of real property already adorned with
works of art.
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by Susm Taylor & Jolm Mackel
Building owners, building purchasers, and real estate lenders often face challenges when dealing with art work

Single copies @$i5 (+ shipping: $3 U.S.; $6 foreign).
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The generally recognized metho(l for appraising the market value of real property contaminated by hazardous materials

30

Whv not give the gift of a REI subscription to a colleague or
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(Spring, Summe'r, Fall, Winter). Place your order today!
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recommends revisitinB a proven, alternative source: the saleleaseback option with a triple net lease. Explore the basic
tenets Ior strateSlcally convertinS real estate
- partiolarly single-tenant properties - into working capital. This
manuscript briefly reviews two recent deals and provides a basic hrtorial on the benefits to corporations (tenants) and

investors (landlords).
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The Counselors of Real Estate, established in 1953, is an international
gror.rp of high profile profr'ssionals including members of prominent real

investment, sports and the community,
real estate ethics, tenant represent,ition,
break-even analysis, the environment,
cap rates/vields, REITs, and capital formation. Members also benefit from the

tate, financial,legal and accounting firms

as well as leaders of government and
academia who provide expert, obiective

advice on complex real property situations and land-related matters.
Membership is selective, extended
by invitation onlv on either a sponsored
or self-initidted basis. The CRE Desig-

nation (Counselor of Real Estate) is
awarded to all members in recognition
o[ superior problem colving .rbilitv in
various areas of specialization such as
litigation support, asset manatement,
valuation, feasibility stuJies, acquisi-

tions/d isposition: and Benerdl dndlysi\.
CREs achieve results, acting in key
roles in annual transactions and/or real
estate decisions valued at over M1.5 billion. O\,'er 300 of the Fortune 500 companies retain CREs for advice on real estatL.
holdings and investments. CRE clients include public and private property owners, investo6, attomeys, accountants, financial institutions, pension funds and
advis<rs, govemment institutions, health
care facilities, and developers.

trichuefit Thtough Netwotkifig,
Education I Publications
Networking continues as the hallmark of
The Counselor organization. Throughout
the year, programs provide cutting-edge
educational opportunitieq for CREs including seminars, workshops, technology sessions, and business issues forums
E

that keep members abreast of leading industry trends. Meetings on both the local and national levels also promote interaction between CREs and members
from key user groups including those
specializing in financial, legal, corporate,

,e'nr ad

I

I

I

tate professional whose primary business
is providing expert advisory services to

I

intercst is resolved before acceptance of
an assignment- In any event, the Counselor places the interests of the client first

trust on the part of the client and trustworthiness on the part of the counselor.
Whether sole practitioners, CEOs of
consulting firms, or real estate depart-

ment heads for major corporations,
CREs arc seriously committc'd to applv-

ing their extensive knowledge and resources to craft real estate sohrtions of
measurable economic \,alue to clients'

critical analvses not othern'ise available

6r,

I

services.

Usets ol Counseling Sentices
Thc demand continues to incrcase for expert counseling sL,rvices in real estate
matters worldwide. lnstitutions, estates,
individuals, corporations and federal,
state and local Bovernments have recoSnized the necessity and value of a CRE's
obiectivity in providing advice.
CREs service both domestic and foreign clients. Assignments have been accepted in Africa, Asia, the United Kingdom, the Caribbean, Central and South

America, Europe and the Middle East.
CREs have been instmmental in assisting the Eastern Eurcpean Real Property
Foundation create and develop private
sector, market-oriented real estate insti-

tion. CREs have acquired a broad range
of experience' in the real estate field and

businesses- CRES assess the real estate
situation by gathering the facts behind
the issue, thoroughly analyzing the collected data, and then recommending key
courses of action that best fit the client's
goals and objectives. These real estate
professionals honor the confidentiality

industry Recognized leaders contribute

I

and foremost in anv advice provided,
regardless of the method of compensapossess technical competency in more
than one real estate discipline.
The client relies on the counselor for
skilled and obirtive advice in assessinS the
client's real !'state needs, implyinS both

of all providers of counseling

Professional Practice.

es-

clients. Compensation is often on an
hourly or total fixed fee basis, although
partial or k)tal contingent fee arrangements.rre si)metimr's used. Any possibility of actual or perceived conflict of

counselor relationship.

The membership includes industry experts from the corporate, legal, financial,
institutional, appraisal, academic, govemment, Wall Strc'et, management, and
brokerage sectors. Once invited into
membership, CREs must adhere to a
strict Code of Ethics and Standards of

What is a Couiselot of Real Estate (CRE)?

CRE members benefit from a wealth
of information published in The' Coun-

porting on today's changing real estate

I

the CRE regularly accesses the most advanced methodologies, techniques and
computer-generated evaluation procedures available.

A Counselor of Real Estate is a real

@

The extensive CRE network stays a
step ahead of the ever-changing real estate industry by reflecting the diversity

bi-monthly member newsletter, Tft.
Coutrstlor,.rnd a wide range of books
and monographs published by The
Counselor orBanizd t ion. A md jor
player in the technological rcvoluti0n,

and govemment issues.

selors' tri-annualaward-winning journal
Real Estateissres which oflers decisive re-

I

also highli8hts the risks involved going in and the prudencc required after a deal is

Loruc DrsmNcr RrstorNrLc.t- Moslrmy & rHr B,Asv Boou

Lq1

Charlcs F. Intlgino,lt.

Retirement mobility has become a more interesting topic to real estate consultants as baby boome,rs approach early
rctirement in the, ncxt decade. The babv boom at mid-life, however, is at the low ebb in the a8e mobility profile. They
will be€iin affecting the retirement housing market after 2010. Pre-baby boom retirement mobility is a more pressinB
issue. Because of falling fertility rates during the '1930s and early 1940s, there will be a very sLrw grou,th of earlv retirees
during the next l5 years, the calm before the storm of baby b()om retirement- This slow down is often overlooked in the
anticipation for the high growth years after 2010. Furthermore, it is useful to be reminded of the diversity in the baby
boom Beneration because of the tendency to talk about it as though it is somehow unified in its tastes, values, and
resources. Economic and technological development over the next l0 or l5 years may make projecting market demand
more hazardous than we would like to admit whcn basin8 our expectations only on population shifts.

and fiduciary responsibility of the client-

on important topics such as institutional

es-

12

q

or REaL EslATE,

lt

consummated.
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C.lvrnr Excn-lNcER: "DE JA Vu Au Ovrn Acetr" by Mark Lte Lrrirtc, CRE
The sardonic phrase, "de ja vu all over again," seems to be most apropos, given that the author has argued on prior
occasions that we should change the tax-deferred exchange rules by simplifying the process to defer gain u,hen we "sell"
and reinvest the proce'rds from the "sale." This manuscript focuses on the risks a taxpayer takes rvhen undertaking an
exchange, with escrow, where the escrow party (intermediary) defaults.
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tutions in Central and Eastern Europe
I

I

and the Newly Independent States. As a
member of The Counsel(rr organizdhon,
CREs have the opportunity to travel and
share theirexpertise with r€al estate practitioners from several developing coun-

tries including Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Ukraine, Czech Republic, Slovak
Republic, and Russia as they build their
real estate businesses and develop standards of professional practice.
Onlv 1,100 practitioners throughout
the $,orld carrv theCRE Desi8nation, denoting the highest recognition in the real
estate industry. With CRE members a\eraging 20 years of experience in the real
estate industry, individuals, institutions,

corporations, or government entities

The articles/submissions printed herein represent the opinions of the authors/contributors and not necessarily those of The Counselors
of Real Estate or its members. TheCounselorsassumesnoresponsibility fortheopinionsexprcssal bvthecontibutorstothispublication whether
or not the arlicles/submis.ions are srgnt'd.

Currently published quarterly by The Counselors of Real Estate, a not-for-profit organization, of the National Association of REALTORS', {30
North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, lllinois 50611. Copynght2000 by TheCounselors ofReal Estate ofthr National Assffiation ofREAI-TORS!. All
rights rt'servd. (Print(d in U.S.A.)
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should consider consulting with a CRE
to define and solve their complex reales-

tate problems or matters.RE,
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the most surprising thing about Rea/ Eslatc lssrtr is that it
has survived
-.rnd mort'than that, prospered despite an extremely worrisome beginning. Almost voted out of existence by an
anxious Board of Covernors after the first number appeared, the new-

f)robablv

I

of

Publishing Ercellence

e
t

James

l

tL McMullin, CRE Emeritus
Co-editor in chief, 1976

F=-l
(

I

I

\2

For this there are many pl.ople to thank, starting with CREs Jean Felts
and fim McMullin, who together produced that fragile first number,
and the remarkable succession of editors in chief who followe'd them
(and me) over an eventful quarter century. Every bit as meaningful
have been the excr.llent staff and the generous contributions of more
than four hunclred unpaid authors. With such resources, the success

of Isslles is perhaps not such a miracle.

._I

J

-

born infant, though dizzy at first from having circled the drain so
vigorously, has grown into a well-balanced and mature adult, fully
capable of be.getting, incubating, and nurturing important new ideas.
We don't have to keep worrying about its future, and are free to take
satisfaction in its impressive prL'sent.

'1

I

,)

Jean C. Felts, CRE
Co-editor in chiaf, 1976

G
t
Rocky A. Tarantello, CRE
Editor itr chief,1987 - 1993

I

It may be appropriate, though largely unnecessary to remind readers
that their orvn personal interests, as well as those of real estate counselors in general, are served in many ways by this limited-circulation
journal. Prestige, certainly, and pride in what Lssles represents as a
demonstration of our dedication to the high standards of The Counselor organization, but also information, interpretation, and guidance
to help us negotiate our individual voyages through the tidal rips,
sinkholes, and minefields of a fast-changing economy and an even
faster-changing industry. Indeed, rve havt much to be thankful for
and much to be proud of. Rcn/ Eslalc l-sslcs is after all, not )ust our
serious, grown-up journal; even now, after 25 years of ripening and
growth, it is still our amazing babv

,fl

I

|osnru I,V. DnCanro

www. jdproperty.com
jdemail@jdproperty.com
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property, the greater the tax benefit. Both commercial and residential
property can reap the benefits of a Cost Segregation Studv. [f le.rrning
how to reduce taxes is of interest to you, this may be the most important
article you have re,rd in.i Iong time.
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FOUR FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS
Can you or someone you know benefit from accelerating tax depreciation on their real estate holdings? (i.e. will additional depreciation
shelter current tax liabilities?)
. Have you or someone you know purchased, constructed, or expanded their real estate holdings any time after 1986?
. Is the cost of the building at least $.1,000,000?
. D() you, your company, or your client expect to retain their real cstate
holding(s) for at least the next three or four years?

.

I
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estate. A Cost Segregation Study will accelerate tax depreciation, yielding a current tax benefit. [n general, the more elaborate and costlv the

I
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the advent of the Internal Revenuc Cocle of 1986, real
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lf you answered yes to thesL' fundamental questions, thtn you, your
company, or your client's company qualify for a unique asset reclassification strategy known as a Cost Segregation Study (CSS).

Celebrating 25 Ytars ol Publishing Exullenct:'1976 - 2000

Over the last few' years, we have found that many
individuals and companies that owned real estate
were missing out on current income tax savings by
underdepreciating their real estate assets. A CSS
will accelerate tax depreciation deductions, enabling
individuals and companies that own real €'state to
lower their current income tax liability, thereby
increasing current cash flow.

HOW MUCH CAN BE SAVED?
CSSs have generated millions of dollars in current
federal and state income tax savings to owners of
real estate. However, given the complicated nature
of the study, it requires a tax expert with an intimate
knowledge of the IRS code, tlre relevant tax cases,
and a network of resources to maximize the benefits. To date, only a relatively small number of CPA
firms provide this service to their real estate clients.
The amount of the benefits from performing a CSS
will vary depending on a). the type of property; b).

the cost of the property; and c). the vear

it

was

placed in service.

While certain properties get a bigger bang for the
buck than others, we have found that almost every
type of real estate can benefit to some degree from
krngJived property categories of most real estate holdings, which contain at
least some amount of shorter-lived personal property. By segregating the shorterlived personalpropc'rty from the longJived property category, i{,e can
greatly accelerate depreciation deductions. The
greater the depreciation deductions today, the
Breater the present tax savings. The greater the
present tax savings the greater the present cash
flow, which in turn can be used to underwrite
current or future acquisitions.
a CSS. This is due to the

Ourexperience in performing cost segregation studies for the real estate industry indicates that the
savings can be as high as five percent of the asset
cost. On a $5 million property, for example, a five
percent benefit would generate $250,000 in tax savings. Savings of anyrvhere from $50,000 to $.1 million, or more (depending on the type and size of
facility) are routine.

Ozter the last few vears, loe
haae found that many indiaiduals
tt ld cofipanies that owned rcal estate

uere ffiissing out ofl curreflt income tax
saoirrgs by underilepreciating their
real estdte assets. A CSS zuill accelerate
tax rlepreciation deductions, enabling
indiztirluals and cofipanies that ozotr
real estate to lower their current
income tax liability, therebq
increasing current cash flou).

manufacturing facilities, and high-end office buildings, to name a few. Warehouses and industrial
properties tend to yield lower benefits, while
residential garden apartments fall somewhere in
the middle. We have found that even large tenant
fit-outs can qualify for substantial benefits as
well.

WHAT IS A COST SEGREGATION STUDY?
Almost anyone can identify and properly depreciate items such as office furniture and equipment
overseven years for federal tax purposes. However,
a high percentage of construction-rt'lated costs,
sometimcs as high as 40 percent, are too commonly
lumped inb the building component of the property and depreciated on a straight-line basis over 39
years. A CSS is the process of revieu'ing and identifying the costs a company incurs to acquire, construct, or expand its real estate holdings. It identi-

fies the specific types of assets being placed in
service and often leads to a cost allocation that
assigns part of the cost to 15-vear real property and
seven- or five-year personal propertv. An analysis
of costs can be conducted from either the detailed
construction records - in thecasewhere such records
are available - or by using qualified appraisers,
architects, or engineers to perform the cost allocation analvsis. [n both instances, a tax expert is also
needed to identify thespecific types ofproperty that

will qualifl,
WHAT TYPE OF PROPERTY BENEFITS
THE MOST?
While almost eve'ry type of real estate can benefit
from a CSS, our experience indicates that certain
types of property yield the highest tax saving
benefits from a CSS. Those properties include
specialty-use buildings, such as medical facilities,

2

as shorter-lived assets.

HOW COST SEGREGATION WORKS
While personal property is usually depreciated over
a five- to seven-year life, real property is typically
depreciated over 39 years (commercial property) or
27.5 years (residential property). With a cost segregation study, owners of real estate can shelter large
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lTlhe Editorial Board of Rr'nl fsfnfc Is
I .r.. *u, honored to recently prcscnt
I it, tsss William S. Ballard Award to

James R. MacCrate, CRE, & David L.
Peterson, for their article, "Land Investment

in the 21st Century." It appeared in the Summer 1999 edition of Reo[ Estnta /ssues. The
honor, given annuallv by The Counselors of
Real Estate, recognizes the author(s) whose
n ork best exemplifies the high standards of
content maintained in the organization's 25
year-old professional journal, Real Estntu Issli8s.

The award-winning article examined
some of the ways which U.S. Iand investment in the 2l'rcentury will be different from
what we know today. As a baseline from
which to analyze expected changes in risk
elements and strategies, the authors first described the basic elements of risk and related
strategies that are always present in land investment, followed bv a review ofrecent history to see how land investment has changed
over the past 10-15 years. The authors then

Iooked ahead five to l0 years to predict
which of today's practices and patterns w.ill
have changed - and how dramatically. They
also examined how such changes could affect future returns and investment strategies.
Jim MacCrate, CRE, has been an active

member of The Counselors since his invitation to membership in 1983. Currently, he

Celebraling 25 Yeors ol Publishing Excellencu 1976 - 2OO0

has an independent real estate and financial investment consulting firm in the New
York metropolitan area. FIe was formerly a
director in the Real Estate Group at Price-

terhouseCoopers LLP in New York,
where he was responsible for conducting
the annual Nalirrrul l-nrttl Int'estnmtt Suraey.
Jim has supervised and performed real estate valuation and consulting assignments
on all property types, real estate operating
companies, family limitecl partnerships, allocation of shares for UPREITs, swaps, and
portfolios.
Based in Canada, David Peterson is an
independent Internet business advisor, with
extensive experience in bringing technological innovation to real estate and appraisal consulting practices. He monitors
and reports on nerv lnternet and web developments affecting the real estate industry
and has taught in university and professional seminar settings in North America
and Asia.
Funding for the Ballard Award is provided by the generous contributions of the
William S. Ballard Scholarship Fund in
memory of the late Ballard, also a Counselor of Real Estate. All manuscripts published in Real Esflle Issrcs during 1999 were
eligible for the award. The 2000 award will
be presented next spring during the CRE
Midyear Meetings.".,
wa

t3
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sums of income now rather than later, by shifting
certain property costs from a 39-year life to 15-vear,
seven-year and even a five-year Iife.
Construction-related softcosts have historically been
lumped together as part of real property. However,
by performing a cost segregation study, these soft
costs can be allocated to various components of the
property, many of which have shorter depreciable
lives than the real property component. The result

CoNrnrruron lNronuertoN
Real Estale Issues publishes four times annually (Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter). The journal reaches a lucrative
segment of the real estate industry as well as a representative cross section of professionals in related industries.
Subscribers to Real Eslalc Issres (REI) are prima ly the owners, chairmen, presidents, and vice presidents of
real estate companies, financial corporations, property companies, banks, management conpanies, Iibraries,
and REALTOR6 boards throughout the country; professors and university personnel; and professionals in S&Ls,
insurance companies, and law firms.
Rr:al Esfate lssues is published for the benefit of the CRE (Counselor of Real Estate) and other real estate professionals, planners, architects, developers, economists, Bovernment personnel, lawyers, and accountants. It focuses on providing up-to-date information on problems and topics in the field of real estate.

is a faster write-off of costs previously included as
real propertyCost segregation studies can be performed on purchased facilities as well as newly constructed facili-

REVIEW PROCESS
Member and non-member authors are encouraged to submit their manuscripts to:
Reql Estate Issues, c/o The Counselors of Real Estate, 430 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Itlinois 60611. All
manuscripts are reviewed by three members of the editorial board with the author's name(s) kept anonymous.
When accepted, the manuscript and any recommended changes is returned to the author for revision. If the
manusc pt is not accepted, the author is notified by letter
The policy of. Reql Estate Issues is not to accept articles that directly and blatantly advertise, publicize, or promote the author or the author's firm or products. This policy is not intended to exclude any mention of the
author, his,/her firm, or their activities. Any such presentations however, should be as general as possible, modest in tone, and interesting to a wide variety of readers. If a product, service, or company is featured, it should be
informational vs. promotional in nature. Potc'ntial conflicts oI interest between the publication of an article and
its advertising value should also be avoided.
Every effort will be made to notify the author on the acceptance or reiection of the manusc pt at the earliest
possible date. Upon publication, copyriSht is held by The Counselors of Real Estate (American Society of Real
Estate Counselors). The publisher will not refuse any reasonable request by the author for permission to reproduce any of his/her contributions to the journal.
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Savings derived from these studies flow directly to
the bottom line in tax savings and cash flow.

DEADLINES
See Editorial Calendar on inside back cover for deadlines.

MANUSCRIPT/GRAPHTCS PREPARATION
1). Manuscripts must be submitted on disk (along with hard copy) in IBM or PC format only-Mac files cannot
be accommodated: .txt (text) file format or Word for Windows 6.0. All submitted materials, includinS abstract,
text and notes, are to be double-spaced. Number of manuscript pages is not to exceed 25 single-sided sheets
(approx. 7,000 words). Submit five copies of the manuscript, a 50- to loGword abstract* and a brief biographical statement. Computer-created charts/tables should be in separat€ files from article text. (* An abslract is a
brief synopsis. ll the ma usffiltt is acceptetl for publicatiotl, thc abstracl u,ttuld appeor orr lhe lablc ol contents page.)
2). Graphics/itluskations are to be considered as fi6;ures, numbered consecutively and submitted in a form
suitable for reproduction. Craphics must either be submitted camera-ready or computer-generated as PC compatible ONLY DO NOT subnrit colorized computer files .. the grap hics must be created in grayscale or black and
white onl tf possible, save in all of or at least one of the following formats: .emf; .eps; .tif
3). Number all graphics (tables/charts,/graphs) consecutively. All graphics should have titles.
4). All notes, both citations and explanatory, are to be numbered consecutively in the text and placed at the cld of
the manuscdpt.
5). Whenever possible, include glossy photo6;raphs to clarify and enhance the content in your article.
6). Article title should contain no more than eight to ten words including an active verb.
7). For uniformity and accuracy consistent with our editorial policy, refer to The Associated Press Stylebook.
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THE BALLARD AWARD MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION INFORMATION
The REI Editortal Bocrd is accepting manuscripts in competition for the 2000 William S. Ballard Award. All articles published in REI during the 2000 calendar vear rvill be eligible for consideration, including member and
non-member authors. The $500 cash award and plaque is presented annually each spring, during The Counselors' Midyear Meetings to the author(s) whose manuscript best exemplifies the high standards of content maintained in the journal. The recipient is selected by a three-person subcommittee comprised of members of The
Counselors of Real Estate. (The 2000 recipient will be honored at The Counselors 200l Midyear Meetings.)
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ties, not to mcntion major renovation of existing
facilities. Studies can be performed for real estate
holdings placed in service as far back as 1987, e'ven
if the year is "closed" for tax purposes. Recently
issued IRS revenue procedures (sra IRS Raz,(llrc
Proct'dure 99-49 dtscribed Deloa,) permit companies
that have claimed less than the allowable depreciation to claim the omitted amount over a four-year
period on a going-forward basis. In addition, the
segregated components continue to be depreciated
over shorter lives going forward.

I

I

IS THERE EXPOSURE TO A TAX AUDIT?
This is a question that we are asked quite frequently
by individuals and other practitioners. Our experience indicates that a properly performed CSS does
not create additional exposure to a tax audit. Depreciation is not a high priority area with the IRS. The
benefits of a CSS come from the' acceleration of tax
deductions, not taking a tax deduction for something the taxpayer is not already entitled to. lf tht,
property is held for its entire depreciable life, thc'
IRS will get all that it is entitled to. The benefit from
a CSS comes from the time value of monev generated by current tax savings that mav eventually be
paid back, albeit,20 or so years later.

AN ESTATE PLANNING TOOL
When property changes hands through an estate,
the tax basis of the property $,ill generally step-up
(usually increase) to fair market value. This steppedup basis begins a new depreciable life for the property. The property could have been 50 years old and
fully depreciated prior to the death, however, the
stepped-up basis now can be depreciated based on
its fair market value. This is an ideal time for a cost
se8regation study.
CSS AS

I

I

I
I
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HCA CASE LIGHTS THE WAY
The Hospilnl Corporation of Anrcrica (HCA) case,
concluded in 1997, constituted a maior win for tax
payers and owners of real estate. In this case, the
court concluded that property qualifying as tangible personal property under former investment
tax credit (lTC) rules would also qualify in the same
manner for purposes of tax depreciation. Thus, we
can look to the guidance under the former ITC rules

when determining whether property is depreciated
as real property (i;r,,39-year recovery period) or
personal property (i.c.,generally a five-year orsevenyear recovery period).

ln the HCA

case, the taxpayer argued that scveral
disputed items associated with facilities it built in
the 1980s constituted tangible personal property
(see definition below) that should be depreciated
over a five-year recovery period (based on the applicable business asset guideline class appropriate
for the taxpaver's business). The IRS countered that
allowing these items to be depreciate'd over a different recovery period than the buildings to u,hich
they related, amounted to component depreciation
(which was outlawed in 1986). The IRS also argued
that the items in question were structural components of the buildings in which they rvere housed
kre d{initions brlozr,). Furthermore, the IRS suggested to the court that the old ITC cases that
predate the adoption of current depreciation methods in the 1980s, were of limited usefulness in determhing what constitutes a structural component.

The court concluded that items such as kitchen
hoods and exhaust systems and wiring for telephone and communications systems, to name a
few, were tangible personal property rather than
structural components of the building because the
items were related to furnishing medical services
rather than providing building services. We would
expect that similar logic should apply to other industries and activities, particularly rt here a part of
a building's features are for the specific use of the
company's business oper.ltions.

DEFINITIONS
Tangible Personal Property
- Under $ 1.481(c), is defined as, "any tangible property .,rcepl
Iand and improvements thereto, such as buildings
and other inhertntly pernlntrnt structures (including items which are struclural corrpturr,nts of such
buildings or structurc's)."
Inherently Permanent
ps. Ctnnnissioner,

In Whitcco IlLlus., lnc.

T.C. (1975), the following factors

3

were considered in resolving whether property is
inherently permanent and, thus, not tangible personal property:

1. Is the property capable of being moved, and has
it in fact been moved?
2. Is the property designed or constructed to remain permanently in place?
3. Are there circumstances that tend to show the

4.

expected or intended length of affixation; i.c., are
there circumstances that show that the property
may or will have to be moved?
How substantial a job is removal of the property

and how time-consuming is it? Is

it

"readily

removable?"

5. How much damage will the property sustain
upon its removal?
6. What is the manner of affixation of the property
to the land?

Additional Factots to be Considered:
Movability itself is not the controlling factor in

The opportunitv

for iruliaiduals and

cornpaflies that outn or haae inaestments

in sizable real estate portfolios to
rcalize sigflificant financial benefits
through cost segregation is snbstantial,
as are tlrc saaings. With tax lazos
and interpretations continuallv changing,
tlrc time to act is now.
Accordingly, an item constitutes a structural component of a building if the item relates to the operation and maintenance of the building. Sec. 1 .48-1(e)
(2), Income Tax Regs. The "sole iustification" test set
forth in section 1.48-l(e) (1), Income Tax Regs.,

excludes from the term "structural component"
only machinery that is required to meet the temperature and humidity requirements of other machinerv.

deciding n,hether the property Iacks permant'nce.
The fact that an item is not readily reusable in
another location is evidenct' supporting the conclusion that it is to be treated as permanent in its
present location.

Structural Components

-

$ 1.48-l(eX2), ln-

come Tax Regs., explains the meaning of "structural components" by way of example, rather than

by definition, as follows:
The term "structural components" includes such
parts of a building as walls, partitions, floors, and

ceilings, as well as anv permanent coverings
thereof such as paneling or tiling; windows and
doors; all components (whether in, on, or adjace.nt to the building) of a central air conditioning
or heating svstem, including motors, compressors, pipes and ducts; plumbing and plumbing
fixtures, such as sinks and bathtubs; electric
niring ancl lighting fixtures; chimneys; stairs,
escalators, and elevators, including all components thereof; sprinkler systems; fire escapes;
and other components relating to the operation
or maintenance of a building. However, the term
"structural components" clot's not itrclude machinery, the sole justification for the installation
of which is the fact that such machinery is required to meet temperature or humidity requirements which are essential for the. operation of
other machinery or the processing of materials
or foodstuffs.

.1

IRS Revenue Procedure (Rev. Proc.) 99-49
Rev. Proc. 99-49 describes the requirements and
procedures for a taxpayer to obtain an automatic
consent to change methods ofaccounting. This Rev.
Proc. allows taxpayers to retroactively changt their
mcthod ofaccounting for depreciation and catch up
the difference over a four-vear period.
The Rev. Proc. describes the change as follows:

"(a) This change applies to a taxpayer that
'r,ants to chanS;e from an impermissible
method of accounting for depreciation or
amortization under which the taxpayer did
not claim the depreciation allowable, to a permissible method of accounting for depreciation under which the taxpayer will claim the
depreciation allowable.
(b) A ch;rnge from a taxpayer's impermissible

method of accounting for depreciation under
which the taxpayer did not claim the depreci.-rtion allowable kr a permissible method of accounting for depreciation under which the
taxpayer will claim the depreciation allowable
is a change in method of accounting for which
thr. conscnt of the Commissioner is required."
The Rev. Proc. also describes in detail the requirements and conditions needed to take advantage of
this provision in the law. A competent tax accountant r,r'ill nec.d to follow the strict IRS requirements
to effectuate the change in accounting.
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nppraisal consulting, by w,hich they spe-

I

cifically mean when the assiSnment is
to develop a recommendation "without
advocacy." The ASB corectly states that

"consulting is a broad term." The distinctive cor/rrscli,r.g process is not synonymous with "consulting. " The CRE
(Counselor of Real Estate), as defined
by The Counselors of Real Estate, ".

..

I
I

is

I

an advisor who ... directs... efforts toward the clients' best interests through
(among other aspects of the process)
advocary of the client's interest... ." A

I

hard and bright Iine separates impartial

opinions of market v2lug (appraising)
from efforts to advocate a client's interest (counseling). One appraises real
property, but counsels clients.
The argument that Tesh mounts is
that inasmuch as, ". . . bureaucracy has
produced".r "nightmare scena rio.

for appraisal," and inasmuch as
"a1l CREs will be facing in coming
years" an unclear "line between appraising. . . and counseling, therefore,

I
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estate solutons for our ckeflts. ln the

new economy. Meredrth
I
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"... (c)ounseling as a profession is . . . in
danger" of licensing, and, in fact, night-

LaCrosse, KS
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6rew
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Servrces,

I

Counsehn8 & Valuatron SeMces, Finance

&

Capltal Markets Group,

and

lYanagernent Servces are expandng to
provde ea€n more tolution5 to addrest

mare licensing. I am unconvinced by
the argument. Admittedly, there was
Standard 4 confusion for a time caused
by false linkage of vague language. Patience and precision of speech by CRE
leaders and staff and others, together
with sound thinking and persuasion by
some Appraisal Standards Board (ASB)
members, have eliminated the earlier
concern that state appraisal boards
might seek to apply to Counseling the
USPAP Rules underStandard 4 orStandard 5. Olr the other hand, the wording
oi the apltrai5nl consulting Standard 4
precludes its use for development of
either an nppraisn I or an npprnisll rn itrt,.
Anthony Reynolds. CRE
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ernployees have worked

e^/ery facet of our clients' real eitale
needs. We look forward to be(omrng a
crtrcal player on your tearn as you forSe
ahead wrth your next busrness lcnture.
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EXAMPLES OF COST SECREGATION
These case studit's further illustrate the tax savings
benefits of cost segregation:

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
In response to the
CRE Perspective:. lust Thitrkitrg Abottt it is lllcgal
by Amold S. Tesh, CRE
Spring 2000 (Vol. 25, No. 1) issue, pgs. 55 - 57

Doar Editor

Arnold S. Tesh, CRE, in his CRE
Perspective, " Just Thinking About
it is Illegal," explores two themes
which he then combines in argument.I takeexception to both ofhis
analyses and to his conclusion,
In one theme Tesh relates that

appraisers should be lict'nsed in
the state "wherever they domicile
a practice." That is "where the (appraisal) services are provided,"
therefore, that is n,here the state
has "residents to protect" from "incompetent or unscrupulous practice." That seems okay at first reading. But he does not mean that
appraisers should be liccnsed zo/rcrnar they practice, but only wherever they domicile a practice. He

writes that throug)r wcll-intentioned initial mist,rke bv a c()nscientious group acting in haste
"(a)ppraisal licensing lan,s are
based on where the property is located rather than where the ser-

vices are provided." What results
is multi-state licensing, which, in
Tesh's opinion is "truly unjust and

unworkable," and "make it impractic.rl ... lo run a(n appraisal) business," and "does not prcvcnt victimization" (of clients, or are they)
"in any way helped or protected by
... a matrix of ... state licensing."
What particularly offends Tesh
in this matter is his view that the

very purpose of liccnsing

is

thwarted by the focus on the property to be appraised rl,hich he characterizes as "an inanimate oblect"

60

and "a thing which just happens kr
sit somewhere." His rationale for
eliminating, nlulti-state appraiser
licensing is that the client, not the
real estate, needs the state's protection. Thcse arc the nub of mv disagreement with him. What l{ill be
appraisecl are property interests or
rights and obligations, which must
be identified, defined, and recorded
in the state where the property i\
located. Furthermore, whereas thc
users of the appraisal will be identified in (and may influence the
nature of) the appraisal report, the
client is immaterial to the market
value opinion, inasmuch as rnnrkr'l
lnllrr' as .r c()ncept presumes unidentified parties to the transaction.
Whether foran actual market transaction (r.9. lease, mortgage, pur-

chase) or a simulated markct
transnction (r'..q. eminent domain,
ad valort'm, casualty loss), the
transaction n,ill occur in the state
in w,hich the real property is lo.
cated, and those professiona ls
upon which the parties and the
state rely should be subiect to
rules that obtain there.
The other theme that Tesh explores in the article recognizes that
some CREs strive to construe the
counseling designation as conferring appraisaI credentials. He notes
that a division is meant to exist
"between appraising and consulting or counseling." But asks:
"where does one draw the line?"
Here is my answer. All CREs are
real estate cxports who are familiar

with valuation theory and market

prices. Some CIIEs are acknowle'dged appraisal exptrts, whatever
their occupations. And, of course,
some of them are practicing appraisers. No CRE is permitted to
appraise without having either, 1).
an appraisal designation from an
organization that is a Sponsor of
the Appraisal Foundation, or 2). an
appropriate current license issued
by the appraisal board of the state
in which the real cstatc is locatcd.
The consequence of that CRE rule
is that no CRE may appraise without being subiect k) the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (the USPAP) as interpreted by the state's licensing
authority. Well-settled regulatory
law permits these state boards to
adjudicate improper conduct while
denying restraint-of-trade counter
actions by the accusc'd. The boards
levv monev-fines and suspend the
right-to-practice, among other penalties, but the most se,vere punishment, especially for thc high-profile appraiser, is publication in the
appraiser's home-town press of the
determination of guilt. Multi-state
practitioners, and thost' who want
to be, are advised that states' findings of appraisers' serious misconduct are posted .rg.rinst the apprais-

ers' names on the Appraisal
Foundation'> national Web register; real estate litigators look at the
register, as do appraiser licensing
boards in all the states.

My answer continues.

The

USPAP is clear that one acting for a

party to the transaction, or perceived as so dctint. is not appraising, not consulting as an appraiser,

and is not subject to Standard 4
even if licensed as an appraiser. It
is the certain view of the Appraisal
Foundation's Appraisal Standards
Board (ASB), and of allstate boards

of which I am aware, that their
regulation reaches no further than
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million officebuild10 years of operaing in
tions, depreciation expense was originally calculated as $3,300,000. As a result of a cost segregation studv performed in 1998, the, company
was able to increase its depreciation expense by
over $1,600,000 during the next four vears. This
resulted in discounted present value tax savings
and additional cash florr, of more than $340,000
to the company.
A company constructed
1988.

A

a $1 1

During the first

$6,000,000 warehouse

facility n'as put into

service in 1997. As originally calculated, depreciation expense during the first four years of
operations was approximately $650,000. After a
cost segregation study was performed in 1999,
the company was able to increase its depreciation expense during the same four-year period
by $225,000. This resulted in tax savings and
additional cash flow of over $100,000.

A $8,500,000 nursing home was constructed in
1987. As originally calculated, depreciation expense during the first 11 years of operations r,l,as
approximately $2,600,000. After a cost segregation studv was performed in 1998, the company
was able b deduct an additional $1,600,000 of
depreciation spread over the ncxt four years.
This resulted in tax savings and additional cash
flow of over $500,000 during thc four-year period.
An office building complex costing 548,000,000
was acquired in 1995. The owner made tenant
improvements of $2 million to the facility over
the ensuing two years. As originally calculated,
the depreciation expense from 1998 through 2001

was $5,050,000. A cost segregation study that
identified improvements such as millwork, wall
coverings, kitchen plumbing, telecomnunications n.iring, and supplemental air conditioning, to name a few, increased depreciation expense during that four-year period by $2,300,000.
This led to tax savings and additional cash flow
of over $700,000 to the owner.

CONCLUSION
The opportunity for individuals and companies
that own or have investments in sizable real estate
portfolios to realize significant financial benefits
through cost scgregation is substantial, as are the
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savings. With tax laws and interpretations continually changing, the time to act is no$'.REr

be implemented to ensure that potential conflicts

do not taint the "fairness" of thc transaction and
result in shareholder litigation which has the
potential to derail the transaction or expose the
participants kr liability. As a practical matter, this
usually means that it is advisable to have the
transaction evaluated and negotiated by a special
committee of directors who do not have a financial interest in the proposed LBO. In order to
provide the desired legal protection, the special

QunurY PnronrrY

committee should have independent financial
and legal advisors, be well informcd, and have
the ability and bargaining power to negotiate on
behalf of the public shareholders.

rN

HousrNG
by Stephen E. Roulac & Brucc R. Christy

uality is important in every aspect of society and especially

Enhanced Disclosure.
Extensive disclosure is required by Rule 13e-3
under the Securities Exchange Act - particularly
with regard to contacts and negotiations leading
up to thr tr.rnsaction - where thc aceluiror group
includes management or any othL'r affiliate of the
target REIT.

housing. The perceived quality of property influences its pric-

ing, marketability, and value. Confirming and communicating qualitv are crucial to real estate transactions. Subsequent shortfalls
of actual quality relative to representations of quality in such communications can impose significant liability for both those who build and
sell properties and also for those who provide professional services to
transactions.
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Understanding consumers' expectations of housing quality can both
increase the prospects of positive property performance and also aid a
develope'r in building a brand name and strong market identity. Concurrently, understanding the role of quality in property transactions is
crucial to mitigating litigation risk. This manuscript explores the role of
quality in the context of housing decisions.

QUALITY CONTEXT
Over the last two decades quality has been thoroughly ingrained in
every aspect of society. Fundamental to Japan emerging as a major
economic power was its national commitment to quality, transforming Madc in lnpan from representing something of shoddy workmanship and unreliable functionality to hip;h standards of precision assemblv of materials and reliability. Central to the resurgence of the
United States' economv during the second half of the 1980s through the
1990s has been a pervasive, intensive commitment to quality. The
much-publicized Malcolm Baldridge Award raised consciousness of
quality concerns throughout the business community and motivated
many companies to commit significant resources to enhancing the
quality of svply nspect of their operations. The proselytizing of quality
gurus such as Edu,ard Demming, Joseph Juran, and Philip Crosby,
through their books, speaking, quality training and consulting, has
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REIT Rules.
In any transaction involving a REIT, consideration should be given early on to tlre impact of the
special tax rules that apply to REITs and to the
target REIT's charter provisions that are designed
to preservc'its REIT tax status. In that regard,
careful thought must be given to the decision to
continue the target's status as a REIT or to operate
it as a taxable real estate company. The entity's
ability to service its debt after the going private
transaction and still satisfy the REIT income distribution requirement and the tax consequences
of the loss of REIT status must be analyzed.

Properlv planned and executed going private transactions, of course, often do succeed and yield the
expected benefits. It is important, however, to set
realistic expectations at the outset and to exercise
care in threading through the legal, regulatory, and
market challenges.*.,
ABOUT OUR FEATURED COLUMNIST
Robin Panovka, is a partnet of Wachtall, Lipton, Rosen &
Kntz in Nntt York, zulrcre he specializts ir REIT and reql
estate metgts ntd ncquisitions ard
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had a significant impact upon raising quality consciousness broadly.

INSIDER'S PERSPECTIVE

The explosion of the media coverage of business
has furthered the awareness of quality. Suddenly,

FOCUS ON REITs
TnxrNc REITs Pnrvlrr
brt RLtbirr Pntroi,ka

falk of taking REITs private continues despite the recent rebound in equity REIT
I stocks. Manv smaller REITs have been left out of the multiple expansion be.ing
!

7,

enjoyecl by their larger peers and continue to explore strategic al[ernatives. While the
renc.wed strength ofthe large cap REITs increases the possibility ofsellinB out to a Iarge
compctitor (who now can more easily manage a stock-for-stock transaction or perhaps

even a cash deal), the option of going private is often an attractive alternative,
particularly because of the continued healthy valuations in the private real estate
markets. And from the perspective of financing sources, the gap between the Wall
Street valuations for REITs and the private market values of the asscts held by REITs
presents an obvious opportunity. These dynamics have resulted in a number of
successful LBO transactions in the REIT sector, and rvill likely result in additional
activitV.
While the idea of taking a REIT private is relatively simple, execution is often
complex, in that it involves weaving through a number of business and legal
constraints. Recent LBO activity in the REIT market and broader experience from
other sectors provide a number of useful guidelines u'hich should be kept in mind
when evaluating a potential going private transaction involving a REIT:

Pricing Considerations.
It is important to understand at the ()utsct that procedural constraints (outlined
btlon'), competition from other bidders, the value demanded by shareholders as
an inducement to approvL. a transaction, and transaction expenses typically will
push up the cost of the deal to a number which is not too far off from real value.
Bargain basement bids (measured by real value, not iust current stock price)
usually attracl competition, litigation, and other scrutiny, and are unlikely to
succeed in their initial form.

Inability to Control Outcome.
Once the LBO process is initiated, the process often takes on a Iife of its own and
the initiators (managemt'nt and its financing sources) will likely lose control and

be unable to assure a particular outcome. ManagementJed buy-outs typically
result in auctions in which third-party bidders havc the opportunity to compete
with the insider group on a "level playing field." Also, importantly, the ultimate
decision of n,hether to consummate any particular transaction and with whom
generally rests in the hands of the shareholders.
Managing Conflicts of Interest.
LBOs and other going private transactions which involve management or members of the board of directors necessarily raise potential conflicts of interest. In the
UPREIT context, there is an additional layer of conflicts because of the potentially
divergent interests of the OP Unitholdcrs and the shareholders. Procedures must

the attention to best practices has caused those
purchasing for business and consumers to raise
their expectations of the quality of every good and
service they buy. Specifically, the best product and
service experience encountered in one setting is
transferred by expectation to all settings. The quality of products and services has improved dramatically in recent vears, which has therefore
stimulated even higher expectations in everv purchase decision, product experience, and service
encounter.
The shinp;le theory holds that any individual or
business representing to the public that it provides
goods and services - by the very act of hanging out
its silrglc - communicates that the consuming public can reasonably rely upon that professional and
companv to possess appropriate levels of competence so that the work such professionals and organizations do is characterized by appropriate levels
of quality. Thus, every individual and organization
associated with housing goods and services are
expected to be competent in their roles generally,
and to deliver goods and services that meet society's
quality expectations specifically.
The propertv markets have not been immune to the
higher standards of consumer expectations concerning the quality of property goods and services.
The implementation of quality expectations through
.l).

real estate occurs in several ways, including:
professionals' and private enterprises' oh,n standards;2). behavior guidelines of professional associations; 3). regulations administered by government agencies charged with protecting the public
interest;4). the legal principles of fiduciarv responsibility; and 5). the shingle theory. Amongthemeans
by which quality in housing is implemented are the
following:
Professionals and enterprises with property involvements employ their own quality standards
concerning what is to be done, how it is to be
done, and what internal quality control mechanisms are employed to confirm that the desired
quality objectives are realized.
Professional associations promulgate codes of
ethics and behavior, specifying the standards of
service that consumers of professional services

should expect.
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Government regulations address the public's
reasonable expectations of professional competence, diligencc, and disclosure.
Fiduciary law imposes explicit responsibilities
for professionals representing their clients in
terms of the standard of care that should be
employed in such representation.
Purchasers of property employ professionals to
provide due diligence services to confirm construction quality, property value, mechanical
systems functionality, fire and safety standards
compliance, and related concerns.
Shortfalls in quality expectations can be accompanied by legal tiability, which can lead to litigation
and substantial awards for danrages.

HOUSING QUALITY CONTEXT
Qualitv expectations are espc'cially significant in
housing. Housing is both a household's largest
expenditure and also, in many instances, a primary
component of the household's u,ealth portfolio.
People expect to receive value consistent rvith rvhat
they pay. The higher the price of a particular cxpenditure, the higher the expectations of the value and

quality of what is bought with that exptnditure.
Especiallv for a significant capital expenditure, for
a product in $,hich functionality and durability are
crucial consumer expectations, consumers perceive
a close correlation between the amountofwhat they

spend with the quality of what they get. Simply
stated, lvhen a consumer spends more, that consumer expects to get more in multiple realms of
the product's attributes, and especially its quality.
A ma jor part of the income that people realizt' from
their employment is devoted to housing expenditures. Housing is the largest expenditure for most
households, generally taking 25 percent to 33 percent of income, or even more. Consequently, most
people spend mort' time rvorking to pav for their
housing than they do for any other good or service
that they consume. The expectations of consumers
and businesses as to a product's quality is directly
influenced by the purchase price. A high price
generallv, and especially a price that requires a
substantial portion ofan individual's or household's
earnings, signals high expectations as to quality.
When people work harder for something, they reasonably have higher expectations associated n,ith
what they worked so hard for, than for other t'xpenditures to which they make a lesser commitment of
time and effort. Today, every person is challenged
in work to be more producti,,e and to delive'r more

quantitv at higher quality in less time and cost. lnevitablv, the market's expectations of an individual's

increase since 1970. While average household earnings have also grown dramatically, as seen in E,rlrilril 1, the ratio of housing price to earnings contin-

productivity influences that individual's own ex-

ues to expand. Although part of this expansion
reflects the consequences of innovations in mortgage finance as well as changing costs of capital, the
daunting price of housing for virtually every segment of socir.ty motivates higher quality expectations.

pectations in their personal consumption decisions.
Housing tluality that might have been tolerated or
accepted in the past is no longer tolerated or accepterl k)day.
The pressures on housing quality today are exacerbatecl by the higher price of housing. Housing
costs in the U.S. have increased dramatically. as
evide'nced in Erhilit l, showing horv the cost of
a single-family homc. has gone from $25,700 fi 1970
to $72,U00 in 1980 to $168,300 in 1999, a 555 percent

Exhibit

SURVEY OF REAL ESTATE AGENTS

Insights into farctors influencing housing expectations are provided by the rcsults of survey research
of agents representing prospective homebuyers in

1

Housing Af fordability Decreased
Changing House Price and Household Income Relationships

I

- United States Year

Soarcc; Wnorls

Average Htruse Pricc

1970

$25,700

sr 2,636

191.i0

$72,800

s27

Incrrme

,626

I lrice/lncome

2.64
I

s1 15,300

s50,631

2.28

1q99

s168,300

$70,253

2..10

&

Ratio

2.03

199(l

Pool. Eco omics, CEEDS 1998; Bav Areo Rcol Estatu Liorm.ttion Scnice;

Nnfid,nl Asso.rdli(r, of Rtaltots; Rtiulac Group,
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Housing Affordability Decreased
Changing House Price and Household Income Relationships
- Marin County Year

Average House Price

197t)

$37,84s

1q80

$168,508

Average Household lncome

I

Price/ Income Ratio

,791

2.r3

$12,317

3.98

$17

1990

$379,581

s81,018

.r.52

1999

$5e0,821

$124,204

4.76

CHAIN SCALE SEGMENT FORECASTS
With the exception of thc. Upper Upscnft' segment,
RevPAR grorvth is forecast to rise moderately in 2000
and fall in 2001 across the five chain scale se'gments.
(Tnble 2.) The only exception is the Up1tt'r Upscnlt
segment where RevPAR growth is projected to decre'ase by 0.3 percentage points in 2000 as ADR growth
skrws to 4.7 percent in 2000 from 5.5 percent in 1999. By
2002, a sharp decline in supply growth will have a
sizeable positive impact on RevPAR growth across all
five segments.
The Upper Upscalc, segment u,ill continue to lead in
terms of RevPAR growth. This segment also has the
highcst occupancy rate. In the Upscnlc' segment,
RevPAR growth, in inflation-adjusted terms, is expected to be negative, largely due to falling occupancy
rates. The performance of the Miriscak'irith FtiB se9ment isexpected toberelatively weak. Demand growth
will continue to decline in this segment as newer
Upscale and Midscale without F&B continue to gain
market share. The outlook for the M idscnk u,ithottt F{tB
segment will improve substantially in 2002 as the
occupancy rate is expected to increase in that year. In
terms of absolute occupancy rates, the Erorrorry segmc,nt remains the weakest among the five segments.
However, it is the' only segment in which the occupancy rate is expected to ris€, or remain unchanged
during the period from 2000 b 2002. The Economr.l
segment's RevPAR is also expected to grow at a pace
close to that of the Upper Ul,sfflc' segment.
Consistent with our forecast, the January through
May 2000 data from STR show that the Up1n'r Upscnlt
segment has posted the highest RevPAR growth of 6.0
percent. This is followed by the Mldscalt uith F €.rB and
Midscaleuithout FfiB with 4.0 and 3.6 percent RevPAR
Browth, respectivelv. (Tabb .3.) Year-to-date supply
growth is very strong in thr Midscale uithout FEB al
.10.9
percent, which is tracked closely by demand
growth of 10 percent. This contrasts starkly with the
Midscnle u'ith Ft?B segment, which continues to register close to zero supply and demand growth.

REGIONAL PERFORMANCE
On a regional basis, the New England, ['acific, and
Middle Atlantic regions continued to outpcrform the
industry with continued strength in RevPAR growth
based on year-to-date STR data through May 2000.
(Tablc 3.) In first five months, these regions have
posted moderate supply grolvth in the range of 2.2 to

Sotrrce: Wotrds E Potth, Economics, CEEDS '1998; Bay Area Real Eslallr lnfon alion Sen'ice;
Notionnl Associotion ol Realtors; Roulac Group, lttc.
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2.5 percent combined with robust demand growth
ranging from 4.0 to 6.9 percent. The performance of the
Pacific region is not surprising given the favorable
trends in the Los Angeles-Long Beach and San Francisco markets which together account for 21.4 percent
of room supply in the Pacific region. The worst performing regions were the East South Central and
Mountain, with 0.5 and -0.1 percent RevPAR growth,
respectively.
Among the top 25 markets in terms of room size,
the leading performers with RevPAR growth far above
the national average of 4.8 percent in the year-to-date
period are San Francisco,/San Mateo, Boston, New
York, Los Angeles-Long Beach, and New Orleans.
These trends are supported by strong growth in the
ADR. Boston and New York are key krdging markets.
Boston accounts for approximately 26 percent of room
supply in the New England region, while New York
accounts for more than one-fifth of total room supply
in the Middle Atlantic region.
The underperformers with negative or Iess than
0.5 percent RevPAR growth are Seattle, Philadelphia,
St. Louis, and Phoenix. These cities are plagued with
ADR growth that is below the inflation rate. Generally,

the poor RevPAR performance is due to declining
occupancies and weak ADR growth as a result of
strong supply growth.
By location, urban properties achieved the highest
year-to-date May 2000 RevPAR growth of 6.9 percent.
(Tnble

3) This was followed by resort and highway

properties. The worst performing lcration rvas the sub.
urban properties where RevPAR growth was4.6 percent.

In summary, 2000 will be a positive year with
RevPAR growth recovering from a trough in 1999 (the

actual trough was during the first quarter of 2000).
RevPAR increases will slorv in 2001 primarily because
of room supply, creating another trough in 2001. The
year 2002 will be a strong year with RevPAR growth
reboundin2;.*u,
NOTES

l.

This macrocconomic scenario is based on issumptions dcveloped as of March 2000.
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an upscale Northern California market. Survcys
were conducted in the spring of 1999 of residential
real estate agents who were top performers, with
long-time involvement in the Marin County housing market. Marin County is an especiallv significant market to study housing cluality because of its
clistinctive attributes of housing prices and household income, as reflected in Exhibit 2.

Tables 1 - 3

1

,S.

Lodghg Foroca3t, a3 of Jun€ 2000
1998

1999

2000

2001

638

633

632

627

$78 14
4.6

$81 25

occupancy (Percenl)
Average Dady Rale ($)
Percentage Change from Pnor Year

(Percentage Change from Pfior Year)
Annual lnflalron'Adlusled RevPAR
(Percentage Change from Pno. Year)

$84

62

$87.56

4_O
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36

3

31

39

28

3

03

04
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Average Darly Rooms Sold (000s)
Percentage Change from Pnor Year

2 358

2.436

End-ol'Year Supply (000s)

3 768

42

2,523

2.586

36

2.5

3.910

4.043

4.172

38

34

32

3'l

The housing in Marin is not only highly covett'd but
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2002
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2
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Change kom Prior Y6ar
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I
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Ch.ln SaaL
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Midscale wilh F&B
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Upscale

60

36

4.5

4.O

04

3.6
3.4

10.9

0.3
10.0

49

5_7

32

80

8.2

12I
9.6
7_8

22
25

households pay more in aggrL-gate and also devote
a Breater amount of their income and household
wealth to housing. Consequentlv, issues of housing
quality loom especially large in Marin.

6.9
5.4

4a
5.3

1

38
39
26
41
30
36

Urban

69
53

24
26

3.8

Highway
Airport
Suburban

51

50

34

4A

46
/4.8

3.6
3.3

48

u.s.

4_4

3.1

2.8
2.6

05
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As of 1999, thc. price premium for Marin housing
was even more distorted, with the averagc house
price in Marin being 4.76 times the average household income, which compares to 2.40 for the country overall. The high household incomes of Marin
mean that home purchasers tend to be both more
discerning and more financially sophisticatcd than
average. Further, because purchasc.rs of Marin lrousing are paying more than $400,000 above thc average, house price that applies to other parts of the
country, those Marin households n'ho do purchase
a house make a more major commitment to housing

than applies in other parts of the country. Such

R.0lon
New England
Pacific
Middle AtlantE
West South Cenlral
Soulh Atlantic
West Norlh Central
Easl North Central
Easl South Central

.imongst the lt'ast affordable anvwhere. Although
average 1999 Marin County household inconre of
$124,204is1.7 times the national average of $70,253,
the average 1999 Marin Countv house price of
5590,821 is 3.5 times the 1999 national avt'rage of
$168,300. The average housing price in Marin has
increased dramatically, from 937,845 in 1970 to
$590,821 in 1999, a nearly lS-fold increase since
1970. While the pricing of housing in Marin in terms
of income u'as slightly higher than the national average, in 1970, witha price-income raho of 2.13 for Marin
comparing to thL, national average of 2.03, by 1980
this relationship had changed dramatically from a
ratio of 2.64 for the. country overall to 3.98 in Marin.

3_4

The survey of the sig;nificance of quality in housing
wasconducted through phone intervier+'s u,ith some

2_1

3.0
1.1

'15

34

Locrdon
2_6

3.5

3.8

Sources:

Iarlps 1 €t2j Pricewaterhousecooperc L.L.P (2000 to 2002);
Smith Travel ReseaEh (1998 to 1999)

Inrl. J: Smith Travel Research, l.odsir.l Outloot, Julv 2000;
Chain Scale Tfttlals Re@rls, July 2000

I

agents, who average approximately a quarter
century of experience selling real estate in Marin
County. The agents had sold an average of some 20
.16
to 26 residential units annually, with
perccnt of
their sales being condominium units. Agents were

surveyed for their assessments of market conditions in 1985-1987, as contrasted to 1999.
Data is unavailable on the duration of market involvement by licensed real estate sales agents in
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Marin. Interviews rvith real estate agents.rnd resi
dents of Marin lead to the conclusion that agents
with a quarter-century of cxperience selling real
estate in Marin County represent perhaps 5 percent
kr 7 percent of the total real est.rte sales .rgents.-rctive
in the Marin housing market. As of Janu.rry 2000
tlrere were approximately '1,050 Iicensecl real estate
sales agents who were members of the Marin Association of Realtors, some of whom had been licensed since 1976. Constquently, the survey respondents arr- drawn from approximately 50 to 75
real estate sales agents, with survey respondents
re'presenting some 20 percent to 30 percent of those
w'ith approximatelv a quarter century of experience
selling real estate in Marin Countv.

HOUSING DECISION PREFERENCE
Housing decision preferencts reflected morc qualitv-based reasons than financial consiclt'rations.
Among the reasons agents identified that a condominium r,n as preferred to cletached home ownership were the social benefits, specifically the opportunity to interact with neighbors; the ability to
re'ly on profe,ssional construction quality; and the
ability to relv on professional management. The
inability to afford a detached home was cited in
only one of the l5 responses. As seen in E,tiribil3, the
housing decision preferences were not meaningfully different in 1999 from what housing decision
preferences u,c,re in the 1985-.1987 time period.
Overall, quality factors h'ere meaningful influences
in housing decision preferences for detached home
ownership.

MEANING OF QUALITY
Civen the importance of qu.rlity of society, the
agcnts were asked to address whal prentit'rt quality
meant as compared to attt:rlgt guallfy. Quality fac-

tors considered include the incidence of repairs,
problems, and maintenance, which collectively can
be considered outputs. Among the inputs considered were design, materials, attention to detail, and
the skill and experience of those involvr.d in the
construction process itself. The responses summarized in E.r/ribll .l reflect that two factors emerge as
being perceived by the real estate agents sun,eyed
to be influential: high quality materials and more
attention to detail. One conclusion from these survey responses is that quality embraces multiple
output measurcs and is achieved by a collection of
many inputs.
HOUSING QUALITY
The results of the survey indicate that in the
Northern California communitv of Marin Countv,

q
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housing quality varies significantlv between detached housing and torvnhouse,/ condominium
housing. The finding of inferior quality of attached
housing relative todetached housing isby no means
unique to Marin County, for severe qualitv issues
are not limited by geography. The issue of housing
quality is of broad concern to all with property
involvements.
The overall housing quality has meaningfully improved since the mid-I980s, the agents reported
that the incidence of de,tached house-s being of poor
quality n,ith significant clefects, has dramatically
reduced over the last 15 years. Detached housing

10

o
62%

I

that is regarded excellent or above'average in quality has not meaningfully changed, being 25 percent
and 36 percent, respectively, over the 1985-87 to
1999 periods, as reflected in E-r/ribil 5.

Improvements in housing quality have been most
pronounced for condominium and townhouse complexes, as reflected in the data shown in Exhibit 6.
Whereas in 1985-.1987 periods, agents rated the
quality of all condominium and townhouse complexes as poor with significant defects; by 1999
some 60 percent of condominium and torvnhouse
inventory, including new and existing, was rated as
average or above average.
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Therefore, in 2001, the occupancy rate is expected
to decrease bv 0.9 ()ccupancy points to 62.7 percent as
the gap between supply and demand growth n,idens.
By 2002, the occupancy rate is expected to stabilize at
62.6 percent as demand growth rebounds modestly
and supply growth slows further. ( Figure 1 €< Figurt 2.)

ADR growth, n,hich has been falling in line with

Celabraling 25 Yurs ol Publishirrg Etccllertce: 1976 - 2000

occupancy rates, is predicted to fall to 3.6 percent in
200'l and rise slightly to 3.8 percent in 2002.

Easing demand growth and smaller ADR inwill lower RevPAR growth in 2001 to 2.8
percent. By 2002, RevPAR growth will climb to 3.5
percentasdemand growth picks up and supplygrowth
colrtinues to dt'crt'ase.
creases

)l
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Exhibit 5 - Quality Assessment of Detached Housing
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72%
24%
48%
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'12-quarter

?,

providing
economr'tric forecasts of
f)ricewaterhrruseCtropers has be,en
I th" U.S. lodginB industry since '199.1. The four million rooms counted in the lodging
industry encompass the full range of property types from full service to limited service
hotels to extended stay properties. The model consists of three stochastic equations:
r/cnrarrrl as a function of 4-quarter polynomial distributed lag of real CDP and real ADR
with an adjusted R-squared of 0.99; roorrr sldrts, with an adjusted R-squared of 0.89; and
roont mtu, $'ith an adlusted R-squared of 0.93, atl significant at p=0.5. Following is a
summary of the lodging forecast throu6;h 2002.
The continued strong U.S. economy has supported high levels of lodging demand
so far this year. Confident consume'rs and expanding businesses continue' to keep travel
activity high despite rising oil prices. In the first five months of 2000, room supply grew

Poor - significant defects
Stturct: Roulac Croup, lttc

Note: Rorindrrrg

SUPPLY GROWTH WILL DECLINE FURTHER AS
DEMAND GROWTH PICKS UP IN 2OO2
For the year 2001, lodging demand gron th will slow to 2.5 percent from 3.6 percent
in 2000, mirroring the tempering of overall economic growth. By 2002, demand growth
will recover modestly to 2.7 percent.
Meanwhile, end-of-year room supply growth is forecast to decelerat€, through 2002,
after posting a record pace of 4.2 percent in 1998. Supply growth is expected to taper off
to 3.2 percent in 2001 and 2.8 percent by the end of 2002.
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Percent Dislribution

1985-1987 '1999

.1999.

percent in the vear 2000 to 2.8 percent in 2001 and 3.1 percent in 2002.rRecent data
shorv that consumer spending grorvth slowed in the second quarter of 2000. Moreover, housing starts have eased and survey data for the manufacturing industry
indicate that activity is expanding at a slower pace than in 1999. Since June 1999, the
Federal Reserve has increased the target fed funds rate by a cumulative 175 basis
points, with the aim of containing inflationary pressures. Macroeconomic Advisers
forecasts modest inflationary pressures of 2.6 percent in 2000; 2.5 percent in 2001; and
3.1 percent in 2002,

7Vo

Exhibil 6 - Quality Comparison of Condominium./Townhouse

fivc-month period in
U.S. RevPAR growth will continue to rise in 2000 alongside expectations ofstronger
U.S. economic growth. RevPAR growth is expected to rise to 3.9 percent in 2000 from 3.1
percent the previous year. (Tablc 1.) In fact, data from Smith Travel Research (STR)
indicate that RevPAR is growing at 4.8 percent for the first five months of the year,
supported by strong average daily rate (ADR) growth of 4.2 percent.

.1.4

4V,

I

at 3.3 percent, but demand expanded at a much faster pace of 3.8 percent. This translates
into a 0.4 percentage point rise in the occupancy rate to 6.1 .9 percent from the comparable

MODERATINC U.S. ECONOMIC CROWTH IN 2OO1
Following a strong first quarter with real GDP growth of 5.5 percent, the U.S.
economy is expected to slow from its current exceptional pace over the next six
quarters. Macroeconomic Advisers expects a moderate slowdown in real GDP from
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Ethibit 7 - Quality Comparison of Detached Housing to Condominium/Townhouse
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Marin agents responding to the survey perceived
the quality of detached housing to be significantly
better than condominium/tow,nhouses, as seen in
Erhibit 7, which compares perception of housing
quality in the 1985-1987 period, for housing and
condominiums, to housing quality in 1999. Although the differences in '1999 are not nearlv as
pronounced as '1985-1987, the differences are still
significant, for a buyer of a single-family home has
.r much greatc.r prospect of living in a residence that
has above average to excellent quality than for a
condominium / townhouse,

buyers. There is no consensus as to how much real
estate agents rely upon representations by builders
and sellers, but builders and sellers are definitely
relic'd upon, as reported in Erliiltit 9. Real estate
agents generally rely upon buildcrs and sellers

CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION

PREFERENCE FOR NEW
All agents responding reported that buvers preferred new units over existing units. Reasons buyers prefer new units over existing units are reported
in Exhihit 10. When a purchaser has opted for a
condominium, they prefer a newer unit to benefit

A singular clifference in the housing experience of
single-family residences versus condominiums.rnd
townhouses is that the latter has a formal board of
directors to act collectively on behalf of and to
represent the interests of residents. Most singlefamily homcorvners, except for those *'ho live in a
subdevelopment u'ith homeowners' associations,
operate autonomouslv and inclependently without
collective representation. The Marin real estate sales
agents were mixed in their assessment of the degroe
to which thr. presence of a condominium board of
directors served as an effective professional representative of h0me'buyers' interr-sts, with six r!-spondents asserting that the board did provide representation and seven asserting that it did not. Of thosc
agents who perceived that the condominium board
of directors provided professional representation
to homebuyer's interests, somewhat fewer than
half reporte,d that the presence of a condominium
board influenced home buyers' motivation k) buv.
The majority of Marin sales agents did not report
that the presence of a condominium association
provided assurance to homebuyers regarding overall construction quality in the. assessment of a particular housing unit that *,as being considered for
purchase. Only three Marin sales agents felt th.rt a
condominium association provided assurance of

construction quality.
REPRESENTATIONS AND KNOWLEDGE
Real estate agents perceive that they have more
knorvledge and expertise than the average buyer
most of the time, if not always. The survey responses in Erhihit 8 reinforce that real estate sales
agents perceive they contribute knowledge and
expertise to servicing their buyers.
Fundamental to the real estate transaction process
are representations made by builders and sellers,
the reliance placed upon those representations,
and the relativc general knowlL'dge of agents and

t2

somc or most of the time. The primary rt:ason agents

rvould relv upon the representations of builders
and sellcrs is because they have access to information not otherwise available. Selectivelv, agents consider that builders and sellers have specialized
knowledge that merits reliance upon their representations.

from nltrdcnr sf,ylirr.g and frtrrres. These two categories were chosen by l2 of the 15 respondents (80
percent), whereas the next highest response rate
was "5" for lriglr qunlitrl nnterials and nLt najor problons in the first set eral r1urs.

keep our economic momentum accelerating in thc
Eighties and Nineties. Those looking to plot the
trajectory of future economic activity will have to
pav careful heecl to the contributions of the newt'st
Americans. Tip O'Neill said that all politics is local,
and real estate professionals unde'rstand that thc.
local market is key to property performance. But in
politics and in real estate, the local scene is inextric;rbly linked to the globe. By and large, this is a good
thing, if only it can be understood clearly and with-

out bias.
These attributes of valued human capital, popu-

lation mobility, r'conomic agglomeration, and open
borders are really very traditional American
strengths. They sustained the U.S. economy through
the railroad era of the 19'h century, and the industrial
evolution of the early 20th centurv. I'm confident that
classic authors like Weimer ..rnd Hoyt rvould see
both the continuity of principle' and the novelty of
evolution in the fundamental trends shaping early
21" century real estate markets from sea to shining
sea,REr

CONCLUSION
The concept of qualitv has become integral to business and society. With higher property prices, especially in housing, people reasonably expect that the
standards of quality that apply and their other
expenditures will apply to housing. Yet housing
quality often lags meaningfully behind consumers'
expectations. Survt'y research of real estate agents
active in Marin County, Northern California, indicated that quality embraces multiple output measures and is achieved by a collection of many inputs. Although housing quality has improved, since
the mid-1980s, it still lags meaningfully behind
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Hugh Ketly, CRE, Nru York City, is chief ecotromist for

h Crubb & Ellis Con4ranrl),
yur spe irtg ntrd u,riting nboul lht
dttnrtstic atrl i,tttnntiotnl markctphct,. He is a 2000 ttt-
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o/ ifs Nao York MttrLtltolitnn Clutpttr, nnd lns strtcd ns
aditor itt chitf of "Tha Counsektr" ttt t ,slt:tter, '1997 -1999
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consumers' expectations.

Household incomes and housing prices are very
diffe,re'nt in Marin than in many other parts of the
country. Although whether these differences alter
consumer expectations as to quality was not examined in this research, no research has been encountered that would suggest that households making
substantial financial commitments do not expect
the houses they buy to reflect quality commensurate. with the magnitude of their financial commitment. Consequentlv, lacking any explicit evidence
that prospective honreowners do not place an emphasis on quality, the findings of the research concerning Marin County buyer behavior and expecta-

tions are generalizable and applicable to all
homebuyers, irrespective of geography.
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Exhibit 8 - Comparison of Average Real Estate Agent to Average Buyer
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Ethibil 9 - Reliance Upon Representations by Builders & Sellers
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constrained" prediction of low unemployment/
low growth. A regression line calculated against
the data has only a modest downward slope,
revealing a "weak" relationship between the variables, and the closeness-of-fit measure is . .. n,ell,
it isn't close. Up to now, the presumed labor
scarcity constraint has yet to prove a significant
factor in U.S. economic performance at the state
level.
For real estate counselors, what concepts do the
statistics point us to and what should we be focusing
on in the near future? First of all, the economy is
already slowing in many places, even if labor scarcity is not a strong explanatory variable. As the
histogram in Figure 2 shows, 26 of the 5l employment observations showed gains of 2 percent or less
in the year ended March 2000. Only six states had
growth of 3 percent or more, and none were above 5
percent.
Second, there are no Berlin Walls in the United
States. Labor is quite migratory, and workers are
ready, willing, and able to pursue economic oppor-

tunity. That was true in hard times, and is apparently also a significant force in this era of prosperity.
Even with low unemployment, the job market is
very dynamic, and real estate investors should be

corporation.
Thirdly, density is a positive factor for real estate
r,alue over the long haul and probably should enter
more consciously into our evaluative and counseling consciousness. Big cities, especially of the 24hour variety, have demonstrated marginally superior investment performance in the last decades of
the 20'h century and have earned the benefit of the
doubt for the future. Not the Ieast of the reasons for
this are the agglomeration features I pointed out in
the Spring 2000 issue of this column. Big cities have
economic critical mass, and can produce tremendous energv. This is manifestly the case at the present
time.
Finally, it is no coincidence that in an era where
age demographics are slowing labor force expansion, both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts are prospering. This is where we find the great Bate'way
cities for immigration. Cities that are population
magnets for new U.S. residents possess a rtmarkable comparative advantage in the area of human
capital. From 1970 through 1995, the rate of immigration into the U.S. roughly doubled; this helped
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Erhibit 10 - Reasons for New Unit Versus Existing Unit Preferences
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If purchasers know that the units are marketed as
having premier construction quality or that the
units are relatively new, then they expect high
quality materials with modern styling and fixtures.
Furthermore, during the transaction process, the
real estate agent is almost alw.ays considered to be
more knowledgeable, and buver's inspection re-

ports are important.
Aftc'r the. socialbenefits ofcondominium living, thc
ability to rely on construction quality was the most
important factor in motivating the purchase of a
common interest development over a single-family
residence. This conclusion is especially striking,
bt'cause it is readilv knot'n that the construction
qualitv of condominiums is considered to be verv
low, as reflected by considerable publicity in local
Marin papers about problems resulting from deficit
construction quality. The quality of detached housing was perceived to be meaningfully superior to
that of condominiums and townhouses. The quality of condominiums, today, is perceived to be
sufficiently superior to that of what it was in the
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The shortfall in consumers' experience of housing
qua lity rela tive to their expect.rtions is an important
issue that should concern all with involvement in
thc housing sector of the property markets. Divergcnce between consumers' experiences of housing
quality relative to representations of housing quality inevitably lead to dissatisfaction. Dissatisfaction
can lead k) litigation, which can result in significant
liability. Those with property involvements need to
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Job Growth 3/99 - 3/00
that are already so densely conccntrated will be
running out of available workers. Such an assumption, while sounding logical enough, has some probIems n,hen faced with the data. In the first place,
there still seems to be some untapped labor resourcc's in the coastal state. Unemplovment in Alaska
and Hau,aii, in fact, is above 6 percent. And even in
some of the more populous states, the jobless rate
l.ras gre.ater slack than in the nation as a whole. As of
the end of 2000's first quarter, California had a 4.9
percent unenrployment rate, New York 4.6 percent,
and the State of Washington 4.5 percent. These rates
were posted after a 12-month span in which California led the nation lvith 406,500 new jobs; New York
added 174,200 jobs; and Washington gained ,13,200.
InterestinSlv, the argument that local labor constraints are stifling growth seems to have shaky

confirm that housing units possess the requisite
quality, that appropriate professional work is done
to confirm the actual quality of housing, and that
communications of housing quality are accurate
and not misleading.

When you hang out your shingle, increasingly
knowledgeable consumers demand more of your
services and representations. AII involved in real
estate are expected to be competent in what they
represent thev do. Those who sell propertv goods
and services are accountable for the representations
thev make. Propertv professionals are expected to
possess fundamental compete'nce and to be responsible in their representations.Rrr

statistical support as the calendar turned to 2000.
The scatter-graph (Figure 1) displays for all states
and the District of Columbia the March 1999 unemployment rate (on the vertical axis) and the subsequent job growth rate (on the horizontal axis).
Many might expect that there would be a strong

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

kontiutd from page 6)

relationship between sub-4 percent ioblessness at a
point in time, and below-average job growth thereafter. More hopefully, in a strong economy, you
might anticipate a movem€'nt of job opportunities
toward states rvith relatively ar.i.rilable labor.
Unfortunatelv for this hvpothesis, at least in the
past year, the expected relationships haven't
emerged. If we simply divide the data into quadrants, above and below the 4 percent unemployment
rate and to the left and right of the 2.3 percent job
growth rate (the U.S. average), we see some interesting results. The upper left quadrant (higher unemployment; slower subsequent growth) is the most
crowded, with 17 observations. In 12 cases, we do
find strong job grorvth generated by states \a,ith
comparatively slack labor markets - sometimes very
strong expansions as in the cases of Arizona and
Idaho, which posted 4.7 percent job gains through
March 2000. But there wcrc also a half-dozen
states with sub-4 percent unemployment that
nevertheless beat the mean U.S. growth rate, led by
Florida (4.1 percent growth) and Colorado (4.2
percent growth). Fifteen states matched the "labor

prt'sident of America Renl Estatc Socitty.Itt1999,hewas
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f thcre is a canon trf classic texts in

our professional literature, Princi;r/rs

o/ Real

Esfntu'by Arthur M. Weimer and Homer Hoyt certainly has a place of honor
on tlre bookshelf. Originally written in1939, Principlcs was published in several

editions over the course of many decades. Todav, manv of its teachings may
appear overly obvious, but they are no less fundamentallv important for all
that. And because of their basic validity, they remain a healthy corrective to
uncritical enthusiasm for the "trend du jour."
On page 414 of the Fourth Edition ('1960), Weimer and Hoyt wrote: "The
real estate market of a locality will be influenced by the trend in local business
conditions. . . Of the manv factors to consider.. ., the most important is the trend
in emplovment and incomes." This observation is well rvorth pondering as the
U.S. economy and real estate markets enter the new millennium.
Spe,ctacular comnrercial property performance on either side of the country, especially in marke.ts such as San Francisco, Washington, DC, Ne'w York,
and Boston, has had commentators resurrecting a term popular in the '80s: "the
Bi-Coastal economy." Have the states with shorelines on either the Atlantic or
Pacific oceans in fact been better-off than the nation as a whole in recent days?
The evidence seems to make this case nicely. Twenty states have ocean
frontage, five on the Pacific and 15 on the Atlantic. Taken together, the.se states
represent 51.4 percent of the U.S. employment base (about 65.3 million jobs out
of the national tot al of 177.1million). But, over the 12 months ending March 31,
2000, the bi-coastal group of states accounted for 57.7 percent of the nationwide
increase of 2.8 million lobs. This means that these states are growing more
rapidly than the rest of the nation. Thc'Pacific states generated 489,800 new
.1,128,800
jobs, while the Atlantic Seaboard added
positions to the payroll. This
goes a Iong way toward explaining the robust supply/demand conditions in
local real estate markets, and the consequent surge of investor interest from
Montauk to Santa Monica.
It is not simply growth that is supporting high real estate values in these
states, though. They also boast substantial concentrations of population and
economic activity, and density contributes to real estate pricing. The national
nornr for population density is about 75 persons per square mile. Seventeen of
the 20 coastal states exceed this standard, sometime spectacularly so. New
Jersey has over 1,000 person per square mile, leading the countrv bv this
measure. Only three of the coastal states have densities below the U.S. average:
Maine (40.2 persons per sq. mile); Orcgon (33.8 persons), and Alaska (1.1
persons). Even including these states, though, the bi-coastal cluster tallies a
population density of 323 persons per square mile.
Won't the coast states soon approach some significant limits to their
economic expansion? In an era of increasing labor shortage, surely localities
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AS WE KruOW IT TODAY?
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the movement of more and more economic activitv into the virtual
rvorld is inevitable. If so, doesn't it imply a very bleak future for real
estate that houses office activity today?
This manuscript will address the preceding question. The author will
focus on certain elements in the demand for office space as he sees as
relevant to any evaluation of the impact of the digital/ information
revolution on office markets. He believes the arguments offered, provide the basis for some reasonable speculations about the long-term
future of the office space market. To preview these, the prospects over
the several decades are by no means bleak. Beyond that time, radical
change becomes a real possibility. While office space will ne'ver rr'hither
away, what we consider to be such space and where we will find it is
Iikely to be changing substantially as we move into the second half of the
21st century.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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activity into the Internet
raises concerns about the long-term future of the office
".ononry
building market as we know it today. While these concerns have
he movement of more and more business

been pushed under the rug by a booming economy and relatively low
interest costs, they will arise again. The business cycle is not dead and

Loan Bank System. (Ennil: wingerar
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SOME HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The activitv housed in office buildings is for the most part head-using
activity.r A basic ingredient in that activity is information. The folks
involved are. concerned with many matters ('.9., planning, monitoring,
researching, controlling, marketing, purchasing, and finding human
resources) that are essential to the success of the enterprise. What they
do usuallv involves using information in wavs that help them deal with
the many practical problems that arise in running most businesses.
That we have so much head-using activity in the economy today has
roots in our technologies. Much of what is out there today is an
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outgro\4th of the industrial revolution. What that
revolution did was to increase the scale of operation
in many businesses. It was a reflection of an emer6;ing technokrgy that fostered a high degree of specialization, w,hich to takc advantage of required a
large-scale operation. Firnrs had to be big to be a part
of the party and "big" meant they had to have
operations and markets that often times spanned
great geographic distances.

All this came about because there $,ere significant
productivity benefits to bt' realized by breaking
tasks dorvn into many highly specialized parts. But
doing so gave rise to the need for a great deal of
coordination. Much effort had to be aimed at mak-

ing sure evervthing fit together and worked

smoothlv. This meant massir.e controlling and
monitoring. And the emerging technologies made
this all the more difficult by the complexities they
introduced into the process. To do what had to be
done to carry out a successful operation rc'quired
much information and increasing amounts of headusing activitv to use that information. Add b this
the fact that most markets began to evolve in ways
that fostere-d product competition. This lcd to a
setting in which research and development along
ivith extensive marketing activity flourished, adding further to the need for head-using activities.
That these activities became concentrated at particular sitcs in particular buildings was no accident.
It was thL' result of economic decisions aimed at
minimizing the cost of assembling and organizing
information and maximizing the benefits from its
use. Civen the information transfer or communication technologies of the time, being close to one's coworker was the cheapest and most effective way of
getting and using much of the needed information
in many business activities.
That a good deal of this activity rl.as housed in the
"skyscraper" structures built in the center of many
of our cities in the early and middle part of the 20th
century was no accident either. Civen the patterns
of residential living and the transportation svstems
of the times, being in the center of a city made
economic sense. Sites in the center were convenient
to where office workers lived. They also had good
access to an assortment of other inputs that had
bearing on the bottom line.r
The suburbanization ofthe American city, ofcourse,

changed all this, making it and central business
district locations less accessible to the office worker.
As a result, many office activities followed residents

t6

That ute haoe so ffiuch head-using acti?)ity
in the economy toclaq has roots in our
teclmologies. Much of what is out there
todarl is an outgtolutlt of the industrial
rcaolution. Wrat that leoolution did was
to increase the scale of opcration in many
businesses. lt zoas a reflection of an
ernerging teclmology that fosterecl a high
ilegree of specialization, uthich to take

adaantage of requbed a large-scale
operdtiott. Firms had to be big to be a part
of the partv and "big" meant they had to
haue operations and ,rrarkets that often

times spanned great geographic distances.

TheCourt ruled on the propriety ofthe claims by the
various plaintiffs as to the amount of monies that
were available. It was not a tax case. However, one
can see the impact on the exchange position by the
failure of timely completion of the Code $1031

This is hot, it was before the new economy began to
unfold in the early part of the 1990s.

3.

This is not the only case in which there has been a
potential loss of the deferred exchange position
because of a failure to meet the requirements in a
timelv fashion under Code $1031 for replacing the
property. It is not the only case in which funds have
been lost because of an intermediary or third-party
absconding or failing to account for funds that were
in their control.

CONCLUSION
All of the cases in rvhich a third-party has control of
funds that are owned by another party should give
each transferor of those funds cause to consider, as

funds will be properly directed and utilized as
required by the owner of those funds. Unfortunately, there has been, and continues to be, too
much focus by taxpayers on saving taxes and eliminating that burden. Taxpayers have often thrown
caution to the wind in many instances in failing to
use reasonable steps, n,hether personally, or

through

their representative, to protect their funds. This
must be the primary concern for the taxpayer.
There has been a tendency by some to merely push
the safety of funds issue aside as one that is an

unusual, hvbrid, and erratic mutation that will
never occur. However, a series of cases on intermediaries bcing placed intobankruptcy, in which trustees havc contended that the monies held by the
intermediary are in fact those of the trustee, and not
those of the seller, coupled with the recent Deer
Crerk case in which the intermediary absconded
with the funds, should direct the taxpayer's attention to the need to ignore the tax implications until
they,/irst, address the security implications, for the
taxpayer's funds. Once the funds are properly protected, the need to meet the requirements for the

THE NEW ECONOMY: WHAT IS IT?
Thenew economy is, inthe eyes of some, something
that has come into being as a consequence of revolutionary changes in the information industry,
changes that are being diffused throughout the
entire economv. Many r,,,ho talk about the new
t'conomy characterize it as the digital economy.l
They see it as an economy in which information
is cligitized and communicated through digital

tax-deferred exchange treatment of those funds can
be addressed as a secondary issue."u,
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Propertv Managemetlt 20,lnstitute of Real Estate Management
(November/ December, 1 998).
The question as to undertaking a simultanmus exchange or

a non-simultanmus e\chdnge \^as nol a topic in mosl instances until the advent of the now-famous Sfn/fterdecisions.
These included: Bnr.e Slarket !. Unild Slates (Slarfur I),75-1

issue.

a paramount issue, the protection of those funds.
The kev issue should be the assurance that the
to the suburbs, forming the core of most of the edge
cities that emerge.d in the sccond half of the 20th
century. There was geographic dispersion with a lot
of the activity being placed in a less dense setting.
Much of this was activity that had close links to
suburban residents-finance, real estate, and professional activities like medicine and law. What
re.mained in a number of central cities was headusing activity not closely allied to the consumer;
rather it was activity that was usually part of a
bigger more complicated operattrn that required a
good deal of interaction among the many folks who
were a part of it, r'..9., headquarter operations. Even
so, not all of this kind of activity remained in the
central city. Some of it moved to the suburbs to be
close to transportation hubs, c..9., a maior airport, or
to find a more spacious site with good environmental features. The kev in all such moves was to find a
krcation that had access to something of importance
to the mover.

Lee,'The Impact of A Tax-Deferred Exchange Under Code
Intermediary Enters Ba nkru ptcy," lournal of

S1031 When An

U.S.T.C. 9443 (D.C. Ore.1975); Slatk:r, T. 1.,1,.

U iltd

Stales

(Statker Il), n-2 U.S.T.C.9512,432 F. Supp.864 (D.C. Ore.
7977); and Starktr,T. l.,L'. United Stnt.s (Slalker Il on Appeol),
79-2 U .S.T .C. 9541 , 602 F.2d 1341 (9rh Cir. 1979), aff'B and
rem'g 7-2 U.S.T.C.9512,432 F. Supp.8& (D.C. Ore. 197.
1. Code 51031 is technically referred to as 26 U.S.C.A. Section
1031, but willbereferred to herein by reference to the general
label of "Cod€'S1031."
5. Code 51031 generally provides that Sain will not be recognized under the Internal Revenue Code for Federal income
tax purposes if there is an exchange of propertv that meets
certain requirements;e.8., it r^'as used in thetrade orbusiness
or fo! investment. For moredetails and a discussion of these
requirements, see Code $1031(a) and a discussion of the
exchange rules in the Levine text, cited s!pr4, Footnote 1.
6. Intermediaries became a topic ofdiscussion as a result of the
modifications in 1984 to Code 51031, allowing a non-simultaneous exchange and the advent of the promulgation of
Regulations under Code S1031, specifically, Treasury Reg.
51.1031(k)- For further details on intermediaries, see Treasury Reg. $1.1031(k)-l(g).
7. The question as to the impact ofa default by an intermediary
on the Code S l03l tax-deferred exchange has been discussed
incases wherea default occurred. Specifically, some of these
cases are enumerated in the article, cited srprr, Footnote 1.
8. Code 51031 in 1921. See the Levine text, supl4, Note 1,
Chapter 1.
9. Redu,ing Carritr .,. Tomlinso ,399 F.2d 652 (5th Cir., 1968).
10. See srpr4, Footnote 2.
11. See Footnote 8.
12. "Relinquished property" is that property transferred by the
seller.
13. See Code $1031(a)(3).
l,l. "Constructive receipt" isa term that denotesa ds.rn.d receipt
of the property, even if there is not an actual receipt.
15. Treasury Reg. Sl.1031(k).
16.

"Qualified intermediary" is defined in Treasury

Reg.

s1.1031(k).

NOTES

1.
2.

With thanks to Yogi Berra
For an examination of this issue, addressed in previous
articles, see Levine, Mark Lec, Exciranging Real Eslale,yol.2,
Page l0-168a, published by Professional Publications and
Education, Inc. (1999). See also the article by Levine, Mark
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when such bankruptcy occurs. That is, as many
familiar with exchanges know, the technical requirements of timing the investment normally dictate that the property relinquished by the seller
must also result in the seller timely idcntifving the
replacement property. A "timely" basis for identification normally means that within 45 days from the
transfer of the relinquished property by the seller kr
the intermediary, the seller must identify the property thL' seller is to receive. (Further, there is generally a 180-day rule that requires the taxpayer to not
only identify the property, but also to actually close
and receive the replacement property within 180
days of the transfer of the relinquished property by
the taxpayer-seller; there are few exceptions.)
The cases in question create a problem for the
taxpayer-seller, because the taxpayer, in attempting

to meet all of the requirements of Code $1031,
(including the Regulations to timely replace the
relinquished property), may be thwarted as a result
of the taxpayer discovering that the intermediary,
who was to handle the transaction, was placed into
bankruptcy. This has occurred.
The conclusions by all of the courts in these
cases have been that the taxpayers are rrof entitled to
any relief from the adverse tax implications that
might be present for the taxpayer-seller in failing to
meet Code S1031 on a timely basis for replacement,
even though the taxpayer was not the generating
cause of the failure to timely meet the requirements.
Although the tax law contains relief provisions in
other Sections of the Code, no such provision exists
in this Section; and, no court has allowed the taxpayer to simply avoid the timing requirements that
are required under the Code and the Regulations
indicated simply because the taxpayer's intermediary failed to properly and timely meet the requirements of the Code.
This issue has been further addressed with a
more abhorrent fact situation in a setting where the
intermediary absconded with the "escrowed" funds.
Thequestion that must now be addressed is whether,
in this extreme case, the taxpayer would receive any
relief relative to the tax issue (and without regard to
the more important issue of receiving a return of
funds because of the criminal actions bv the intermediary).

IMPACT OF DEFAULT IN THE TIMELY
MEETING OF REPLACEMENT RULES
WHEN THE INTERMEDIARY COMMITS
A CRIMINAL ACT

,18

Taxpayers haae been foreuaftted on
nufilerous occasions, zohen undertaking
tax-deferred exchanges and using
intennediaries (escrout parties), that the
alea

ca

be complex, Care must be exercised

to comply zoith thc requirements in the
Federal tax law for exchanges. It behoooes

all of us to reflect on the basic requirerflents
for a tax-defened exchaflge, zuhether
unilertaking d sirflultqneous exchange or a
n o n - simult ane o us (def erred) excl, ange.

networks. The result is large amounts of information compressed into very small spaces and transmitted over great distances at incredible speeds anr"l
minimal costs. What this has done, among other
things, is to greatly enhance the role, of knowledge
in the economy. With instant access to relev.lnt
information, so much more can be done and what
we do increasingly puts knowledge content into
what we produce and how we produce it.
Discussion of horv all this works itself out in the
rvay markets organize economic activity emphasize its impact on market competition. Markets are
said to be much more competitive, filled with pressures that increasingly take the, form of quality
rather than price competition. The underpinning of
these pressures is innovation. Firms are much morc
innovative than in previous years. The aim is to
bring new and/or better products to market more
quickly than competitors. But doing this often means
doing things in ways that complicate the production process and gives rise to the ne'e'd for smarter
inputs. Knowledge thus becomes critical to a successful operation in today's hvper-competitive

making all the noise, firms that are searching out
"cool" space often found in or around the center of
thc city. The current rcvival rrf the core art'as in more
than a few cities is a reflection of this economic trend.
But is this something that rvill last? Thcre is reason
to belit've that it might not. There is one impending
element in the digital,/ information revolution-the

expected dramatic reduction in communication
costs-that could "upstt this apple cart." When the
infrastructure no$,being built around the Internetor whatever else develops-is fully put in place, we
should have an electronic mechanism that will
a ow us to communicate or transfer information
quickly anywhere at almost a zero cost.' If what we
need to communicate in our monitoring, planning,
purchasing, or marketing activities can be done
electronically, it should happen if marke.ts remain
as competitive as they are now. In fact, it has begun
to happen.

Thus, the focus of this Note is to deal with the
question of the timely performance of exchange
requirements for a non-simultaneous exchange
under Code $1031. This issue was recently examined by the 1999 Court of Appeals decision out of
Ceorgia on the issue of a non-simultaneous exchange that failed to mect timing requirements
because of the intermediary's conversion of the
funds that were to be hcld in escrow for and on
behalf of the taxpayer.

markets.J

substantial cost reductions in ways of communicat-

These descriptions, of course, characterize activity

The issue was addressed in the case of Drcr Creek,

that is on the cutting edge of the technological
revolution, especially the digital revolution. While

ing that do not require physical co-location will
removt some of the incentive to remain where they
are. But can we then expect office activities to "fly

Irtc. t,. Stctknt 7037 Sen ict's, btc., et. al., 510 F. E.2d 853
(Ga. App. 1999). In the Georgia Deer Creak case, a

number of individuals undertook Code $i 03'l trans-

change is everywhere, a great deal of the economy
remains relatively the same; it is simply a matter of
degree. What make's this all so relevant to the con-

actions and utilized a Company entitled Section
1031 Services, lnc., to support the requirements
under Code $1031 for an intermediary or facilitator
to complete the exchange requirements.

sideration of offict' space is its implication with
respect to how businc,sses operate. Apparently, significant changes in hor.r,we do business are on the
way. Indeed, some of the expected changes have
already happened in firms that are in the center of

Mr. James Gideon owned the Section 103'l Services
Company. Allegedly, Gideon commingled funds in
the escrow account, withdrew millions of dollars of
those funds, and, as one might guess, chose to leave
the country. The net result was that there we're a
number of individuals who attempted to try to
collect "their" monies from the account. Although
the case focused on the basic position of "who gets
stuck" with the loss of the monies, since there were
multiple parties involved and a limited amount of
funds that were available, the case also, implicitly,
raised the issue, for tax people, of the impact of such
position on the Code $1031 transaction. (Obviously,
this was the lesser issue for the taxpayers. Although
the failure of the reinvestment to meet Code S1031
might have been present, the issue for the plaintiff
was to seek a return of the monies, even if that
meant paying taxes out of such funds.)

the technological storm.
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THE NEW ECONOMY, HEAD.USING
ACTI\'ITY & THE OFFICE BUILDING MARKET
With knowledge growing rapidly in importance as
an input in production, we seem to be moving into
an economic world dominated by head-using activity. lf so, aren't we headed into a world in t,hich
office space demands will mushroom or maybc'

How will this affect the existing office building
market? [f the personnel currently in these buildings are there to mir,imize communication costs,

their current coop?"
Obviously, what is important here is whcther those
currently housed in office space will choose to
communicate information electronically rtr continue
to do so on a face-to-face basis. Their choice r.r,ill be
influe,nced by the kind of information they wish to
communicate, insights into which flow out of a
recognition of some important distinctions that can
be madt' with respect to information.
SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION
DISTINCTIONS

even explode upwards?

In conside,ring the que'stion of the choice of a communicatiuls medium, the first thing to note is that
what is communicated
- information - is far from
homogenous. This lack of sameness has roots in the
very nature of information itself. Consider several
important distinctions that can be made about it.

Certainly, there are some recent signs of improvc'ment in the office building market that seem linked
to the information revolution. In eyes of the new
economy 8uru, we have become a nation of knowledge-oriented entrepreneurs dedicated to building
the electronic infrastructure needed to take us into a
digital economy. Right now it is the small firms

First there is the distinction between information
and knowledge. Knowlt'dge is the part of information that is interpreted. It is something that can be
related to meaningful bt'havior and cxperience. lt
really tells us something. The second is between
codified and tacit knowledge. Codified knowledge
is the stuff that can be written down; it is the basic
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raw material of an electronic transaction. Tacit
knowledge, on the other hand, is that which is in
our heads; it is intuitive; it cannot be written down.
Finally, there is a distinction between transmissions. One is the simple transmission with information flowing from sender to receiver. The other is a
transmission that involvL's interaction between
sender and receiver.

Obviously, the information we communicate in
business is not homop;eneous. Some of it is pure
data; more of it is knoh,ledge, some of which is
codified. But a good deal of it comes out of the head

of the sender with a lot of interaction between the
sender and receiver. What we communicate comes
in differc'nt shapes and sizes, not all of n'hich is
suitable for transmission through electronic means.
Indeed, the means we have today is best suited for
transactions involving simple transmissions of data
that can be written down. While interaction is possible and we can transmit more than simple data
sets, most business-to-business e-commerce today
consists of relatively simple transactions. When
there is complexity and the need for a lot of interaction, the communication is likely to be through a
face-to-face meeting.6
Given today's information technologies, being faceto-face remains the richest means of information
exchange, encompassin2; all of the senses, logical
discourse, and a feedback mechanism that is both
immediate and intimat!.. With face-to-face commu-

nication, u,e can bring to bear more knowledge
critical to the solution of complicated business probIems compared with any other means including
electronic communication.T That is why much business communication is still carried out on a face-toface basis. But this may not .rlways remain so.

DECLINE IN FACE.TO-FACE
COMMUNICATION TO COME
Given what we know today, no one can doubt the
coming diminution of face-to-face communication
in business. The process has already begun and will
accelerate rvith oncoming technical developments
that will re'duce the richness advantage face-to-face

meetings now have over electronic get-togethers.
Much more sophisticated kinds of electronic interaction lie ahead of us. While we may never be able
to duplicate' in cyberspace all that we can do when
n,e are face-to-face, we are goinS; to be able to do a
Iot more.'
When this sophistication materializes, the cost benefits it provides will surely be incentive enough for

1t]

What is important here is whether
those cunently housed in office space
zoill choose to coffim nicate infonnation
electronically or contiflue to do so on
a face-to-face basis. Their choice will be
influenced by the kind of information
they wish to communicate, insights
into zuhich flozo otrt of a recognition
of sorfle important distinctions that can
be made

u)ith respect to information.

moving much more of the communication in our
head-using activities into the electronic world, especially given the hyper-competitive markets in
which most firms are expected to operate. The
opportunities will be there and, equally important, we should be in a good position to take
advantage of them. We are, after-all, rapidly acquiring a population that is skilled in the art of
navigating in this electronic world. The use of the
computer and other electronic devices are fast
becoming a part of what we learn even at the
elementary grades of our education. Combine this
with the progress that is being made in the efforts to
make the entry-way mechanisms user-friendly and
you have almost an explosive increase in the proportion of the population capable of functioning in
cyberspace. Moreover, this seems to be a population that is increasingly disposed to communicate
in this world.'

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF CODE 51031
AND NONSIMULTANEOUS EXCHANGES
The historical position under Code $1031, back in
.1968'
seldom
19213 and up until approximately
addressed an exchange that did rrol occur simultaneously, betn een the "buver" and the "seller." That
is, under normal circumstances, thebuye'r will transfer his or her monies or other payment for the
property, and the seller will transfer his or her
property to the buver. Horvever, with the advent of
a few cases, follon ed by the Slnrkar casesr" and the
changes in the 1984 Code," the issue arose as to the
requirements necessary to undertake an exchange
where the parties do not transfer their proPerties at

a simultaneous point. [n most instances, the nonsimultaneous exchange results in the taxpaver-seller
transferring his or her property, often identified as
"relinquished property,"rr now, for the promise,
and support for that promise, to receive other likekind, qualified Code $103.1 property, at a later date
and on a timely basis.''

With the advent of the non-simultaneous flavor of
exchanges, there was a need to determine many of
the guidelines that would apply in such settings.
Questions arose as to who might hold the property
on either side, either the property relinquished by
the seller or that transfc.rred by the buver; and, who
would control the timing of these events? Does the
concept of constructive receiPtr{ aPPly? What constitutes a "sale," as opposed to an "exchange?"
And, there were a myriad of other questions. Some
of these queries were answered as a result of Regu-

One of the main concerns arose because of the
nature of Code $1031 and the Regulations, relative
to the non-simultaneous exchange, sometimes referred to as a "deferred erthange," (as labeled in the
Regulations). This is when a third-party acts on
behalf of a party or parties, thereby hopefully preventing adverse tax results. When such third-party
(intermediary) is used, a common issue that could
result in a position in favor of the government and
against the taxpayer is an argument that, while a
taxpayer might have transferred his or her property
to such intermediary, with the intent to receive likekind qualified property in an exchange, it may be
argued that the selleris deemed to have received the
property (often cash) acquired by the intermediary,
because the seller has "control" over the transaction. (This issue is sometime's labeled as a "con-

structive receipt" issue.)
To avoid this issue, the Regulations that were Promulgated under Code $1031 provided that a third-

party, not an agent (intermediary) of the seller,
should hold the funds in cluestion that might be
paid, by a buyer, allowing the intermediary to hold
those funds to avoid both the actual and constructive receipt ofthe monies by thc taxpayer-seller, and
to otherwise comply rvith Code $1031.
Without attempting to cover in detail these Regulations, noted under Treasury Reg. $1.103'l(k), the
essence is that the intermediary must act independently, and according to proper instructions, to
hold the funds, as indicated previously.

lations.''
The problematic issue is:

a world in which elec-

Combined, this suggests
tronically-mediated information will grow substantially in importance, Ieading to a siSnificant diminution in face-to-face communication in the conduct of business. This does not bode well for the
office space market as we know it today. But it is
also something that won't happen over night.

WHY FACE.TO-FACE BUSINESS
COMMUNICATION WON'T DISAPPEAR
QUICKLY
Face-to-face communication won't disa ppea r
quickly, in part, for a reason to be found in the
revolution leading to its diminution. Through its
impact on how we do business, the information
revolution is leading to markets that are more global and increasingly dominated by innovation. The
outcome for many firms is a lot of uncertainty and
fuzziness not only about how to get where they
want to go, but where they want to 8o in the first
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CURRENT CONCERNS
Many issues remain that were not resolved by the
Regulations. Therefore, numerous Private Letter
Rulings, cases and other authorities have addressed
the conundrum of tax issues that have arisen because of non-simultaneous exchanges. These concerns relate to the essence of this article, with particular emphasis on the question as to what happens when someone who is acting as a qualified
intermediary,r6 within the meaning of the Regulations mentioned, defaults or fails to properly act?
Does this mean that the taxpayer will be given some
relief position, or is the taxpayer burde'ned with the
failure of the intermediary to comply with the requirements to assure the tax-deferred status as an
exchange? ln most instances, the answer, coming
from the cases, Rulings, and other authorities, is
that it is the taxpayer that suffers the adverse consequences of the failure of the intermediaries to act
properly.

What if the intermediary fails to act properly
and is in violation of the intermediary's contract
with the seller? Can this lead to adverse tax imPlications for the buyer? A failure to properlv act may
be the result of the intermediary's negligence, fraud,
theft, or other improper actions. However, even if
the actions are improper, and this gives rise to a
claim, civilly, by the taxpayer-seller against the
intermediary, the tax question remains: Is the seller's
potential exchange damaged by the interme'diary's
improper actions?
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The author has addressed this issue in prior
articles and presentations relative to situations
where the taxpayer is damaged because the intermediary, mavbe involuntarilv, is facing a bankruptcy. In the articles indicated, a few cases were
mentioned where the courts have shown Iittle sympathy or empathy for the taxpayer who was damaged, through no intentional act by the taxPayer,

place.r"The business world is a much more compli-

cated place in which to operate than
short time ago.

it was just

a

pronounced in the growth of cutting-edge hightech communities such as the Silicon Valley, the
Colden Triangle, parts of Boston, and Austin,
Texas.

Complexity is, of course, nothing neu' and is no
reason, in and of itself, for excluding the communication involved in a complex business operation
from the world of cyberspace. To the extent that we
have codified knolvledge of a complicated process,
we c.rn communicate that knorvledge to others
electronically. We have been doing it for years in
defense-related and aerospace activities. But having such knowledge is not something that just happens. It has to be acquired and we do this through
svstematic thinking (analysis) and,/or experimentation as well as through computer simulation.
Further, codified knowledge is something we usually don't have when dealing with the complexity
that comes out of innovation. ln the early stages of
thedevelopment of the idea, wt'deal with problems
that don't have simple answers or certain outcomes.
Indeed, we often deal with something that has
problems in the beginning we do not even recog-
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his article focuses on the risks a taxpayer takes when undertaking

an exchange, with escrow, where the escrow party (intermediary) defaults.

INTRODUCTION
The author hopes that Yogi Berrar rvill indulge the incorporation of his
cryptic one liner, "De ja vu all over again," in the title to this manuscript.

This sardonic phrase seems to be most apropos, given that the author
has argued on prior occasions that we should change the tax-deferred
exchange rules by simplifying the process to defer gain when we "sell"
and reinvest the procterls from the "sale." The potential pitfalls outlined
in this article support th.rt position.
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Taxpayers have been forewarned on numerous occasions,2 when undertaking tax-deferred exchanges and using intermediaries (escrow
parties), that the area can be complex. Care must be exercised to complv
*,ith the requirements in the Federal tax law forexchanges. It behooves
all of us to reflect on the basic requirements for a tax-deferred exchange,
whether undertaking a simultaneous exchange or a non-simultaneous

(deferred) exchange.r
Once the fundamental requirements for the use of a tax-deferred
exchange under Code $1031,{ with their rules,5 and the use of an
intermediaryn have been reviewed, the exchange can be examined to see
what happens if an escrow agent does not perform.T Tfi e bottomli e is lhnt
the exchanca treatment nny be lost.
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How do we handle all of this? We apparently found
out some time ago that it helps to assemble teams of
knowledgeable people to work collectively on gettinB a good start. We have also found that it helps to
have these people working in close physical proximity interacting on a face-to-face basis.
ln time, we gain the knowledge and understanding
necessary to articulate what is involved in the development of an idea. In other words, we acquire
codified knorvledge, meaning knowledge that c'nn
be transmitted electronically in today's world. What
we are working with then becomes a commodity
that crrr be involved in e-commerce and, therefore,
its ties to the office building market are loosened.

While all this is happening now, the dominant
element in the information revolution as it has
developed thus far is the work of innovators who
currently adding substantiallv to the trailblazing
kind of activity that fosters face-to-face communication. We can look at what is going on in the
current technological maelstrom as the generation
of complexities in business operations that offset
some of the push the information revolution is
giving us into cyberspace. Most of the problems this
complexity gives us are being clealt with in a timehonored way collaboration with collaborators
working in closc. physical proximity to one another.
While we see this all around us, it is especially
are
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Over time, we will come to solve these problems in
a way that gives us codifiecl knowledge of what is
involved. This, in turn, will lead to more and more
electronic encounters, particularly when the electronic channels come closer to simulating what we
can do when face-to-face. But the current pace of
innovation suB8ests that problem-solving that fosters face-to-face communication is not about to
diminish. While innovation continues at its present
pace, it is hard to see a massive shift of business
communication into cyberspace occurring. My best
guess is that what is going on now should take us
out over the next several decades.

Then there is the matter of the social nature of
people. Being close to one' another physically has
social effects that can enhance productivity. The
absence of day-to-day encounters is apparently one
of the reasons why telecommuting has yet to live up
to its earlier promise.'r While by no means do all the

relationships we have in a traditional work situation make us happy
indeed there is misery in
many of them
the overall effect seens to be
positive for most.- Simply working in close physical
quarters with others apparently generates productivity benefits that will be hard to reproduce in a
virtual world. There is undoubtedly an irreversible
minimum of face-to-face communication that will
decorate the business landscape as far into the
future as the eve can see.

AND SPECULATIONS
It is not difficult to find prognostications of
INFERENCES

the
upcoming demise of the office space market as we
know it today.r: [n my view, such speculation is
unwarranted if the concern is with the next several
decades. The information revolution is exerting a
good deal of influence on how we do business in
most areas of the economy, but the changes thus far,
$,ith exception of a relatively small segment of the
economy, can hardly be considered as radical.
Everyone agrees this revolution is providing businesses r.r,ith the means of dealing with their information problems in creative and cost-effective ways.

But by no means do all information problems have
solutions that can be found with what that revolution has given us so far. That we still communicate
with one another on a face-to-face basis when dealing with a great manv knottv business problems

t9

(even in cutting-edge areas of the technology) is not

the result of some people continuing to live in the
dark ages. It is a consequence of having a technical
infrastructure that cannot do what face-to-face encounters are able to do when dealing with certain
kinds of problems. It is also a conse,cluence of the
technologv itself, creating activities that can be best
carried out when the participants are physically
close to one another. All this bodes well for the
existing office building market.

But-and this is a big "but"-as tc'chnology improves, it will (over time) provide us with something that comes close to mirroring what we can do
now face-to-face. As this happens, the basic structure of th€, office building market will change, just
as it did n'hen the automobile camc to dominate
the journey to work. This time, however, the ultimate result could be much more dramatic. The
specifics of such change are, at this time, anybody's
guess. But whatwecan say is that significant changes
are on the way both in what the market looks like
and in the way we will have to look at it to make
sense of it.
As noted earlier, traditional models of the office
building market have emphasized the accessibilitv
of the sitt, of the building to workers, customers,
and suppliers of certain kinds of services as the key

to its value. To the extent that our head-using
personnt-l no longer need to be close to one another
and those they serve and are sen ed by, accessibilitv
in the classic sense loses its importance.
This is going to happen, but not overnight. Nor will
it be an abrupt change.'' The answer to the question
of u,hen rvill depend, in part, on how r.r'e are able to
deal u.ith the complex problems being given to us

by our unfolding technologies. Right now, dealing
with those problems is strengthening the demand
for office space. The race to build our cyberspace
infrastructure is, in fact, helping to revitalize parts
of some of our cities.
Suppose the pace of innovation slows. The impetus

it is currently providing to office space demand
would ebb and could substantiallv be reduced,
which would not bodt well for this market.
Of course, there are those pecldling the idea that we
are now Iiving in a world in which there will forever
be innovations that change rl'hat it is that we do and
how we do it in the business lvorld.rr If so, there will
not be a quick retreat from the need to huddle close
to one's co-worker in order to deal effectively with
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the complexities and uncertainties continuous innovation brings about.

AUTHOR'S CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
Personally, I am less sanguine about such things.
Historically, innovations have comc in spurts and
there seems to be no compelling rt'ason to exPect
this to change in the future. Thus, in my vit'w, .ts
technology gives us electronic means that mimic
more of what we can do face-to-face and the current
spurt of innovation begins to wind down, virtual
head-using activity as a proportion of the total will
begin to increase substantially. lf you accept these
two hypotheses, there will comc a time when the
decisions made about where to conduct such activity will be based on considerations much different
from those of today. This could very well mean
dramatic changes in the office building market as
we now know it.
Just how much change and what kind of change
will, in my vielr,, depend both on technical and
social elements in the equation. The technical elements are those that will determine' just how closely
we will be able to mimic the strenBths of face{o-face
communication and whether any currentlv unrecognized strengths in electronic communication
emerge as we develop the technology. ln the minds
of those enamored with the subject, this is a nobrainer. The technology will deliver the means of
radically transforming how we communicate and
hence hou' we organize our busincsses. But it is
well to remember that the same thing was said
about the telegraph, the telephonc', and even television.

More important, as I see it, are the social elements as
they come to bear on the question of the future
organization and operation of business. There can
be little doubt about the prospect of more physical
isolation of the individual in how we organizt'our
business activities in the future. But how much
more is going to depend, in part, on how we view
that prospect. Just how much of a social animal are
we? How important is interaction on a face-to-face
basis over the course of a workday?

What all this says to me is that if we want real
insights into what is going to happen to the office
building market over the long term, we are going to
have to focus more on subject matter that has traditionally fallen outside the analyses we have been
making of this market
social relationships that
feelings
and trust. As I have
reflect such things as
found out, what we know about these things is not
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Clunnut, 1997). An opulent banquet of mobility
experiences u'ill be marketed to retired baby boomers

over this medium. The Internet home pages of the
many Sun Cities, for example, are an integral part of
their national marketing operation. At the same
time, Elderhostel makes lvorldwide educational
travel information available on its home page. National volunteer organizations, such as Senior Corps
and the Environme.ntal Alliance for Senior Involvement do the same. Communications for a Sustainable Future cut across education and service domains, offering campus-based opportunities to
study ecology antl the environment, heterodox economics, peace and conflict, education and servicelearning, and international studies. These krpics
sound like baby burm agendas of the late 1960s.
During the next'10 vears, Internet opportunities to
learn about expericnce-based mobility will double
and double again, encouraging further the diversity of retirement activity for baby boomers.

trends should be set into motion. Some candidates
have been suggested here.*.,
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Virtual communities.
We are at an early stage in the development of

virtual reality as a viable travel experience. The
popular image of the future in this regard is the
holodeck on the Starship Enterprise. There is no
way at this time to make reasonable proiections
concerning the availability and uses of such technology in the future. However, the future will be
different than the present, and by 2050 when the
baby boom dies off, it may be very different indeed.
There will be technologies in the future that will
simulate travel in lvays that will satiate wandcrlust
without requiring physical mobility. How these
technologies will influence geographic mobility in
retirement is anyone's guess, but to ignore their
potential would be foolish.

CONCLUSION

will the patterns of retirement mobility change
between 2010 and 2020 as thebaby boom generation
enters retirement? The answer, of course, is yes and
no. The general patterns of retirement migration
have changed very little over the past 40 years.
Between 4 percent and 5 percent of the population
60 or older will move across state lines in each fivevear period. Most u'ill be recent retirees. The popular destinahon states today will be popular among
migrants in 20 years. Actually, even if somewhat
So,

smaller proportions pour into Florida, Arizona,
Texas, North Carolina, and Califomia, the larger
population base will still make the numbers rise.
On the other hand, there are enough free agents and
trailblazers among baby boomers that some new
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are beginning to appear in Arizona, Texas, and
elsewhere. These communities feature golf, health
spas, hiking and biking trails, club houses, and to
the casual observer, they look very much like upscale retirement communities. Most of the residents, however, are not yet retired. Nor art they
interstate migrants. Rather, they move from, and
commute k), the adiacent metropolitan area. Of
course, if the residents do not move, the residential
development, over tim€., will become a retirement
community, de facto.
Third, it is easy to speculate that, as middle-class
baby boomers first enter retirement, there will be an
increase in alternative retirement lifestyles. Carrying on as before, but without working, or moving to
a retirement community in the Sunbelt, will not be
the only lifestyles from which to choose. Some of
these choices will not require the purchase of a ner,r'
home, nor a permanent move. Lifestyle change
characterizt'd many college students in the late
1960s and early 1970s. The early boomers valued
their generational differences. They let their hair
grow long, dressed down, and rejected the view of
maturity espoused by the middle-class of the 1950s.
As a consequence, some will be more sensitive to
experience rather than location. The idea of a permanent retirement move may not attract these particular boomers.
Rescue operations,

For boomers with a stron8 service orientation
and the willingness to spend parts of the year away
from home, the American Red Cross already provides an interesting model. The organizatirrn trains
a cadre ofvolunteers who will fly intodisaster areas
and set up the infrastructure for the thousands of
local volunteers who will put out the fires, search
for survivors, or fill sandbags. The lodging, feeding,
and health care of these volunteers requires trained
volunteers who are willing to move from one natural disaster to another. And most of these trained
volunteers are retired. This kind of activity is certainly more experience-based than location-based

and it is a functional alternative to retirement migration. The Peace Corps was a baby boom phenomenon; it will surely find a counterpart among
retirees of the same birth cohort.
Senior aolunteer seroices,

There are organizations that help retirees to
find places where they can live and work as volunteers on projects that are not as dramatic as rescue
operations. The Human Service Alliance of Winston-Salem, North Carolina, for example, houses

t.l

The generalized images of middle-class

baby boomers generated by age-based

marketing cannot be dismissed
out-of-hand. Ooerall, there is a greater
oalue for independence, the ettrepreneurial
spirit, afld empozoen rent. Also, there is a
greater ilistrust of authority of all kinds,
less company anil brand loyalty,
greoter aalue for leisure oaer u)orkl

informality oaer forrnality, and. a more
relatiaistic ttflderstaflding of ethics anong
middle-class baby boomers than there we re
arflong their parents. To the extent that

retiretneflt mooes are made by the
better-educsted part of the n iddle-class,

nay
influence on tlrcir mobility

these baby boom aalues

hazte an

fit what they tell us into

some kind of market
framework. To get what we want to know will
require a mind that is open to interdisciplinary
u'ork.
My broad-brushed view of what is likely to happen
will be more geographic dispersion of
the head-using activities that now fill up our curis that there

rt'nt office space. This movement, howcver, need
not be to far away places; nor must it dramatically
reduce the density of the population in most places.
What it will be is movement that is chsely colocated to activities that are no$,outside presentday office buildings, including what happens in the
home. We are, in my view, social animals who will
resist moves that isolate us from one another. Yet
ne are also economic animals who will be more
than willing to take advantage of technologies that
will be giving us the means to avoid some of the
problems that arise rvhen u,e concentrate our activities in geographic space, e.9., curgestion, pollution.

choices.

and trains hospice workers who care for the terminally ill in a home-like environment and respite
workers who care for autistic children weekly in an
enriched educational environment. Retired couples
are among the live-in volunteers. These'are service

opportunities that require travel and temporary
relocation, and may be viewed as an alternative to
leisure-oriented seasonal migration.
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easily gleaned from the disciplines in which they
are currently being studied, especially if wc want to

In my view, we are probably headed into a world
plact's where
populated rvith urban villages
work
sites
their
people
at
of
on,n choosing but
choose to live near one another in well-thought-out
and well-planned communities. What this implies
ivith respect to "office space" is a matter that, in
time, will become a major preoccupation of those
who analyze the office space rnarket."u,
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NOTES

Elderhosteling.
Summer visits to college campuses across this
country have been organized for decades by the
Elderhostel organization. During the past decade, it
has expanded its operation to college campuses in
several other countries. Perhaps such travel should
be considered as an alternative to vacations, rather
than to residential moves, because the visits are for
a relatively short duration. Indeed, elderhosteling
in no way precludes a retirement move. Nonetheless, it is experience-based mobility and demand for
these experiences that are likely to increase among
early-retired baby boomers. Sensing an increased
interest in service opportunities among early baby
boomers, Elderhostel is setting up a branch office to
expand the concept into this new area.

i.

say in a general way that it involves mental activity as
oppos&l to physicalactivity. And it is mental actif ity onlyas
opposed to mental activitv that is combined h'ith physical
activity. There also gradations in the level of thinking re
quired, goinS fronr the low-level requirements of clerical
work b the high powcred requirements of the cxecutive
staff- Clerical $ork, however, is diminishing so that office
work is increasin8ly becoming head-using activity in the
sense of dealing

2.

3.

Mobility in

cyberspace,
Baby boomers dominate the Internet. In proportion to their numbers, Ceneration Xers use it more,

but boomers greatly outnumber them (Smilll &

Rtlr Esr.rrt lssuEs,

SMnflPr 2000

is not easilydefined b('causeit is u'(irk thatcuts
across both occupation.lnd industry classifications. We can

Offi.eactivity

.t.

with complicated problems.

For a detailed discussion of the economics of these location
decist)ns, a discussiotr that emphasizes the importance of
access, sc€ DiPasqualt', E. and W.C. Wheaton. Urhntt Ecottunlics dnd R&tl Estale Mart.ls. Prentice Hall: Englervtxxi Cliffs,
NewJerscy, 1996, Chapters 5,6 and I L Alsosee Clapp,J. M.

Dynartics of Officc Mdrk ts. Washington D.C.: The Urban
Institute I'ress, 1993, Ch,rpter 4.
One ofthe more celebr.lted promotersofthis vieh'ofthe ner.r
economv is Don Tapscott. See T/rr Digilal Erorrorrrv. Ne*'
York: McCraw-Hill Publishing, 1996. See also Kevin Kelly,
Nea, Rx['s For llreN.{{, E.oromv. New York: Viking Press,l998
and Department of Commerce, T/rr' l)m rgirt.q Diq,lrl E.on0rrv.
Washjn8ton D.C.. Department of Commerce, 1998.
For an insightful discussion of the nature of knorvledgeasan
input int() business activity in our ncw economic world sec'
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about five years, as the earliest and oldest baby
boomers approach very early retirement, the specu-

lation about retirement mobility patterns in this
huge birth cohort has already begun to buzz with
intense coniecture.

TREATING THE BABY BOOM AS THOUGH
IT IS A CONCRETE THING
It is always dangerous to assume that any marketplace is only influenced by population size. Not all
voters vote, nor do all consumers consume. Projected market trends based on such oversimple
assumptions are bound to disappoint in the end.
For example, such proiections tend to overlook the
fact that baby boomers have a distinctive market
profile.

MrucATrNG FacroRS rN
AppnersAl & VaruATroN oF

Age-based marketing has created an image of baby
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nvironmental issues have become a key concem in real property
t.ansactionr. One particularly difficuit issue is the question of
how contaminated or formerly contaminated properties should
be valued for sale, lease, or financing transactions, as well as to determine loss or damaBe in litigation cases. The following seemingly simple
equation has emerged for valuation of contaminated properties:

I=U-C-S

boomers that is truly mythic in proportion. One
often hears such phrases as the baby boom likes
certain things or will take certain actions, as if the
baby boom were a person. This tendency to reifying
the baby boom is philosophical wrong-headedness.
It may be too obvious to point out that the goal of
marketing is to sell products and services. Marketing, therefore, is most interested in that part of the
population with discretionary income. By focusing
just on the college-educated portion of the population, however, demographic analysts have built
psychographic images that are then applied by the
lay observer to all persons born between 1946 and
1964. Such uncomplicated thinking reifies the baby
boom and ignores its rich diversity.

Where:

"C" = remediation cost
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"S" = stigma
This equation has been refined in the literature to break down the cost
("C") factor into three sub-factors, including: 1). the cost to implement

an applicable remediation plan; 2). the cost of any applicable use
restrictions; and 3). impaired financing costs. Thus, the equation can
include more elements, but only as a variation on a theme.
Stigma ("S") can be defined as the incremental loss in value beyond the
cost factor due to market perceptions arising from uncertainty and fear
associated with the actual or potential presence of contamination.

Unimpaired value ("U") is determined as if there were no contamination, utilizing any of the customary valuation methods: 1). the comparable sales approach (based on recent sales of like properties, with
adiustments relevant to the property being appraised); 2). income
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Unfortunately, however, when projecting images
of baby boom relocation more than two decades in
the future, one cannot take into account surprising
technological and economic changes that will occur
in the interim. These factors will certainly alter
population-based proiections, perhaps even radically. It is much more realistic to discuss the diversity within the early baby boomers and how this
diversity will expend our understanding of retirement lifestyles, including those among the mobile.

are rooted in an element of
truth. And the generalized images of middle-class
baby boomers generated by age-based marketing
cannot be dismissed out-of-hand. Overall, there is a
greater value for independence. the entrepreneurial spirit, and empowerment. Also, there is a greater
distrust of authority of all kinds, less company and
brand loyalty, greater value for leisure over work,
informality over formality, and a more relativistic
understanding of ethics among middle-class baby
boomers than there were among their parents
(Russell,1993). To the extent that retirement moves
are made by the better-educated part of the middle.
class, these baby boom values may have an influence on their mobility choices.

APPROACHES TO RETIREMENT MOBILIfi
Are there characteristics and attributes in the baby
boom population that may bear on the issue of
retirement migra tion? Certainly thereare. First, there
will be an increase in the number of couples among
retirees where both had careers, and who have
complex packages of rettement income drawn from
several sources. There will be, perhaps, a larger
increase in the retirement of single parents, whose
reduced opportunities and increased burdens may
leave them with reduced retirement income. So,
greater relative wealth and poverty may be simultaneously evident in the retiring baby boom. In the
upper incomeend ofthe distribution, the numberof
those who can afford to make retirement amenity
moves will increase. The simultaneous growth of
the low-income elderly will have little effect on
interstate migration. The near-poor have not been
well represented among amenity migrants in past
decades. The unprecedented growth of the U.S.
economyduring the middle-aging of the babyboom
will no doubt enhance the wealth of couples with
two professional careers.

What has been described in the research literature
as lifestyle-motivated migration, should apply well
to babyboomers. One would expect that their appetite for leisure and new experiences would reinforce retirement migration to areas rich in amenities

Second, due to the elevated value of leisure in the
babyboomupper income segment, those with ample
financial resources in their fifties may be lured
during the next decade by the development of
leisure-oriented "empty nest" communities that

All myths, however,

"I" = impaired value
"U" = unimpaired value

with pleasant climates and vistas. Therefore, for the
20 years following 2010, there should be a surge of
migration of recently retired baby boomers to high
amenity areas. The tide will rise rapidly for the first
decade of this period, the rate of growth slowing
during the second. Retirement community developers are already rubbing their hands together in
eager anticipation of this surge. The problem is that
they will cross a valley before they get to the population mountain, so positioning themselves too early
with large-scale construction proiects could be problematic. People retiring now were bom during the
depression when fertility rates were at a historical
low.
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approach (based on capitalization of income or
discounted cash flow); or 3). replacement or reproduction cost.
This equation only refers to the negative or aggra-

vating factors to be deducted from unimpaired
value. As a result, mitigating factors that may offset
the negatives are often overlooked. Mitigating factors should be considered when using the basic or
refined formulas mentioned above. to derive net
values.
Both aggravating and mitigating factors generally
concern technical and legal aspects of environmental risks and solutions, which likely fall beyond the
expertise of an appraiser alone. Thus, it may be
necessary to assemble a multi-disciplinary team of

LoNc DrsraNCE
REsroENTrAr

environmentalconsultants,legalcounsel, and other
relevant professionals to generate the information
and analysis necessary to assist an appraiser in
placing a value on various aggravating and mitigating factors. The Appraisal Standards Board has
approved the use of multi-disciplinary teams for
the valuation of contaminated real property, expressly recognizing that appraisers may rely on the
professional work of others, as long as each professional acts within the scope of his or her expertise
and acknowledges the contributions of the others.l

Monurv &

rHE Bary Boovr
by Charles F. Longino,lr

[the housing industry has loved the baby boom since its members
I entered the housing market in the mid-i970s. Born between 1946
I and 1964, this large birth cohort has affected the housing marketplace until today. Developers of retirement housing are jockeying for
position, anticipating the retirement of the baby boom between 2010 and
2028. The question most often asked by developers is "how will baby
boomers be different from retirees who have gone before them?"
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This manuscript will focus on only one segment of baby boom retirees,
namely, those who may make long-distance residential moves. A strong
attempt has been made to ground the speculation, therefore, in thebody
of knowledge accumulated in a research Iiterature known as retirement

migration (Longino, 1995),
Speculation about the baby boom is certainly not new. The behavior of
members of the baby boom generation has been a subject of intense
speculation generally for decades, because fluctuation in the size of a

ard

population brings with it resulting fluctuations in the numbers of
potential students, voters, workers, drivers, home owners, service
users, and consumers of all kinds. Every institutional sector of society
has had to pay attention or risk disastrous consequences (Rlrssel/, 1993).

Association

The maturing of the baby boom created a tidal wave of individuals
moving through schools from kindergarten to college, into job markets,
along career paths, and into first and second home markets. Now into
financial markets, boomers, in their forties and early fifties, are beginning finally to invest in their future retirement lifestyles (Dent,1993).ln
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LIMITING COSTS TO FUTURE OWNERS
A basic premise of value is that it represents the
value to a future owner. Contamination affects
market value primarily due to environmental liability and costs that may be incurred by future owners.
If a future owner may incur little or no cost or loss,
there may be Iittle or no reduction in market value.
Cleanup

pior

In many

to sale.

cases, owners clean

up sites before

sale, as is the general policy of the major oil companies in selling service station sites. This reduces the

uncertainty of cleanup costs, hence mitigating or
eliminating possible discounts.
Cost recooery frcm responsible parties,
The market value impact of contamination may
be limited by the identification of liable parties,
especially those with deep pockets, who may bear
remediation costs so that future owners will not be
affected or may recover such costs. To illustrate,
there may be little or no impact on the value of a
property due to contamination from formerly leaking underground storage tanks at a gasoline service
station where the responsible parties include a major
oilcompany, but there maybe greater impact where
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the responsible parties are defunct or have limited
financial resources.

Environmental laws impose liability on a number of parties. For example, the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA), 42 U.S.C. SS 9601 dt
se4., generally imposes strict liability on present and
past owners and operators of contaminated property, as well as on the Senerators and transporters
responsible for the disposal of hazardous waste,
subiect to limited defenses. It is therefore appropriate to consider the potential for cost recovery from
responsible parties.

According to some commentators, "IgJenerally,
anticipated recoveries are not considered in the
property value estimate."2 This may be the case
when an appraiser acts alone, without the expertise
necessary to estimate cost recoveries, or where

esti

mation would be purely speculative, in which case
the appraisal opinion is subiect to an important
Iimitation and may nol reflect economic reality. If
possible, cost recovery should be considered in
order to enhance the validity of the appraisal.
The cost recovery factor may be considered by
multi-disciplinary team including environmental
consultants and counsel who can identify potentially responsible parties and advise as to the extent
of their potential liability under applicable legal
remedies. The availability of such responsible parties and their ability to bear their liability should
a

also be considered.

lnsurance rccotery.
The costs of remediation may be covered by
liability or property damage insurance. While cur-

rent forms of commercial general liability insurance policies may contain "absolute" pollution exclusions, coverage may be available under older
policies that were in effect when contamination
occurred. Furthermore, at some cost, it is possible to

purchase insurance specifically addressing environmental risk (e.9., pollution liability coverage,
first party property damage insurance without a
pollution exclusion, and coverage for costs associated with contamination not discovered during a
site assessment by qualified environmental consultants). Stop loss/cost cap insurance may mitigate the risk associated with cost overruns in a
remediation program. Costs associated with a
Ieaking petroleum underground storage tank may
be covered from a state fund for the cleanup of
such sites. Thus, the availability of past or present
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insurance coverage or similar funding sources
should be considered as a mitigating factor, and the
advice of qualified insuranct professionals and
legal counsel may be helpful.
Cleanup by the gouemment without iecoaery.

Due to a perceived threat to public health,

a

governmental agency may clean up a site at the cost
of the public even though there mav be no viable

responsible parties. For example, remediation of
the Ralph Gray Trucking Site in Westminster, California, was undertaken by tht' U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency at a cost of millions of dollars
with apparently Iittle'prospect for significant cost
recovery. The site was used for the disposal of
pctroleum waste, with the parties known to be
responsible for the contamination eithcr no longer
in existence or with little resources. The site is
occupied largely by a residential tract with the
residents benefited by the homeowner's exemption. Thus, the cost of remediation should not be a
charge against the value of the homes in that area.
To the contrary, not only was the Ralph CrayTrucking Site remediated at no cost to the residents, many
homes and vards rvere renovated at taxpaver cost,
a probable windfall to the residents enhancing the
appeal and value of the neighborhood as a whole.
Enuirontnental liens.
A governmental agency may seek to recover
cleanup costs bv imposing a lien ap;ainst the real
property. However, such a lien is a regular priority
lien under both CERCLA and the California analogue. Thtrs, the environment.rl lien may be wiped
out through foreclosure by a senior lienholder, with
only partial or no net proceeds remaining forjunior
lienholders. Several other states, including Connecticut, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, and Wisconsin,
have adopted various "superlien" laws pursuant to
which an environmental lien mav be Biven priority
as of a time earlier than its actual recordation, with
the potential for "priming" otherwise earlier recorded liens. This may alter the valuation analysis
in such a state.
Thus, property may be cleaned up entirely at
taxpayers' expense without a viable responsible
party or lienable equity in the property. Where
governmental cost recovery is frustrated, the value
of the cleaned up propertv could be restored without discount for cleanup cost. In any case, the
imposition of an environmental lien would affect
the amount of the landowner's equitv, not necessarily the value of the cleaned up property itself.

2.1

Both aggraztating and n itigating
factors generuIly concern technical
afld legol aspects of enairorunerrtal risks
and sohrtions, which likelv fall beyond
the expertise of an appraiser alone.
Thns, it ntay be necessary to assemble
a ,nulti-disciplinary team of
enzt ir o run en t a I c o nsul t ant s,
legal counsel, afld otlrer releaant
prcfessionals to generate the information
and atalysis necessary to assist an
appraiser in placing a ralue ofl aarious
aggr ao ating an d mitigating f ac t ors.
Enoirorunental nsk allocatiol bq pritsate agreefiefit.
The potential costs of rcmediation may be tempered by private agreements, such as through indemnification by the seller or other responsible
parhes, or by new insurance products as mentioned
above. Contaminated properties that may be seem-

ingly unmarketable for sale or lease, or which would
otherwisc incur a significant discount, can be made
viable by such private agrL'ements. Some entrepreneurs have developed alliances with insurance companies and developers to assume environmental
risks associated with the acquisition and redevelopment of contaminated property. The value of the
property should be restored to the extent that environmental risk has been shifted to such parties,
particularly insurers or other creditworthy parties,
and awav from the property itself.
Enz.tirormental cleanup not rcquied or unlikely.
ln SDClPullnmn Pirt us r. Tttlo Inc. (1997) 60
Cal. App. 4th 37, a landlord sought to require a
tenantto remediate toxic materials that werepresent
in the soil at trace levels, not high enough to pose a
real increased risk of heath problems or to trigger
any cleanup order by regulators. The court ruled
that the tenant was not obligated to clean up trace or
rJr'rriri,,ris amounts of toxic materials b avoid purely
speculative rather than real environmental Iiability.

.l

.

Security of both the tenant and the real estate

2. Hassle-free transaction with minimal costs
3. Annual high interest cash return on a passive
investnrcnt

4. Property depreciation tax-shelters

netleased properties provide great investments in
both credit and real estate markets. The longtime
popularity of net lease transactions appears to be in
for an extended run, thanks to recent stock market
gyrations and the Fed's unflagging resolve to cool
the economy.*0,

as a

portion of

the annual cash return

5. The value of the real estate frequently appreciates during the lease term
6. Minimal risk occurs with investment grade tenants

7. The opportunity exists for higher cash returns
from less-than-investment-grade tenants
8. The investor does not pay for property insurance, maintenance, improvements, or taxes
9. The investor can cash-out at any time, often with
a profit, by selling the property, or hold the
property, allow it to further appreciate in market
value, and lease it again at a higher rate to the
original tenant or a new tenant when the lease

term expires.
The market for netleased real estate investments is

strong currently. The availability of attractivL'fi
nancing, coupled with minimal landlord responsibilities, creates highly-desirable commodities, especially for invesbrs desiring a property for an IRS
Section'1031 tax-deferred exchange.

In such a case, the corporate seller can also become

an investor itself for a good reason - to avoid
significant taxes on the income from the sale. By
reinvesting the income in a timely manner into
single-tenant NNN real estate, the corporate seller
can defer 100 percent of its tax obligation. IRS
Section 1031 permits this maneuver, which can
ultimately provide its shareholders with revenue
from a relatively secure investment vehicle with
little or no management responsibility.

The nature and extent of the contamination, the
applicable regulatory standards, and the extent of
any cleanup obligation should be considered in the
valuation process. Where contaminant levels are
lo*, or r/c rlrnirlis, such that remedial action is not

CONCLUSION
Corporations facing critical crunches in credit and
capital, as well as wary (and weary) investors looking for more conservative, long-term opportunities
should seek the common ground of well-conceived
NNN sale-leaseback transactions. Whether an individual or institution is in need of a smart depreciation vehicle or a relatively safe "coupon-clipper,"
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will appreciate substantially in value during

a

long

period of time.
On the positive side, a lease also can be written
to provide the opportunity for rent increases as a
hedge against inflation. Another hedge may be in
establishing a minimum lease payment plus a rcasonable percentage of the tenant's gross sales above

an established annual base.

INVESTOR PRUDENCE AND RISKS
An over-riding concern of most investors new to
sale-leaseback deals is the amount of management
required. Although the tenant maintains and manages the property, insures the realestate, pays property maintenance expenses, and remits taxes directly to taxing entities, the prudent landlord will
take some protective steps.
Investors should always review a lease agreement

with competent legal and tax advisors to avoid
unexpected expenses. For example, unless specified as a tenant's obligation, intermittent, additional tax assessments during the term of the lease
may be determined to be the owner's responsibility.
Unless properly detailed as a t€'nant responsibility
in the lease document, all types of structural repairs
(roof leaks, foundation problems) may become the
owner's responsibility.
To further reduce risk, the investor/landlord will
periodically check with the taxing authorities to
verify timely receipt and payment of all tax obligations. The investor also should periodically search
the title to the property to make sure no liens or
other encumbrances have been negligently filed
against the property. The lease agreement also
should require the tenant to pay any property tax.s
undcr protest to avoid the (investor's) loss of the
property through nonpayment, or the investor having to pay the property taxes.

Corporations facing citical crunches
in credit and capital, as eell as lt)ary
(anil zoeary) inztestors looking for more
c onsera atia e, I ong- t enn opp orturlitie s
should seek the commott ground of wellconceio e d NNN s al e -le as eb ack
transactions. Whether an indiaidual or
institution is in need of a smart
depreciation aehicle or a relatiaely safe
" c oup on- clipp er," net-le as e il prop ertie s
plooiile gleat inT,estrneflts in both credit
and real estate markets. The longtime
popularity of net lease tratsactiotts
appears to be in for an exteflded run,
thanks to recefit stock market gyrations

and the Fed's unflagging resoloe to

cool the econorrry.
investor's options include defaulting the tenant;
canceling the lease and re-leasing the property to a
new, creditworthy tenant at an equal or higher rate;
or, the investor might sell the propertv for a profit
and reinvest the gain in other real estate.

Obviously the investor/landlord wants to act
quickly at any signs of financial difficulty to avoid
limiting his options. If the tenant is forced into an
involuntary bankruptcy, the investor could be
drawn into the litigation, and the monthly income
stream (rent) would be interrupted. The investor
might decrease risk by including a security clause
in the lease in which the tenants' equipment is
pledged as additional lease collateral. A default
would then allow the landlord to seize the equip-

required or is not likely to be required, there should
be no remedial cost to present or future owners, and
therefore no charge to property value under the cost
("C") factor. Without cost, the remaining factor is
market stigma (discussed below).
Time ualue of money.
To the extent that remediation costs ("C")

will

be incurred over a long period of time into the
future, it would be inappropriate to deduct the full
amount up front in an appraisal. The projected costs
should be discounted to present value.

THE UNCERTAINTY AND LIFE CYCLE OF
REMEDIATION COSTS AND STIGMA
The costs of rcmediation are often uncertain. Significant variables include the scope of contamination, the alternative remedial strategir.s, and the
degree of regulatory cnforcement. The'se variables,
and associated stigma, may have differe'nt impact
over time.

Valuation model u. life cycle.
The valuation model summarized above opcrates at only one point in time, whereas the impact of
contamination actually changes over time, as to
both remedial action cost and stigma factors. Typically, the life cycle of environmental risks, and its
costs and discounts, begins with a phase where
there is significant fear possibly irrational- arising from uncertain knowledge of the scope of the
problem. When little is known, speculation is rampant, and the emotional impact (stigma) mav be
greatest at this point in time.

The investor/landlord also must receive current
endorsement certificates from the tenant's proPerty
and liability insurance carrier indicating that the
policies are in force and that the limits ofthe policies
are sufficient to cover risk, the current market value
of the property, and that the investor/owner is
named as the additionallv insured.

On the cautious side, investors should be wary of
"recapture clauses," which permit the tenant to
subtract increases in property taxes, maintenancc
expenses, and/or insurance premiums out of any
percentage of rent that might otherwise be paid.

The level of uncertainty frequerrtly changes
over time, however, as studies proceed, the contamination is better characterized, the history of
the property is ascertained, potentially liable parties are identified, and remedial strategies are developed and effectuated. The unknown becomes
known, costs are better defined and fear subsides or
becomes contained and focused. (Of course, if it is
found that the contamination is more extensive
than anticipated, the impact may continue.) The
partie's often come together to find solutions, including appropriate remedial action, which can allay
concerns and reduce the emotional component associated with the impact of the contamination.

The major risk for investors in a sale-leaseback,
triple-net lease investment is tenant default - bankruptcy, reorganization, etc. Before a tenant becomes a total default, it usually becomes a slowpay or communicates problems to the landlord. The

OVERVIEW OF INVESTOR BENEFITS
Any "Sale-Leaseback l0l" discourse u'ould be incomple-te without a snapshot of the primary benefits of NNN investments to tht, Invesbr,/LandItrrd. Hcre's our "Top-Nine" list:

Accordingly, the effect of the presence of contamination on value may be reduced over time
simply due kr changing perceptions as the facts and
costs associated with the property are clarified. The
outcome may be the redevelopment of the sitr', in

{0

ment.
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which case the past presL'nce of the contamination
mav no longer be a factor. For example, when a
shopping center is built over a contaminated or
formerly contaminated site, thc Presence of any
residual contamination tncased beneath the structures might not influence the rents being paid by the
tenants, and hence the value of thc property may no
Ionge'r bc affected by the presence'of the contamination (i.e'., if unimpaired value of such an income
producing property is based on the income aPproach, and if the'net income stream is not affected
by present or former contamination at the site, thc
calculation of value could be unaffected).

Renediation technology.
There may be alternative .'nvironmcntal engineering solutions to a given contamination Problem, with widt'ly divergent costs. Neu' and more'
cost-effective cleanup technique's are being det'eloped continually, and as the technology improves,
remedial costs could bc reduced. The timing rt'
quirements for remedial action may also have a
significant impact on costs, whether the timing is
transaction-driven or imposed bv regulators. In
general, expedited remedial action usually increases
costs greatly. Unless immediate action is required
for business reasons or to abate an imminent healtlt
hazard, it is usually possible kr design more costeffective remcdial measures, spreading out and
marginalizing the cost over time. Thus, a wise choicc

among available remediation options may siSnificantly reduce costs and, concomitantly, mitigate
the impact on property value. Of course, the technical advice of qualified environmental consultants is
critical to this mitigatint factor.
Enf orcement and cle anup st and ards.

Regulatory standards vary between Eovernmental agencies. Where more than one agency has

jurisdiction, remedial action methods and costs
may depend on which agency becomes the "lead
agency." Moreover, applicable standards may differ based upon the circumstances. Of particular
significance is the potential impact of the contami-

nation on groundwater, especially groundwater
that is a source of drinking u'ater. The risks and
costs of two othe'rwise identical sites may be vastly
different if the contamination of one affects sources
of drinking rvater but the other does not. Similarlv,
concern may vary depending upon the natural
background level of the contaminant. Accurate estimation of remedial cost should involve the assistance of qualified professionals to assess the risk of
exposure to human health or the environment and
the remedial standards to be applied by the lead

li

regulatory aBency as a result. Remedial costs can be
controlled, and hence the impact on propertv value
mitigated by the application of reasonable risk assessment and cleanup standards.

The costs of remeiliation arc olten

flcertain. Significant

nity. Along with other social programs, .lgencies
charged with enforcing environmental laws and
regulations have been affected by budget cuts at all
levels of government. This political backlash has
reduced the real and perceived power of those
agencies. Thus, the impact of contamination on
property value may be affected by prevailing political forces and the extent to which the applicable
agencies are exercising their enforcement powers
rigidly or reasonably.
ludicial backlash.
Similarly, after many years of largely unquestioning deference to environmental regulators, the
courts in the 1990s began to make decisions curtailing what some judges perceived as excessive application of regulatory authority.
Response of rcgrlators to the backlash.

Regulators are not insensitive to the backlash,
and policies have been modified to make the enforcement of environmental la*,s more reasonable
and consistent among agencies. Many "brownfield"
initiatives have been adopted to facilitate the costeffecti,r,e resolution of environmental problems and
to return contaminated sites to productive usc. For
instance, California's State Water Resources Con-

trol Board has adopted an number of initiatives
including, significantly, a December 1995 guidance
letter to the Regional Boards supporting cessation
of remedial action in some cases and, in general, an
enhanced consideration of risk assessment-based
closure of low-risk sites contaminated by leaking
fuel tanks. This represented a major departure from
previous views of the threat of leaking USTs, and
was based on the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratorv report of October 1995 finding that the
environmental impact of leaking USTs is not as
severe as previously thought, and that natural bioremediation should be a primarv remediati()n tool
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ariables include

the scope of contamination, the

refl e di al str at egie s, anil
the degrec of regulatory enforcernent.
These aaiables, arrd associated stigma,
maV haL)e different impact oaer time.
al t ernatio e

Politicsl backlash.
As indicated by almost daily coverage in the
news media during the 1990s, environmental programs have been under attack at federal and state
levels, impelled by the perceived adverse impact of
e'nvironmental regulation on the nation's economic
malaise in the early to mid-1990s. The cost of compliance bites harder during recessionary times, especially when the regulations and their enforcement are seen as unfair by the regulated commu-

a

The property types of net-leased investment are
usually categorized in one of three ways:
.1.

Retail refers to big-bor users (e.,9., discount variety stores, department stores, theaters, and/or
home improvement stores) as well as snmll-bot
users (e.9., restaurants, convenience stores, and,/
or drug stores).

a fuel leak source has been
removed. Although this attitude shift has been
controversial in some quarters, it has dramaticallv

2. Industrial includes facilities used for distribution, manufacturing, or research and develop-

cases once

reduced remedial costs at UST sites around the state
literally hundreds of sites have been closed. Such

3. Office refers to any single user such as an oil
company or pharmaceutical company occupy-

In the face of political and judicial backlash, it is
no *'onder that the attitude of the regulators has
changed. A stronger economy has apparently not
reve'rsed that change in attitude. Many regulators
realize that cooperative efforts can return idle properties to productive use providing jobs and improving the tax base while still preserving public health.
The interested parties, including regulators, tend to
work in concert for the efficient remediation of a
property, reducing costs where possible and serving both public and private objectives. More reasonable enforcement of environmental lau,s should
have a significant effect on the extent and cost of
re'medial measures, mitigating the charge to propertv value.

STIGMA
rl tozo ard isk-asse ssmen t.
Part of the political backlash has been against
the arbitrarv application of stringent cleanup standards developed in the abstract seekin6; zero risk
regardless of cost and utilizing unrealistic assumptions such as lifetime exposure to minute levels of
pollutants. Now, the trend is toward risk assessme'nt-based decisions focusing on the actual risk
posed by a Biven situation. This significant change
in approach can be expected to have a mitigating
impact on perceptions, in many cases ameliorating
the uncertaintv and fear of health risk and potential
regulatory requirements, and, hence, reducing the
stigma associated with contaminated or formerly
contaminatc'd property.
Tren
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"Absolute" triple-net leases

-

tenant respontrade at

a premium.

-

"Double-net (NN)" Ieases-landlord responsible
for roof and structure
produce a higher yield
and usually include -a reserve taken for any
potential repairs.

ing a facility as the sole tenant.

as

initiatives may reflect an attempt bv regulators to
blunt the ge'neral political backlash in hopes of
avoiding wholesale legislative reversal of environmental laws.

Lcngth of a lease is a primary factor in dettrmining the selling price. Primary terms of 15+ years
are preferred, but 10 years are sufficient in '1031
tax-deferred exchanges and similar cases.

sible for roof, structure, and parking

ment.

in most

B). Lease

Surprisingly, the focus in recent years has been
on the retail box category, perhaps to the detriment
of the office and industrial categories. Owners of
office/industrial real estate certainly should be
more aggressive in exploring sale-leaseback opportunities and benefits with knowledgeable realty consultants with deep sale-leaseback cxperience."
Pricing on net-leased proiects is based prinmrihl
on the tenant's a). credit; b). the lease; and c). the
location. Although each of these variables has an
important role in the pricing of net-leased projects,
it is the culmination of all tlrrrr that determine a true
purchase price.

A). Tennnt's Credit

Many nelleased proiects are based solely on
tenant's credit. Therefore, it is important that
investors evaluate the financial strength of a
prosp€.ctive tenant on its own merit and as a
competitor in its industry. Consider the longterm stability of the tenant and that industry

during good economic times as well

Leases with built-in "bumps," or rental rate increases, are valutd higher, n,ith the exception of
flat leases with investment grade credit.

C). Location

NNN

Ieases are credit-driven, causing location
to be a secondary factor.

Investors often are willing to pay an added premium for the residual benefit of well-located
properties.
The combination of credit, lease, and location
can lead to paying a higher premium with a Iower
yield for investment grade credit (i.e., Wal-Mart: 20year absolute NNN, flat) or receiving a higher yield
for a non-investment-grade credit (i.c., CSK Auto:
15-year NN, with rate bumps).
Yield on a triple'net Iease property is composed
of three components beginning with the capitalization rate, or cap rate, n,hich is the total annual lease
payment as a percentage of the purchase price of the
property. (Annual rnt dit,idcd hy purchnse prict)

as

recessionary periods. Industries that provide
basic products and services are usually recession-proof.
Tenants considered "investment grade" by a
recognized rating agency usually command a
premium (e.9., Wal-Mart, Walgreen's, General
Motors).
Tenants with iu,rk bond (non-investment grade)
ratings or minimal net worth typically provide a
higher return (e.9., Regal Cinema, Ameriserve,
Dairy Mart).
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The second component is the dollars sheltered
from federal income taxes. A portion of the cost of
the property is allocated b the building and the
balance is allocated to the land. For tax purposes,
the owner may depreciate the cost of the building
over a designated period of time. Thus, the portion
of the annual cash-on-cash return, which is no
greater than the annual depreciation, is shcltered
from the long arm of Uncle Sam.

The final component is the compounded annual appreciation rate as a percentage of property
cost, since well-maintained real estatt' traditionally
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land by deducting the rent under the lease attributable to the land.)

A fixed rent structure or "flat ltase" with

no
infl ation ad justmc'nts provides infl ation protec-

tion. It is dependent on the type of lease-term
structurecl.
Cash realized from the sale-leaseback transac-

tions that can be used to expand operations,
enhance liquidity, acquire other businesses,
reduce debt, or utilize a l03l exchange, etc.
In the area of accluisitions and leveraged buyouts (LBOs), a sale-leaseback can be utilized as part
of the overall transaction. A corporation planning
to acquire another firm - or even thcir own companies through an LBO - can use the assets of the
acquired company to reduce total acquisition cost.
The need for higher-cost debt and lengthening the
maturities of the overall financing is reduced.
Taking ..r long view, manv executives express
concern about their tcnant options when the lease
expires. Threc choices emerge: a). the tenant can
renew the lease at a nclr' negotiated rate, or b). if the
tenant had a renewal clause in its initial lease, it
could cxercise its option and re-lease the property
from the landlord at the rate specified in the clause.
And c). the tenant can also move to a new location.
I naes t o r/

Landlord

V iezupo

itrt

Commercial property ownership under a NNN
lease agreement has emerged as a highlv popular
and effective strategy in real estate investinS in the
past decade. Busintss Week has called triple-net
lease real estate "a smart idea...for risk-averse investors seeking a steady source of income."
Banks, trusts, pension funds, REITs, and other
conservative investors are probably the best candidates for these types of investments. They share hcr
mogeneous objec-tives: safe, passive real estate investments designed to provide predictable, advantageous annual cash income, tax reduction benefits,
and the opportunity for significant long-term gain.

A

saleleaseback investment h,ith a triple-net
(NNN)
lease
provides that unique investment opportunity to individuals or institutions interested
in owning real estate u'ithout the hassles of management and leasing typically found in conventional real estate invc,stments. Such transactions
generally require a Iong-term investment of 9.1 million b $100 million or more.
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A sale-leaseback inaestmcnt zoith a
triple-net lease (NNN) proaides that
unique inaestrnent opportunity to
indiaiduals or iflstitutions interested in
oToning real estate zoithont the hassles
of management dnd leasiflg typically
fowtd h conoentional real estate
inaestments. Such transactions generally
require a long-tcnn inaestment of
$1 million to $100 million or more.
As noted previously, the cash-on-cash rate of
return varies, depending on the tenant's financial
strength. For example, a neu, franchisee might be
considered the highest risk. A multi-billion-dollar,
profitable corporation with good management, one
that has aln ays fulfilled its Iease obligations, would
be the lowest risk and earn the lowest rate for the
investor.

A NNN lease is considered a pnsslae investment, since minimal or no landlord responsibility is
required. The single tenant agrees to pay all costs
associated

with the property use and occupancy,

including real estdte taxes, insurancc, improvements, on-site property management and maintenance. As a result, the investor has the ability to
invest in geographic markets beyond his own immediate location, without day{o-day involvement
rcquired of a multi-tenant lease.
From another view, commercial tenants can be
equated to "positive renters." Unlike apartment
renters, for example, they are less likely to abuse the
property and then relocate, saddling the owner to
refurbish and to find a ne$, renter. Commercial
tenants have n vested busincss interest in seeing
that a location is r.r,ell maintained and attractive to
customers.

Stigma iliminishes ooer tine or nny be noncorn-

of remedial action, mitigating net remediation

pensable.

costs.

As noted above, customary valuation methods
"take a picture" of value as of a given time, whereas
the impact of contamination on value actually varies over time. Studies have shown that stigma dissipate's, and value eventually returns to, or nearlv
to, unimpaired value.
Post-cleanup stigma claims appear to be based
on the fear that there may be some unknown or
residual contamination, or that cleanup standards
may become more stringent in the future, leading to
additional Iiability even a fte,r sign-off by regulators.
Some courts have allowed claims for post-cleanup
stigma damages, but othcr courts have denied or
limited such claims. Other cases have considered
stigma associated with proximity to contaminated
sites or fear of toxic impact from nearby operations.
Again, some courts have allowed such claims and

other courts have rejected them. Accordingly, it
remains controversial whether and under what
circumstanccs post-cleanup or prorimity stigma
damages are recoverable, and, if recoverable, the
extent of the residual damage. Thus, the analysis
should include consideration of the law in the
applicable jurisdicttrn. If stigma damages havebeen
rejected as a matter of law, or only narrowly permitted, the application of that factor may be eliminated
or mitigated at the time of a property appraisal.
A mechanical application of a stigma discount
may be inappropriate. It should be considered in
each case u,hether stigma is a proper factor under
the circumstances, and if it is, further consideration
should be Biven to mitigating factors and approaches, and the manner in rt hich the risk and
profit opportunity posed by the stigma element has
been or is being allocated between the transaction
parties.
MARKET IACTORS
Highest tnd best use.

A NNN propertv is effectivelya long-term bond
of a corporation in the form of a lease document

encompassed by real estate. The investment appears to be a bond-type investment due to the
"coupon-clipper" type of returns; however, they
also provide the added benefits of tax deductions

and appreciation found in conventional real estate. Strictly defined, NNN transactions of 15 to 25
years are more credit-oriented, whcreas a leaseterm of l0 years or less is typically more real estateoriented.
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The impact of the presence of contamination
may also depend on the current or changing "highest and best use" of the property.

ln circumstance's where the contamination is
located in a building, and there is already limited
utility to the building, the costs to mitigate the
contamination may exceed the contributory value
of the improvements, in which case a sound
economic alternative mav be to remove the improvements, which may cost less than other forms
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In cases where the land is contaminated, the
regulatory stance and market response may be affected by the longterm outlook for the use of the
property, so that if the, contamination is commonlv
associated with the anticipated use, its impact on
value may be nominal.

If the market perceives that a property can be
reused without exacerbating or exposing tht'contamination, or the anticipated use is consistent with
past uses, then liability or stigma may be largely a
moot issue. In contrast, if a change in use is anticipated, a change where there is less tolerance for the
presence of the contamination than the tolerance
existing for the current use, then the presence of the
contamination may trigger a significant impact on
the value of the propertv.
Sellers' zts. Buyers' Market.
Prevailing economic and market conditions can
have a significant impact on the marketability and
value of contaminated properties. The 1990s have
seen a dramatic swing of the pendulum from the
real estate rece.ssion to a relatively "hot" economy
and real estate market. Many environmentally impacted properties that languished during the recession are now moving in the marketplace. Covernmental brownfield initiative,s, along with better
economic conditions, have helped to stimulate this.
In a hot sellers' market, value and pricc tend to firm
up, and buyers tend to be willing to assume more
risk with less discount than during gloomv economic times. Tllus, the place and time of a transaction in the economic and market cycle is an important factor that may mitigate (or aggravate) the
impact of contamination on value and price.

No uniform nnrket price discount.
lt is a common misconception that there is a
uniform market price discount for contaminated
properties. In fact, there are usually few, if any,
comparable transactions, as each mav represent a
unique condition and may reflect a wide geographic range. It may not be possible to draw valid
market conclusions from the small sample size.
Even if transactions involving comparable property types and environmental conditions are available, the pricing may have been affected by business considerations, such as the need for a particular location, the need to close the second leg of a tax
deferred exchange, or private agreements bet$'een
parties for mitigation of contamination costs. It is
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therefore necessary in each case to undertake a
careful analysis of the applicable method of determining unimpaired value and the various aggravating and mitigating factors that are relet'ant to a
determination of the impairment to value, with the
assistance of qualified professionals, as needed.
LEGAL AND REGULATORY EXEMPTIONS
OR DEFENSES
The impact of the presence of contamination may
clepend, in some circumstances, on limited rc-quirements for investiBation or on certain legal limitations and exemptions.
No rlutrl to inztestigate.

While certain disclosure duties apply under
applicable Iaw, there is no general requirement for
a seller to undertake an environmental site assess-

ment prior to sale in order to obtain new knowledge. Nevertheless, environmental site assessments
by buyers have become a common feature of real
property transactions, particularly when required
by lenders, and in some contexts, c.g., for a leased
property, existing Ieg.rl principles may imposc on a
propertv owner the dutv to inspect and be aware of,
and to repair or warn of, dangerous conditions.
AIso, real estate brokers may have a duty to undertake some investigation. In any case, if the transaction parties are not ah,are of existing contamination, there would be no impact on market value and
price at the time of the transaction. Similarly, in

many instances there is no requirement for
remediation even when contamination is known to
be present, again resulting in little or no potential
impact on value.
Condemnation.
Some courts have not allowed the presence of
contamination to be taken into consideration when

determining the value of property that is being
condemned, but other courts have ruled that
remediation costs or stigma are admissible with
respect to determining value in condemnation proceedings. This may also be affected by applicable
statutes. For instance, California Ialv expressly excludes consideration of the presence of hazardous
substances in determining the appraised value of
property being taken by a school district under the
power of eminent domain. Instead of a price discount, Calif. Code of Civil Procedure 5 7?63.740
contemplates that the property will be cleaned up
under the procedure set forth in Section 1263.720,
using the full fair market value purchase monies,
with any excess costs recoverable under Section
1263.730.

2tt

Tlrc aaluation of contanrinated or

formerly contaminated property is a
corflplex uflilertaking, toith a aaiety of
aggr 4a ating and mi tigating f ac t ors.
Accurate appraisal lequires carcful
imtestigation and assessmeflt of such
factors, uith the assistance of qualified
efloircwnental coflsultaflts dnd counsel ds
to teclmical and legal aspects. Without a
,nulti-disciplirrary tearfl, an appraiser
acting alofle probably zoill lack the
,tecessary expertise to render anything
but an urimpaired aalue opiflion
asswniflg the absence of contamination.
Thus, the extent to which loss of value due to
contamin.ltion may bc' considered in condemnation proceedin6;s will depend upon the statutes or
case la\4' of the applicable jurisdiction.

slow consumer spending and economic growth,
as well as trigger some heart-stopping corrections in the market.

question of how the company will pay for or finance the cost of the properties without tying up
operating dollars, without severely impacting its
credit facility and loading up their balance sheet
with debt.

Not only have traditional borror.r,ing sources
been displaced as funds feverishly pursued new,

tain variables, including the present and future

additional rate increases, possibly before the
November 2000 elections, is expected to further

promising opportunities proffered by the Information Age, but some nervous investors are now moving their money to the conservative sidelines . . . or
saying goodbye to it all together as dot-com venturcs consolidate, retrench, and evaporate entirely.

and rental costs, and the accounting treatment.
Then there is the guessing game on the expected
future value of the real estate in 10,20, or 30 years.

BASIC TENETS OF SALE-LEASEBACK &

as an operating Iease under the criteria set

NNN

Financial Accounting Standards Board, however,
will not appear on the tenant's balance sheet as
either debt or long-term obligation. The corporation
pays off the mortgage obligations and receives the
unlocked cash from the sale of its depreciated real

Sale-leaseback financing most commonly involves
a company se,lling one or more single-tenant properties to an inveslor (individual, company, pension
fund, or group), usually for fair nnrket z'nlue. The
investor/landlord provides the seller with a triplenet lease for a negotiated period of 10 to 25 years.
The seller,/tenant usually pays the investor a negotiated annual rent cqual to 8 percent to l5 percent of
the contracted sale price. Most often, the lease rate
is credit-driven and constant. If agreed to, there
may be scheduled rent increases.

Homeounet's exemptiott.
The U.S. EPA has adopted a policy statement
establishing a qualified homeowner's exemption
declaring that the average homeowne'r will not be
required to conduct or pay for cleanup when residential propertv is part of a federal Superfund site.
This seemingly discretionary policy is, of course,
based on the fact that most homeowners would
have the benefit of the third-party defense under
CERCLA in any event, and it w,ould be decidedly
unpopular wer€' the U.S. EPA to begin pursuing
homeowners who happen to reside on top of a
contaminated region. Similar homeorvners' exemptions have been adopted under the laws of some

Net-net-net (NNN) refers to the payment of property taxes, maintenance, and insurance. In a NNN
lease, the single tenant agrees to pay all of the
expenses associated with the property use and occupancy, including the cost of insurance, real estate
taxes, improvements, on-site property managiement,
and maintenance, in exchange for control of the
property and a favorable long-term Iease. There are
derivatives of NNN called "bondlease," "absolute
NNN," and "double-net lease." These names invariably change across the United States and n ith
different investors.

states.

NNN investments are available for all types of

liability.
Current and future owners may have defenses to liability under CERCLA and other envi-

existing or build-to-suit real estate, including service centers, fast food establishments, industrial
and health care facilities, office and educational
buildings, distribution warehouses, and retail stores.

ronmental laws. Thus, the government may have
to pursue other responsible parties, if any, for cost
recovery (such as formcr owncrs or operators, or
those who actually disposed of hazardous waste on
someone else's property). Even though contamination may nevertheless have to be dealt with by the
olr,ner (('.11., to obtain financing), the availability of
defenses to liability r.ill enhance the potential for
obtaining recovery from other responsible parties.

T e n an t V i eru p o i nt
Most companies require real estate to conduct
their businesses, however few firms profit from
owning those properties. The cash and credit they
have tied-up in facilities and land represent assets
that could be employed much more productivelv
in the corporation's core business operations. Directors and officers are constantlv faced with the

Defenses to
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The question is fraught rvith a variety of uncer-
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costs of money, projected tax benefits, maintenance

A triple-net leasehold obligation that qualifies
by the

estate.

The improved debt-to-equity ratio and current
ratio can make a seller,/tenant much more attractive
to banks and other traditional lenders, as well as to
shareholders, prospective investors, and potential
acquisition partners. Short-term borrowing can be
avoided and a need for credit lines possibly eliminated.

In addition to expense reduction and the conversion of the seller/tenant's illiquid real estate
assets to capital, a sale -leaseback with a properly
structured operating lease can provide the seller,/
tenant company with the following business advantages:

100 percent financing based on the assessed
value of the property, in contrast to the 50 percent to 85 percent usually provided by mortgage
financing;
Full operating control of the real estate under the
tenant's lease provisions;

Operating leases that do not appear on the corporate balance sheet as debt or as a long-term
lease obligation;
Tax deductible lease payments, that is a lower
after-tax cost;
Effective land depreciation; (NOTE; Since the
value of the land acquired is factored into the
rent, the tenant can effectively depreciate the
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attract cash for bricks-and-mortar growth,

6;eo-

graphical expansion or competitive marketing campaigns appear to be seriously revisiting the concept
of sale-leaseback transactions and the benefits they

afford.
An interesting recent example is Carmike Cinemas,
Inc., (NYSE-CKE) of Columbus, GA. As of Dece'mber 31,1999, this 18-year-old firm, had 458 theaters
(2,848 screens) in 36 states. ln mid-April 2000,
Carmike completed the sale and leaseback of 923.5
million in three properties - 41 screens in three
states - to an undisclosed investor. The Carmike

complexes included a l0-screen operation in
Missoula, MT; a 1S-screen facility in Raleigh, NC;
and a 16-screen unit in Johnston, IA.

Carmike Cinemas dedicated to maintaining its position as one of the strongest theatre circuits in the
industry, had tochange its growth strategy in recent
years. [t moved from the selective acquisition of
theatres and circuits located in small to mid-sized
communities to constructing new theatres and expanding its existing complexes. That includes retrofitting some of its older properties with stadium
seating and digital stereo surround-sound.
Obviously, cash is the key to completing the competitive retrofits and to opening five additional
theatres (88 screens) in Alabama, Florida, Minnesota, North Carolina, and Tennessee by mid-2000.
A comment by Martin A. Durant, SVP and Chief
Financial Officer of Carmike Cinemas, to the Dow
Jones Newswire, reflects the importance of saleleaseback as a capital resource:

"The ability to tum high-performing assets into
cash when so much investment capital is flowing

into other industries offers us fresh resources to
maintain our steady pattern of growth and to improve existin8 properties."

There is no question that the theater

intlustry, with its specialized, single-tenant
lacilities is ideal for tiple-net (NNN)
deals. It is also one of the last ftontiers
to be discoaered by inaestors seeking
coflseroatiL)e types of passiae inoeshneflts.
Btrt Durant's point is applicable to ,nany

industies afid numerous corpolations
challenged to tura non-perforrning as zoell
as high-performing assets

irto

aztailable

capital for additional grozuth.
as an effective technique

for recovering capital in
fueling its growth. Specialty retailers, such as Wild
Oats, realize their primary profit potential is in their
core business operations, not in the hassles of management and propertv ownership. Otherwise, thev
would alter corporate mission and make-up and
instead, simply become real estate investors.
THE CURRENT MONEY CHASE
Some of the reasons many traditional corporations,
are finding it increasingly more expensive to borrow money in 2000:

frontiers to be discovered by investors seeking conservative types of passive investments. But Durant's
point is applicable to many industries and numerous corporations challenged to turn non-performing as well as high-performing assets into available
capital for additional growth.

A more traditional example is Wild Oats Markets,
Inc., a natural foods supermarket chain in North
America, which turned to sale-leaseback financing
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real propertv should be mitigated.

CONCLUSION
It is n()t enough to deduct mechanically the costs of
remediation or regulatory compliance, and any pre-

sumed "stigma," in calculating the impact of contamination on the value of real property. The usual
valuation model is, at best, simplistic in making
short-shrift of relevant mitigating factors (such as
those discussed in this manuscript) and may be
misleading to the extent that it does not reflect the
marke,t devices and legal factors that are frequently
present. The valuation of contaminated or formerly
contaminated property is a complex undertaking,

with a variety of aggravating and mitigating factors. Accurate appraisal requires cartful investigation and assessment of such factors, with the assistance of qualified environmental consultants and
counsel as to technical and legal aspects. Without a
multi-disciplinary team, an appraiser acting alone
probably will lack the nccessary expertise to r€.nder
anything but an unimpaired value opinion assuming the absence of contamination. Such an opinion
may beof some use, but would not reflt'ct the actual,
impaired value of the property, a serious limitation

that the appraiser would be obligated to disclose
under applicable ethical standards.*u,

Telecom, wireless, biotech, and dot-com (lnternet

and e-commercc) operations
both ongoing
entities and aspiring initial public offerings
have literally sucked billions of dollars into perhaps the longest sustained bull market in Wall
Street history. Until last spring, technology issues were the ciarlings of investment bankers
and hungry investors, venture capital firms and
"angels" couldn't wait to crown the next dotcom entrepreneur with a garland ofgreenbacksprimarily, Iarge denominations. The Nasdaq or
"new economy" looked glandular, unstoppable.

There is no question that the theater industry, with

its specialized, single-tenant facilities is ideal for
triple-net (NNN) deals. It is also one of the last

Thus, to the extent that defenses are available and
remedial costs are not legally recove'rable from
current or future owners, the potential charge to the

The surge in 40.1k and othersavings plans across

the employer-employee landscape are pushing
more funds into mutual funds, stocks and bonds
and away from low-paying savings accounts
and dull certificates oI deposit.

Then, in mid-May, the Federal Reserve Board
raised the key short-term interest rate a half
percent - its sixth increase since June 1999 and set off a chain reaction as banks ratcheted
upward their orvn interest charges to reflect
their new costs. The lingering uncertainty of
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Advisory Opinion 6-9 "Responsibility of Appraisers Conc.,rning Toxic or Hazardous
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Set' Appraisal Standards Board
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ErusryE SouncES or CaPITAL
Foncruc ConPoRATroNS To
RE-Focus oru BTNEFITS oF

THE Anr or Rnnr Esrarr:
UTonnSTANDING THE

Vrsuar Anusrs Rrcsrs Acr

SaIE-LEASEBAcT FTNANCING

by Susan Tarllor €t Jolur Mockr:l

1-! iven the sheer volume of lalv crt'ated in this country since its
f -inception, one would expect that the relative rights between
\-l .rrtists and purch.rsers of art would be well established, and
generally understood. But try answering the following question with
any sense of confidence: If monc'y were no ob,ect, and you were to buy
a painting, perhaps a Rembrandt, do you have thc legal right to bring it
home and draw a mustacheacross theface,oreven burn it, ifthat is n,hat
you were so moved to do? Does it make a difference if the work was
created bv a living painter? Does an artist retain any rights in his or her
u,ork? What about artwork purchased for, or created for, a building you
or your company owns? Does your ownership of the art permit you to
de.stroy it, or even to alter it? Does it matter if the u,ork is moveable, such
as a sculpture, or if it has become a part of the real estate, such as a mural?
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The Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 ("VARA") is an attempt by
Congress to answer some, but not nearly all, of these kinds of questions.

VARA p;rants artists substantial rights to protect their works of visual
art, and to some extent, their honor and reputation as reflected through
that art. These rights sometimes exist in stark contrast to traditional
notions of property ownership as understood by most real estate
ow,ners, purchasers, and lenders, and can lead to significant costs and
inconvenience.

Traditional American notions of prope'rty ownership and copyright
protection generally allow for unrestricted transfer of art as between
artist .rnd purchaser. The rights afforded artists under VARA, by
contrast, have their roots in European intellectual propertv law and
recognize distinct "moral rights" of artists with respect to works of
visual art, rights that cannot be bought and sold.
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by lonotlnn S. Horn

Uneasy stock market also propels inaestors tou.tard
sale-leaseback inttestments zoith triple-net (NNN) Ieases.

-Ftor nearly four decades, "Turn concrete into cash," has been the
N heraldic'crv of America's leading lessors of netleased corporate
I property. Now, more th.rn ever, the declaration seems dx a,os,rr'
across the land.
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Of course, few observers *'ould argue with the authoritative statement
by the National Resl Estate Inu'stor'. "The sale-leaseback industry has
restructured the ownership of trillions of dollars worth of the nation's
corporate real estate assets." Even fewer critics would dispute T/rc CP,4
,lorrrnal comment that, the "National franchise and chain businesses
have led the u'av in using sale-leaseback to benefit business owners, but
small or large."
the system can work for any business

-

Fact is, funds from sale-leaseback transactions have fueled leveraged
buy-outs, mergers and acquisitions; underwritten the cost of maintenance and technology to remain competitive; and erased obligations
from countless corporate balance sheets nationn'ide.

Recent developments in the corridors of capital, up and down Wall
Street and inside the Internet scene, horvever, seem to have conspired tcr
further restrict access to traditional cash resources by mainstream
companies. Subsequentlv, firms finding it increasinglv difficult to
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accorded to the creators of the artistic work and
understand how laws such as VARA effect how
that artistic work is used and to whom it belongs.*0,

ln theory, Congress, in enacting VARA, sought to
balance society's interest in promoting a flourishing artistic community with this country's longheld and deep-seated belief in property rights and
free transferability of property. The cynics among
us would hasten to point out that, in reality, the
enactment of VARA probably had more to do u,ith
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of legislation than with any conscious, much less
noble, clesign by Congress to promote society's
interest in the wclfare rrf artists.
THE ORIGINS OF THE VISUAL ARTISTS
RIGHTS ACT
ln Carlar t,. Htlntsleu-Sltenr, Inc., the leading case
considering VARA, Circuit Judge Cardamone
explains the societal policy behind VARA this
way:

)

A work of visual art does not include "applied
art" (which means applications of decoration or
ornamentation to objects that are otherwise utilitarian in nature).
A work of visual art does not include any poster,
map, globe, chart, technical drawing, diagram,
model, motion picture, or otheraudiovisual work,
book, magazine, newspaper, periodical, data
base, electronic information service, electronic
publication or similar publication, merchandis-

ing item, or any advertising, promotional, descriptive, coverint, orpackating material or container.

A work of visual art must exist as a single copy
or in a limited edition of200 copies or fewer, each
signed by the artist and consecutively numbered.

One of America's most insightful thinkers ob-

served that a country is not truly civilized
"where the arts, such as they have, are all
imported, having no indigenous life." Z W.)rks
of Rnllh Wnldo Errntrcrsorr, Society nnll Solitude,
Chapt. Il Cittilization 34 (AMS ed. 1968). From
such reflection it follows that American artists
are to be encouraged by laws that protect their
works.
Encouraging artists by creating laws that protect
their works may in fact be a laudable goal, but
because few rcal estate owners, purchasers, and
lenders (those most likelv to bear the economic
burden ofVARA) areawareof VARA, thestatuteas
a practical matter can be a trapdoor for the unwary.

DEFINING A WORK OF VISUAL ART
VARA's protections are afforde'd only to a "work of
visual art" which is defined by federal statute, at
$i0l of TitlelTof the United States Code. lnbrief,a
"work of visual .rrt" must be a painting, drawing,
print, sculpture, or still photographic image produced for exhibition purposes only. But to understand the definition, one really needs to knon, the
various exceptions and limitations that limit the
application of VARA. Some of the more important
exceptions and limitations are as follows:
VARA only applies to a work of visual art created on or after June

l,

1990.

A work of visual art does not include "work for
hire" (works created by an artist who is an employee acting within the scope of his or her
employment).
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The work of visual art must be capable of copy-

right protection (which, among other things,
usually requires that the work be an original
work of authorship).
ATTRIBUTION AND INTEGRITY RIGHTS
Assuming the work in question is in fact a work of
visual art, what rights does the artist receive? The
artist is entitled under VARA to two basic kinds of
moral rights: (i) rights of attribution; and (ii) rights
of integrity.
An artist's ri8hts of attribution take into account the
intangible quality of the artist's good name, and
include: (i) the right to claim authorship of a particular work; and (ii) the right to prevent the use of
his or her name with respect to a work that has been
distorted, mutilated, or otherwise modified, if such
use would be prejudicial to his or her honor or
reputation. In considering whether an act is preju-

dicial to the honor or reputation of the artist, thc
artist does not need to be well-known or have preexisting standing in the artistic community; the
courts will instead focus on the artist's honor or
reputation as embodied within the work in question.
An artist's rights of integrity encompass the physical integrity of the piece of art, and include: (i) the
right to prevent any intentional distortion, mutilation, or other modification which would be prejudicial to the artist's honor or reputation; and (ii) the
right to prevent any intentional or grossly negligent
destruction of a work of recognized stature. "Recognized stature" is not defined in VARA, creating
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what is probably the single largest invitation to
litigation u,ithin the statutory scheme. The trial
court in Crlt.r zt. Heltnslerl-Spcor, Inc., determined
that for a work to be of recognized stature it must
have "stature" (i.e. is viewed as meritorious) and
this stature must be recognized by art experts,
other members of the artistic communitv, or by
some cross-scction of society. The idea seems to
be that the work need not necessarily be of the
stature of "Picasso, Chagall, or Ciacometti" but, by
the same token, nuisance claims should not be
encouraged.
CARTER v. HELMSLEY.SPEAR" INC.
Cnrter tt. HelnslL'rl-Spnr,lnc., a l995 decision of the

United States Court of Appeals (Seconcl Circuit), is
the leading judicial decision considering VARA.
Three New York artists contracted with the [ongterm tcnant of tr mixtd-use commercial builcling
located in Quccns, New York, to install and create
artwork in the lobby of the building. The Second
Circuit dc'scribed the artwork as follows:
...a very large "walk-through sculpture" occupying most, but not all, of the building's lobby.
The artwork consists of a variety of sculptural
elements constructed from recycled materials,
much of it metal, affixed to the walls and ceiling, and a vast mosaic made from pieces of
recvcled glass embedded in the floors and walls.
Elements of the work include a giant hand
fashioned from an old school bus, a face made
of automobile parts, and a number of interactive components. These assorted elements make
up a theme relating to environmental concerns
and the significance of recycling.
Needlcss to sav, not artwork for all tastes

The tenant's lease was terminated and the landlord /ownerof thebuilding subsequently demanded
that thL'artists cease installing new additions to the
lobby artwork and indicated that it intended to
remove the artrvork already in place.
The artists were initially successful at the trial court

level in obtaining a permanent injunction prohibiting the owner of the building from distorting, mu-

tilating, modifying, destroying, and removing the
artists' artwork. [n accordance with VARA, the
injunction was to remain in effect for the lifetime of
the Iast surviving artist. The owner of the building
successfullv appealed to the United States Court of
Appeals (Second Circuit) on the basis that the artwork was "work for hire" (see above) such that it

l2

The Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990

('VARA") is an attempt by Congless to
ttfisToer sotte, but not nearlv all, of these
kinds of questions. VARA grants artists
substantidl ights to protect their works of
aisual art, and to some extent, their honor
and reputatiot, as reflecte.l through that

art.

These

ights sometimes exist in

st

rk cofltrast to traditional notions
of property ounership as urrderstood
by most real estate oroflers, purclrasers,
and leflilerc, and can lead to significant
costs and inconaerience.

ll,as exempted from VARA protections. The United
States Supreme Court declined to hear the case.

CONTRACTING WITH ARTISTS
An artist's rights of attribution and integrity cannot
be transferred (unlike olvnership and copyrights),
but canbe w.rived in a writtL.n instrument signed by
the artist and the owner. The writing must specificallv identify the w.ork, and the uses of the lvork. ln
the case of a lvork prepare'd by two or more artists,
a waiverby one artist waives the rights ofallartists.
Accordingly, when contracting with an artist over
work that could fall within the scope of VARA,
whether the artist is an independent contractor or
an employee (to be conservative), a provision simiIar b the following should be considered, at least as
a starting point:
Pursuant to the waiver provisions of the Visual
Artists Rights Act of 1990 and applicable state
Iegislation, if any, [Artistl hereby waives all
rights o{ attribution, integrity and such other
similar rights as may exist and which may
restrict IOwnerl's right to subsequently modify,
alter, destroy, replace, or otherwise deal with
the ldescribe the work of art and its use - e.g.
bronze sculpture used for lobby ornamentation]. IArtistl expressly acknowledges that he/
she will not exercise any rights with respect to
the aforementioned work of art which would
prevent IOlvnerl from modifving, altering, destroying, replacing or, otherwise dealing with
IOwner]'s property.
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work does not
act to waive the protections of VARA and that,
accordingly, the foregoing waiver should be used
in conjunction with the usual provisions regarding
ownership of copyrights.
Note thata transfer ofa copyright in

a

a great extent, VARA will likely preempt state legislation, but there is alw,ays a possibility that some
provisions of the state legislation will remain applicable. Forexample, CAPA grants post-mortem rights

to the artist's estate, whereas VARA's protections
limited to the lifetime of the artist. In addition to
any due diligence and contracting considerations
arising as a result of VARA, owners, purchasers,
and lenderswill need to make a state-by-state analysis of applicable law.
are

BUILDINC REMOVAL PROCEDURE
VARA provides a mechanism for owners that may
allow removal of a work of visual art from their
buildings.lf the removal can beaccomplished without destruction, distortion, mutilation, or other
modification of the work, the owner may remove
the work if it has made a diligent, Bood faith ar
tempt, without success, to notify the artist of the
owne'r's intended action (or the owner provides
noticetothcartistand theartistdoesnotremovethe
work or pay for its removal within 90 days of
notice).
A diligent, good faith attempt to send notice', for the
purposes of VARA, means notice to the artist by
registered mail to the artist's most recent address as
recorded with the Re,gister of Copyrights. The onus
is thus clearly on the artist to provide his or her
address to the Register of Copyrights, and to keep

OWNER, PURCHASER AND LENDER
CONSIDERATIONS
Given tht, foregoing, what should prudent owners,
purchasers, and lenders do?
Owners should avail themselves where possible
of the waiver provisions of VARA, and contract
accordingly with artists.
Purchasers and Ienders will want to perform
proper due diligence to uncover whether the real

properties they are considering include any
u,orks of visual art protected by VARA. Due
diligence would include;

that address current.

This notice procedure has its limitations. Chief
among them is that it is available only if the work
can be removed from the building r^,ithout destruction, distortion, mutilation, or other modification.
There are also some significant unknowns: What
obligations cloes the owner have with regard to a
work once it has been removed? Who is responsible
for damage to the building incurred during remov.rl of the u,ork of visual art?

This last question is of particular importance for
property orvners because, aside from costs attributable to devekrpment prohibitions, these are likely kr
be the most significant costs associated with VARA.
Unfortunately, VARA is silent u'ith respect to this
issue although, arguably, an artist's obligation to
pay for removal could include incidental costs.
IMPACT OF STATE LAW ON VARA
Anvone perforn{ing due diligence u,ith regard to
artwork-related issuL's must also consider the possible effect of state' legislation. For example, New
York and California have enacted legislation addressing some of the same issues. The Califomia
legislature created the California Art Preservation
Act ("CAPA"), which rvas in facta model for VARA,
and which provides somewhat similar moral rights

Site inspections;
Review of contracts with artists; and
Searches of the Register of Copyrights to
determine if an artist has registered.
Purchasers and lenders should obtain express
warranties from sellers and borrowers stating
that no VARA claims t'xist, and these warranties
should survive completion of the transaction.
Purchasers and lenders may also wish to consider whether their title insurance will protect
against damage caust'd by VARA. There is at
least an argument that title insurance would
cover a claim if a VARA-imposed limitation on a
building's use can be'construed as a defect in
markctability of title. That said, the prudent
course when dealing with title insurers is to raise
the issue directly with the insurer.

Landlords should require receipt of appropriate
VARA waivers before a tenant can install a work
of visual art.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
In conclusion, artistic work such as a sculpture,
painting, or interactive mural can often positively

to artists and also provides a waiver mechanism. To

impact the value of property. However, real estate
professionals must also be aware of the rights
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what is probably the single largest invitation to
litigation u,ithin the statutory scheme. The trial
court in Crlt.r zt. Heltnslerl-Spcor, Inc., determined
that for a work to be of recognized stature it must
have "stature" (i.e. is viewed as meritorious) and
this stature must be recognized by art experts,
other members of the artistic communitv, or by
some cross-scction of society. The idea seems to
be that the work need not necessarily be of the
stature of "Picasso, Chagall, or Ciacometti" but, by
the same token, nuisance claims should not be
encouraged.
CARTER v. HELMSLEY.SPEAR" INC.
Cnrter tt. HelnslL'rl-Spnr,lnc., a l995 decision of the

United States Court of Appeals (Seconcl Circuit), is
the leading judicial decision considering VARA.
Three New York artists contracted with the [ongterm tcnant of tr mixtd-use commercial builcling
located in Quccns, New York, to install and create
artwork in the lobby of the building. The Second
Circuit dc'scribed the artwork as follows:
...a very large "walk-through sculpture" occupying most, but not all, of the building's lobby.
The artwork consists of a variety of sculptural
elements constructed from recycled materials,
much of it metal, affixed to the walls and ceiling, and a vast mosaic made from pieces of
recvcled glass embedded in the floors and walls.
Elements of the work include a giant hand
fashioned from an old school bus, a face made
of automobile parts, and a number of interactive components. These assorted elements make
up a theme relating to environmental concerns
and the significance of recycling.
Needlcss to sav, not artwork for all tastes

The tenant's lease was terminated and the landlord /ownerof thebuilding subsequently demanded
that thL'artists cease installing new additions to the
lobby artwork and indicated that it intended to
remove the artrvork already in place.
The artists were initially successful at the trial court

level in obtaining a permanent injunction prohibiting the owner of the building from distorting, mu-

tilating, modifying, destroying, and removing the
artists' artwork. [n accordance with VARA, the
injunction was to remain in effect for the lifetime of
the Iast surviving artist. The owner of the building
successfullv appealed to the United States Court of
Appeals (Second Circuit) on the basis that the artwork was "work for hire" (see above) such that it
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The Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990

('VARA") is an attempt by Congless to
ttfisToer sotte, but not nearlv all, of these
kinds of questions. VARA grants artists
substantidl ights to protect their works of
aisual art, and to some extent, their honor
and reputatiot, as reflecte.l through that

art.

These

ights sometimes exist in

st

rk cofltrast to traditional notions
of property ounership as urrderstood
by most real estate oroflers, purclrasers,
and leflilerc, and can lead to significant
costs and inconaerience.

ll,as exempted from VARA protections. The United
States Supreme Court declined to hear the case.

CONTRACTING WITH ARTISTS
An artist's rights of attribution and integrity cannot
be transferred (unlike olvnership and copyrights),
but canbe w.rived in a writtL.n instrument signed by
the artist and the owner. The writing must specificallv identify the w.ork, and the uses of the lvork. ln
the case of a lvork prepare'd by two or more artists,
a waiverby one artist waives the rights ofallartists.
Accordingly, when contracting with an artist over
work that could fall within the scope of VARA,
whether the artist is an independent contractor or
an employee (to be conservative), a provision simiIar b the following should be considered, at least as
a starting point:
Pursuant to the waiver provisions of the Visual
Artists Rights Act of 1990 and applicable state
Iegislation, if any, [Artistl hereby waives all
rights o{ attribution, integrity and such other
similar rights as may exist and which may
restrict IOwnerl's right to subsequently modify,
alter, destroy, replace, or otherwise deal with
the ldescribe the work of art and its use - e.g.
bronze sculpture used for lobby ornamentation]. IArtistl expressly acknowledges that he/
she will not exercise any rights with respect to
the aforementioned work of art which would
prevent IOlvnerl from modifving, altering, destroying, replacing or, otherwise dealing with
IOwner]'s property.
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work does not
act to waive the protections of VARA and that,
accordingly, the foregoing waiver should be used
in conjunction with the usual provisions regarding
ownership of copyrights.
Note thata transfer ofa copyright in

a

a great extent, VARA will likely preempt state legislation, but there is alw,ays a possibility that some
provisions of the state legislation will remain applicable. Forexample, CAPA grants post-mortem rights

to the artist's estate, whereas VARA's protections
limited to the lifetime of the artist. In addition to
any due diligence and contracting considerations
arising as a result of VARA, owners, purchasers,
and lenderswill need to make a state-by-state analysis of applicable law.
are

BUILDINC REMOVAL PROCEDURE
VARA provides a mechanism for owners that may
allow removal of a work of visual art from their
buildings.lf the removal can beaccomplished without destruction, distortion, mutilation, or other
modification of the work, the owner may remove
the work if it has made a diligent, Bood faith ar
tempt, without success, to notify the artist of the
owne'r's intended action (or the owner provides
noticetothcartistand theartistdoesnotremovethe
work or pay for its removal within 90 days of
notice).
A diligent, good faith attempt to send notice', for the
purposes of VARA, means notice to the artist by
registered mail to the artist's most recent address as
recorded with the Re,gister of Copyrights. The onus
is thus clearly on the artist to provide his or her
address to the Register of Copyrights, and to keep

OWNER, PURCHASER AND LENDER
CONSIDERATIONS
Given tht, foregoing, what should prudent owners,
purchasers, and lenders do?
Owners should avail themselves where possible
of the waiver provisions of VARA, and contract
accordingly with artists.
Purchasers and Ienders will want to perform
proper due diligence to uncover whether the real

properties they are considering include any
u,orks of visual art protected by VARA. Due
diligence would include;

that address current.

This notice procedure has its limitations. Chief
among them is that it is available only if the work
can be removed from the building r^,ithout destruction, distortion, mutilation, or other modification.
There are also some significant unknowns: What
obligations cloes the owner have with regard to a
work once it has been removed? Who is responsible
for damage to the building incurred during remov.rl of the u,ork of visual art?

This last question is of particular importance for
property orvners because, aside from costs attributable to devekrpment prohibitions, these are likely kr
be the most significant costs associated with VARA.
Unfortunately, VARA is silent u'ith respect to this
issue although, arguably, an artist's obligation to
pay for removal could include incidental costs.
IMPACT OF STATE LAW ON VARA
Anvone perforn{ing due diligence u,ith regard to
artwork-related issuL's must also consider the possible effect of state' legislation. For example, New
York and California have enacted legislation addressing some of the same issues. The Califomia
legislature created the California Art Preservation
Act ("CAPA"), which rvas in facta model for VARA,
and which provides somewhat similar moral rights

Site inspections;
Review of contracts with artists; and
Searches of the Register of Copyrights to
determine if an artist has registered.
Purchasers and lenders should obtain express
warranties from sellers and borrowers stating
that no VARA claims t'xist, and these warranties
should survive completion of the transaction.
Purchasers and lenders may also wish to consider whether their title insurance will protect
against damage caust'd by VARA. There is at
least an argument that title insurance would
cover a claim if a VARA-imposed limitation on a
building's use can be'construed as a defect in
markctability of title. That said, the prudent
course when dealing with title insurers is to raise
the issue directly with the insurer.

Landlords should require receipt of appropriate
VARA waivers before a tenant can install a work
of visual art.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
In conclusion, artistic work such as a sculpture,
painting, or interactive mural can often positively

to artists and also provides a waiver mechanism. To

impact the value of property. However, real estate
professionals must also be aware of the rights
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accorded to the creators of the artistic work and
understand how laws such as VARA effect how
that artistic work is used and to whom it belongs.*0,

ln theory, Congress, in enacting VARA, sought to
balance society's interest in promoting a flourishing artistic community with this country's longheld and deep-seated belief in property rights and
free transferability of property. The cynics among
us would hasten to point out that, in reality, the
enactment of VARA probably had more to do u,ith
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of legislation than with any conscious, much less
noble, clesign by Congress to promote society's
interest in the wclfare rrf artists.
THE ORIGINS OF THE VISUAL ARTISTS
RIGHTS ACT
ln Carlar t,. Htlntsleu-Sltenr, Inc., the leading case
considering VARA, Circuit Judge Cardamone
explains the societal policy behind VARA this
way:

)

A work of visual art does not include "applied
art" (which means applications of decoration or
ornamentation to objects that are otherwise utilitarian in nature).
A work of visual art does not include any poster,
map, globe, chart, technical drawing, diagram,
model, motion picture, or otheraudiovisual work,
book, magazine, newspaper, periodical, data
base, electronic information service, electronic
publication or similar publication, merchandis-

ing item, or any advertising, promotional, descriptive, coverint, orpackating material or container.

A work of visual art must exist as a single copy
or in a limited edition of200 copies or fewer, each
signed by the artist and consecutively numbered.

One of America's most insightful thinkers ob-

served that a country is not truly civilized
"where the arts, such as they have, are all
imported, having no indigenous life." Z W.)rks
of Rnllh Wnldo Errntrcrsorr, Society nnll Solitude,
Chapt. Il Cittilization 34 (AMS ed. 1968). From
such reflection it follows that American artists
are to be encouraged by laws that protect their
works.
Encouraging artists by creating laws that protect
their works may in fact be a laudable goal, but
because few rcal estate owners, purchasers, and
lenders (those most likelv to bear the economic
burden ofVARA) areawareof VARA, thestatuteas
a practical matter can be a trapdoor for the unwary.

DEFINING A WORK OF VISUAL ART
VARA's protections are afforde'd only to a "work of
visual art" which is defined by federal statute, at
$i0l of TitlelTof the United States Code. lnbrief,a
"work of visual .rrt" must be a painting, drawing,
print, sculpture, or still photographic image produced for exhibition purposes only. But to understand the definition, one really needs to knon, the
various exceptions and limitations that limit the
application of VARA. Some of the more important
exceptions and limitations are as follows:
VARA only applies to a work of visual art created on or after June

l,

1990.

A work of visual art does not include "work for
hire" (works created by an artist who is an employee acting within the scope of his or her
employment).
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The work of visual art must be capable of copy-

right protection (which, among other things,
usually requires that the work be an original
work of authorship).
ATTRIBUTION AND INTEGRITY RIGHTS
Assuming the work in question is in fact a work of
visual art, what rights does the artist receive? The
artist is entitled under VARA to two basic kinds of
moral rights: (i) rights of attribution; and (ii) rights
of integrity.
An artist's ri8hts of attribution take into account the
intangible quality of the artist's good name, and
include: (i) the right to claim authorship of a particular work; and (ii) the right to prevent the use of
his or her name with respect to a work that has been
distorted, mutilated, or otherwise modified, if such
use would be prejudicial to his or her honor or
reputation. In considering whether an act is preju-

dicial to the honor or reputation of the artist, thc
artist does not need to be well-known or have preexisting standing in the artistic community; the
courts will instead focus on the artist's honor or
reputation as embodied within the work in question.
An artist's rights of integrity encompass the physical integrity of the piece of art, and include: (i) the
right to prevent any intentional distortion, mutilation, or other modification which would be prejudicial to the artist's honor or reputation; and (ii) the
right to prevent any intentional or grossly negligent
destruction of a work of recognized stature. "Recognized stature" is not defined in VARA, creating
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1-! iven the sheer volume of lalv crt'ated in this country since its
f -inception, one would expect that the relative rights between
\-l .rrtists and purch.rsers of art would be well established, and
generally understood. But try answering the following question with
any sense of confidence: If monc'y were no ob,ect, and you were to buy
a painting, perhaps a Rembrandt, do you have thc legal right to bring it
home and draw a mustacheacross theface,oreven burn it, ifthat is n,hat
you were so moved to do? Does it make a difference if the work was
created bv a living painter? Does an artist retain any rights in his or her
u,ork? What about artwork purchased for, or created for, a building you
or your company owns? Does your ownership of the art permit you to
de.stroy it, or even to alter it? Does it matter if the u,ork is moveable, such
as a sculpture, or if it has become a part of the real estate, such as a mural?
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The Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 ("VARA") is an attempt by
Congress to answer some, but not nearly all, of these kinds of questions.

VARA p;rants artists substantial rights to protect their works of visual
art, and to some extent, their honor and reputation as reflected through
that art. These rights sometimes exist in stark contrast to traditional
notions of property ownership as understood by most real estate
ow,ners, purchasers, and lenders, and can lead to significant costs and
inconvenience.

Traditional American notions of prope'rty ownership and copyright
protection generally allow for unrestricted transfer of art as between
artist .rnd purchaser. The rights afforded artists under VARA, by
contrast, have their roots in European intellectual propertv law and
recognize distinct "moral rights" of artists with respect to works of
visual art, rights that cannot be bought and sold.
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by lonotlnn S. Horn

Uneasy stock market also propels inaestors tou.tard
sale-leaseback inttestments zoith triple-net (NNN) Ieases.

-Ftor nearly four decades, "Turn concrete into cash," has been the
N heraldic'crv of America's leading lessors of netleased corporate
I property. Now, more th.rn ever, the declaration seems dx a,os,rr'
across the land.
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Of course, few observers *'ould argue with the authoritative statement
by the National Resl Estate Inu'stor'. "The sale-leaseback industry has
restructured the ownership of trillions of dollars worth of the nation's
corporate real estate assets." Even fewer critics would dispute T/rc CP,4
,lorrrnal comment that, the "National franchise and chain businesses
have led the u'av in using sale-leaseback to benefit business owners, but
small or large."
the system can work for any business

-

Fact is, funds from sale-leaseback transactions have fueled leveraged
buy-outs, mergers and acquisitions; underwritten the cost of maintenance and technology to remain competitive; and erased obligations
from countless corporate balance sheets nationn'ide.

Recent developments in the corridors of capital, up and down Wall
Street and inside the Internet scene, horvever, seem to have conspired tcr
further restrict access to traditional cash resources by mainstream
companies. Subsequentlv, firms finding it increasinglv difficult to
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attract cash for bricks-and-mortar growth,

6;eo-

graphical expansion or competitive marketing campaigns appear to be seriously revisiting the concept
of sale-leaseback transactions and the benefits they

afford.
An interesting recent example is Carmike Cinemas,
Inc., (NYSE-CKE) of Columbus, GA. As of Dece'mber 31,1999, this 18-year-old firm, had 458 theaters
(2,848 screens) in 36 states. ln mid-April 2000,
Carmike completed the sale and leaseback of 923.5
million in three properties - 41 screens in three
states - to an undisclosed investor. The Carmike

complexes included a l0-screen operation in
Missoula, MT; a 1S-screen facility in Raleigh, NC;
and a 16-screen unit in Johnston, IA.

Carmike Cinemas dedicated to maintaining its position as one of the strongest theatre circuits in the
industry, had tochange its growth strategy in recent
years. [t moved from the selective acquisition of
theatres and circuits located in small to mid-sized
communities to constructing new theatres and expanding its existing complexes. That includes retrofitting some of its older properties with stadium
seating and digital stereo surround-sound.
Obviously, cash is the key to completing the competitive retrofits and to opening five additional
theatres (88 screens) in Alabama, Florida, Minnesota, North Carolina, and Tennessee by mid-2000.
A comment by Martin A. Durant, SVP and Chief
Financial Officer of Carmike Cinemas, to the Dow
Jones Newswire, reflects the importance of saleleaseback as a capital resource:

"The ability to tum high-performing assets into
cash when so much investment capital is flowing

into other industries offers us fresh resources to
maintain our steady pattern of growth and to improve existin8 properties."

There is no question that the theater

intlustry, with its specialized, single-tenant
lacilities is ideal for tiple-net (NNN)
deals. It is also one of the last ftontiers
to be discoaered by inaestors seeking
coflseroatiL)e types of passiae inoeshneflts.
Btrt Durant's point is applicable to ,nany

industies afid numerous corpolations
challenged to tura non-perforrning as zoell
as high-performing assets

irto

aztailable

capital for additional grozuth.
as an effective technique

for recovering capital in
fueling its growth. Specialty retailers, such as Wild
Oats, realize their primary profit potential is in their
core business operations, not in the hassles of management and propertv ownership. Otherwise, thev
would alter corporate mission and make-up and
instead, simply become real estate investors.
THE CURRENT MONEY CHASE
Some of the reasons many traditional corporations,
are finding it increasingly more expensive to borrow money in 2000:

frontiers to be discovered by investors seeking conservative types of passive investments. But Durant's
point is applicable to many industries and numerous corporations challenged to turn non-performing as well as high-performing assets into available
capital for additional growth.

A more traditional example is Wild Oats Markets,
Inc., a natural foods supermarket chain in North
America, which turned to sale-leaseback financing
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real propertv should be mitigated.

CONCLUSION
It is n()t enough to deduct mechanically the costs of
remediation or regulatory compliance, and any pre-

sumed "stigma," in calculating the impact of contamination on the value of real property. The usual
valuation model is, at best, simplistic in making
short-shrift of relevant mitigating factors (such as
those discussed in this manuscript) and may be
misleading to the extent that it does not reflect the
marke,t devices and legal factors that are frequently
present. The valuation of contaminated or formerly
contaminated property is a complex undertaking,

with a variety of aggravating and mitigating factors. Accurate appraisal requires cartful investigation and assessment of such factors, with the assistance of qualified environmental consultants and
counsel as to technical and legal aspects. Without a
multi-disciplinary team, an appraiser acting alone
probably will lack the nccessary expertise to r€.nder
anything but an unimpaired value opinion assuming the absence of contamination. Such an opinion
may beof some use, but would not reflt'ct the actual,
impaired value of the property, a serious limitation

that the appraiser would be obligated to disclose
under applicable ethical standards.*u,

Telecom, wireless, biotech, and dot-com (lnternet

and e-commercc) operations
both ongoing
entities and aspiring initial public offerings
have literally sucked billions of dollars into perhaps the longest sustained bull market in Wall
Street history. Until last spring, technology issues were the ciarlings of investment bankers
and hungry investors, venture capital firms and
"angels" couldn't wait to crown the next dotcom entrepreneur with a garland ofgreenbacksprimarily, Iarge denominations. The Nasdaq or
"new economy" looked glandular, unstoppable.

There is no question that the theater industry, with

its specialized, single-tenant facilities is ideal for
triple-net (NNN) deals. It is also one of the last

Thus, to the extent that defenses are available and
remedial costs are not legally recove'rable from
current or future owners, the potential charge to the

The surge in 40.1k and othersavings plans across

the employer-employee landscape are pushing
more funds into mutual funds, stocks and bonds
and away from low-paying savings accounts
and dull certificates oI deposit.

Then, in mid-May, the Federal Reserve Board
raised the key short-term interest rate a half
percent - its sixth increase since June 1999 and set off a chain reaction as banks ratcheted
upward their orvn interest charges to reflect
their new costs. The lingering uncertainty of
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therefore necessary in each case to undertake a
careful analysis of the applicable method of determining unimpaired value and the various aggravating and mitigating factors that are relet'ant to a
determination of the impairment to value, with the
assistance of qualified professionals, as needed.
LEGAL AND REGULATORY EXEMPTIONS
OR DEFENSES
The impact of the presence of contamination may
clepend, in some circumstances, on limited rc-quirements for investiBation or on certain legal limitations and exemptions.
No rlutrl to inztestigate.

While certain disclosure duties apply under
applicable Iaw, there is no general requirement for
a seller to undertake an environmental site assess-

ment prior to sale in order to obtain new knowledge. Nevertheless, environmental site assessments
by buyers have become a common feature of real
property transactions, particularly when required
by lenders, and in some contexts, c.g., for a leased
property, existing Ieg.rl principles may imposc on a
propertv owner the dutv to inspect and be aware of,
and to repair or warn of, dangerous conditions.
AIso, real estate brokers may have a duty to undertake some investigation. In any case, if the transaction parties are not ah,are of existing contamination, there would be no impact on market value and
price at the time of the transaction. Similarly, in

many instances there is no requirement for
remediation even when contamination is known to
be present, again resulting in little or no potential
impact on value.
Condemnation.
Some courts have not allowed the presence of
contamination to be taken into consideration when

determining the value of property that is being
condemned, but other courts have ruled that
remediation costs or stigma are admissible with
respect to determining value in condemnation proceedings. This may also be affected by applicable
statutes. For instance, California Ialv expressly excludes consideration of the presence of hazardous
substances in determining the appraised value of
property being taken by a school district under the
power of eminent domain. Instead of a price discount, Calif. Code of Civil Procedure 5 7?63.740
contemplates that the property will be cleaned up
under the procedure set forth in Section 1263.720,
using the full fair market value purchase monies,
with any excess costs recoverable under Section
1263.730.

2tt

Tlrc aaluation of contanrinated or

formerly contaminated property is a
corflplex uflilertaking, toith a aaiety of
aggr 4a ating and mi tigating f ac t ors.
Accurate appraisal lequires carcful
imtestigation and assessmeflt of such
factors, uith the assistance of qualified
efloircwnental coflsultaflts dnd counsel ds
to teclmical and legal aspects. Without a
,nulti-disciplirrary tearfl, an appraiser
acting alofle probably zoill lack the
,tecessary expertise to render anything
but an urimpaired aalue opiflion
asswniflg the absence of contamination.
Thus, the extent to which loss of value due to
contamin.ltion may bc' considered in condemnation proceedin6;s will depend upon the statutes or
case la\4' of the applicable jurisdiction.

slow consumer spending and economic growth,
as well as trigger some heart-stopping corrections in the market.

question of how the company will pay for or finance the cost of the properties without tying up
operating dollars, without severely impacting its
credit facility and loading up their balance sheet
with debt.

Not only have traditional borror.r,ing sources
been displaced as funds feverishly pursued new,

tain variables, including the present and future

additional rate increases, possibly before the
November 2000 elections, is expected to further

promising opportunities proffered by the Information Age, but some nervous investors are now moving their money to the conservative sidelines . . . or
saying goodbye to it all together as dot-com venturcs consolidate, retrench, and evaporate entirely.

and rental costs, and the accounting treatment.
Then there is the guessing game on the expected
future value of the real estate in 10,20, or 30 years.

BASIC TENETS OF SALE-LEASEBACK &

as an operating Iease under the criteria set

NNN

Financial Accounting Standards Board, however,
will not appear on the tenant's balance sheet as
either debt or long-term obligation. The corporation
pays off the mortgage obligations and receives the
unlocked cash from the sale of its depreciated real

Sale-leaseback financing most commonly involves
a company se,lling one or more single-tenant properties to an inveslor (individual, company, pension
fund, or group), usually for fair nnrket z'nlue. The
investor/landlord provides the seller with a triplenet lease for a negotiated period of 10 to 25 years.
The seller,/tenant usually pays the investor a negotiated annual rent cqual to 8 percent to l5 percent of
the contracted sale price. Most often, the lease rate
is credit-driven and constant. If agreed to, there
may be scheduled rent increases.

Homeounet's exemptiott.
The U.S. EPA has adopted a policy statement
establishing a qualified homeowner's exemption
declaring that the average homeowne'r will not be
required to conduct or pay for cleanup when residential propertv is part of a federal Superfund site.
This seemingly discretionary policy is, of course,
based on the fact that most homeowners would
have the benefit of the third-party defense under
CERCLA in any event, and it w,ould be decidedly
unpopular wer€' the U.S. EPA to begin pursuing
homeowners who happen to reside on top of a
contaminated region. Similar homeorvners' exemptions have been adopted under the laws of some

Net-net-net (NNN) refers to the payment of property taxes, maintenance, and insurance. In a NNN
lease, the single tenant agrees to pay all of the
expenses associated with the property use and occupancy, including the cost of insurance, real estate
taxes, improvements, on-site property managiement,
and maintenance, in exchange for control of the
property and a favorable long-term Iease. There are
derivatives of NNN called "bondlease," "absolute
NNN," and "double-net lease." These names invariably change across the United States and n ith
different investors.

states.

NNN investments are available for all types of

liability.
Current and future owners may have defenses to liability under CERCLA and other envi-

existing or build-to-suit real estate, including service centers, fast food establishments, industrial
and health care facilities, office and educational
buildings, distribution warehouses, and retail stores.

ronmental laws. Thus, the government may have
to pursue other responsible parties, if any, for cost
recovery (such as formcr owncrs or operators, or
those who actually disposed of hazardous waste on
someone else's property). Even though contamination may nevertheless have to be dealt with by the
olr,ner (('.11., to obtain financing), the availability of
defenses to liability r.ill enhance the potential for
obtaining recovery from other responsible parties.

T e n an t V i eru p o i nt
Most companies require real estate to conduct
their businesses, however few firms profit from
owning those properties. The cash and credit they
have tied-up in facilities and land represent assets
that could be employed much more productivelv
in the corporation's core business operations. Directors and officers are constantlv faced with the

Defenses to

Rr,ar EsrArr
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The question is fraught rvith a variety of uncer-
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costs of money, projected tax benefits, maintenance

A triple-net leasehold obligation that qualifies
by the

estate.

The improved debt-to-equity ratio and current
ratio can make a seller,/tenant much more attractive
to banks and other traditional lenders, as well as to
shareholders, prospective investors, and potential
acquisition partners. Short-term borrowing can be
avoided and a need for credit lines possibly eliminated.

In addition to expense reduction and the conversion of the seller/tenant's illiquid real estate
assets to capital, a sale -leaseback with a properly
structured operating lease can provide the seller,/
tenant company with the following business advantages:

100 percent financing based on the assessed
value of the property, in contrast to the 50 percent to 85 percent usually provided by mortgage
financing;
Full operating control of the real estate under the
tenant's lease provisions;

Operating leases that do not appear on the corporate balance sheet as debt or as a long-term
lease obligation;
Tax deductible lease payments, that is a lower
after-tax cost;
Effective land depreciation; (NOTE; Since the
value of the land acquired is factored into the
rent, the tenant can effectively depreciate the
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land by deducting the rent under the lease attributable to the land.)

A fixed rent structure or "flat ltase" with

no
infl ation ad justmc'nts provides infl ation protec-

tion. It is dependent on the type of lease-term
structurecl.
Cash realized from the sale-leaseback transac-

tions that can be used to expand operations,
enhance liquidity, acquire other businesses,
reduce debt, or utilize a l03l exchange, etc.
In the area of accluisitions and leveraged buyouts (LBOs), a sale-leaseback can be utilized as part
of the overall transaction. A corporation planning
to acquire another firm - or even thcir own companies through an LBO - can use the assets of the
acquired company to reduce total acquisition cost.
The need for higher-cost debt and lengthening the
maturities of the overall financing is reduced.
Taking ..r long view, manv executives express
concern about their tcnant options when the lease
expires. Threc choices emerge: a). the tenant can
renew the lease at a nclr' negotiated rate, or b). if the
tenant had a renewal clause in its initial lease, it
could cxercise its option and re-lease the property
from the landlord at the rate specified in the clause.
And c). the tenant can also move to a new location.
I naes t o r/

Landlord

V iezupo

itrt

Commercial property ownership under a NNN
lease agreement has emerged as a highlv popular
and effective strategy in real estate investinS in the
past decade. Busintss Week has called triple-net
lease real estate "a smart idea...for risk-averse investors seeking a steady source of income."
Banks, trusts, pension funds, REITs, and other
conservative investors are probably the best candidates for these types of investments. They share hcr
mogeneous objec-tives: safe, passive real estate investments designed to provide predictable, advantageous annual cash income, tax reduction benefits,
and the opportunity for significant long-term gain.

A

saleleaseback investment h,ith a triple-net
(NNN)
lease
provides that unique investment opportunity to individuals or institutions interested
in owning real estate u'ithout the hassles of management and leasing typically found in conventional real estate invc,stments. Such transactions
generally require a Iong-term investment of 9.1 million b $100 million or more.
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A sale-leaseback inaestmcnt zoith a
triple-net lease (NNN) proaides that
unique inaestrnent opportunity to
indiaiduals or iflstitutions interested in
oToning real estate zoithont the hassles
of management dnd leasiflg typically
fowtd h conoentional real estate
inaestments. Such transactions generally
require a long-tcnn inaestment of
$1 million to $100 million or more.
As noted previously, the cash-on-cash rate of
return varies, depending on the tenant's financial
strength. For example, a neu, franchisee might be
considered the highest risk. A multi-billion-dollar,
profitable corporation with good management, one
that has aln ays fulfilled its Iease obligations, would
be the lowest risk and earn the lowest rate for the
investor.

A NNN lease is considered a pnsslae investment, since minimal or no landlord responsibility is
required. The single tenant agrees to pay all costs
associated

with the property use and occupancy,

including real estdte taxes, insurancc, improvements, on-site property management and maintenance. As a result, the investor has the ability to
invest in geographic markets beyond his own immediate location, without day{o-day involvement
rcquired of a multi-tenant lease.
From another view, commercial tenants can be
equated to "positive renters." Unlike apartment
renters, for example, they are less likely to abuse the
property and then relocate, saddling the owner to
refurbish and to find a ne$, renter. Commercial
tenants have n vested busincss interest in seeing
that a location is r.r,ell maintained and attractive to
customers.

Stigma iliminishes ooer tine or nny be noncorn-

of remedial action, mitigating net remediation

pensable.

costs.

As noted above, customary valuation methods
"take a picture" of value as of a given time, whereas
the impact of contamination on value actually varies over time. Studies have shown that stigma dissipate's, and value eventually returns to, or nearlv
to, unimpaired value.
Post-cleanup stigma claims appear to be based
on the fear that there may be some unknown or
residual contamination, or that cleanup standards
may become more stringent in the future, leading to
additional Iiability even a fte,r sign-off by regulators.
Some courts have allowed claims for post-cleanup
stigma damages, but othcr courts have denied or
limited such claims. Other cases have considered
stigma associated with proximity to contaminated
sites or fear of toxic impact from nearby operations.
Again, some courts have allowed such claims and

other courts have rejected them. Accordingly, it
remains controversial whether and under what
circumstanccs post-cleanup or prorimity stigma
damages are recoverable, and, if recoverable, the
extent of the residual damage. Thus, the analysis
should include consideration of the law in the
applicable jurisdicttrn. If stigma damages havebeen
rejected as a matter of law, or only narrowly permitted, the application of that factor may be eliminated
or mitigated at the time of a property appraisal.
A mechanical application of a stigma discount
may be inappropriate. It should be considered in
each case u,hether stigma is a proper factor under
the circumstances, and if it is, further consideration
should be Biven to mitigating factors and approaches, and the manner in rt hich the risk and
profit opportunity posed by the stigma element has
been or is being allocated between the transaction
parties.
MARKET IACTORS
Highest tnd best use.

A NNN propertv is effectivelya long-term bond
of a corporation in the form of a lease document

encompassed by real estate. The investment appears to be a bond-type investment due to the
"coupon-clipper" type of returns; however, they
also provide the added benefits of tax deductions

and appreciation found in conventional real estate. Strictly defined, NNN transactions of 15 to 25
years are more credit-oriented, whcreas a leaseterm of l0 years or less is typically more real estateoriented.
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The impact of the presence of contamination
may also depend on the current or changing "highest and best use" of the property.

ln circumstance's where the contamination is
located in a building, and there is already limited
utility to the building, the costs to mitigate the
contamination may exceed the contributory value
of the improvements, in which case a sound
economic alternative mav be to remove the improvements, which may cost less than other forms
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In cases where the land is contaminated, the
regulatory stance and market response may be affected by the longterm outlook for the use of the
property, so that if the, contamination is commonlv
associated with the anticipated use, its impact on
value may be nominal.

If the market perceives that a property can be
reused without exacerbating or exposing tht'contamination, or the anticipated use is consistent with
past uses, then liability or stigma may be largely a
moot issue. In contrast, if a change in use is anticipated, a change where there is less tolerance for the
presence of the contamination than the tolerance
existing for the current use, then the presence of the
contamination may trigger a significant impact on
the value of the propertv.
Sellers' zts. Buyers' Market.
Prevailing economic and market conditions can
have a significant impact on the marketability and
value of contaminated properties. The 1990s have
seen a dramatic swing of the pendulum from the
real estate rece.ssion to a relatively "hot" economy
and real estate market. Many environmentally impacted properties that languished during the recession are now moving in the marketplace. Covernmental brownfield initiative,s, along with better
economic conditions, have helped to stimulate this.
In a hot sellers' market, value and pricc tend to firm
up, and buyers tend to be willing to assume more
risk with less discount than during gloomv economic times. Tllus, the place and time of a transaction in the economic and market cycle is an important factor that may mitigate (or aggravate) the
impact of contamination on value and price.

No uniform nnrket price discount.
lt is a common misconception that there is a
uniform market price discount for contaminated
properties. In fact, there are usually few, if any,
comparable transactions, as each mav represent a
unique condition and may reflect a wide geographic range. It may not be possible to draw valid
market conclusions from the small sample size.
Even if transactions involving comparable property types and environmental conditions are available, the pricing may have been affected by business considerations, such as the need for a particular location, the need to close the second leg of a tax
deferred exchange, or private agreements bet$'een
parties for mitigation of contamination costs. It is
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regulatory aBency as a result. Remedial costs can be
controlled, and hence the impact on propertv value
mitigated by the application of reasonable risk assessment and cleanup standards.

The costs of remeiliation arc olten

flcertain. Significant

nity. Along with other social programs, .lgencies
charged with enforcing environmental laws and
regulations have been affected by budget cuts at all
levels of government. This political backlash has
reduced the real and perceived power of those
agencies. Thus, the impact of contamination on
property value may be affected by prevailing political forces and the extent to which the applicable
agencies are exercising their enforcement powers
rigidly or reasonably.
ludicial backlash.
Similarly, after many years of largely unquestioning deference to environmental regulators, the
courts in the 1990s began to make decisions curtailing what some judges perceived as excessive application of regulatory authority.
Response of rcgrlators to the backlash.

Regulators are not insensitive to the backlash,
and policies have been modified to make the enforcement of environmental la*,s more reasonable
and consistent among agencies. Many "brownfield"
initiatives have been adopted to facilitate the costeffecti,r,e resolution of environmental problems and
to return contaminated sites to productive usc. For
instance, California's State Water Resources Con-

trol Board has adopted an number of initiatives
including, significantly, a December 1995 guidance
letter to the Regional Boards supporting cessation
of remedial action in some cases and, in general, an
enhanced consideration of risk assessment-based
closure of low-risk sites contaminated by leaking
fuel tanks. This represented a major departure from
previous views of the threat of leaking USTs, and
was based on the Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratorv report of October 1995 finding that the
environmental impact of leaking USTs is not as
severe as previously thought, and that natural bioremediation should be a primarv remediati()n tool
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ariables include

the scope of contamination, the

refl e di al str at egie s, anil
the degrec of regulatory enforcernent.
These aaiables, arrd associated stigma,
maV haL)e different impact oaer time.
al t ernatio e

Politicsl backlash.
As indicated by almost daily coverage in the
news media during the 1990s, environmental programs have been under attack at federal and state
levels, impelled by the perceived adverse impact of
e'nvironmental regulation on the nation's economic
malaise in the early to mid-1990s. The cost of compliance bites harder during recessionary times, especially when the regulations and their enforcement are seen as unfair by the regulated commu-

a

The property types of net-leased investment are
usually categorized in one of three ways:
.1.

Retail refers to big-bor users (e.,9., discount variety stores, department stores, theaters, and/or
home improvement stores) as well as snmll-bot
users (e.9., restaurants, convenience stores, and,/
or drug stores).

a fuel leak source has been
removed. Although this attitude shift has been
controversial in some quarters, it has dramaticallv

2. Industrial includes facilities used for distribution, manufacturing, or research and develop-

cases once

reduced remedial costs at UST sites around the state
literally hundreds of sites have been closed. Such

3. Office refers to any single user such as an oil
company or pharmaceutical company occupy-

In the face of political and judicial backlash, it is
no *'onder that the attitude of the regulators has
changed. A stronger economy has apparently not
reve'rsed that change in attitude. Many regulators
realize that cooperative efforts can return idle properties to productive use providing jobs and improving the tax base while still preserving public health.
The interested parties, including regulators, tend to
work in concert for the efficient remediation of a
property, reducing costs where possible and serving both public and private objectives. More reasonable enforcement of environmental lau,s should
have a significant effect on the extent and cost of
re'medial measures, mitigating the charge to propertv value.

STIGMA
rl tozo ard isk-asse ssmen t.
Part of the political backlash has been against
the arbitrarv application of stringent cleanup standards developed in the abstract seekin6; zero risk
regardless of cost and utilizing unrealistic assumptions such as lifetime exposure to minute levels of
pollutants. Now, the trend is toward risk assessme'nt-based decisions focusing on the actual risk
posed by a Biven situation. This significant change
in approach can be expected to have a mitigating
impact on perceptions, in many cases ameliorating
the uncertaintv and fear of health risk and potential
regulatory requirements, and, hence, reducing the
stigma associated with contaminated or formerly
contaminatc'd property.
Tren
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"Absolute" triple-net leases

-

tenant respontrade at

a premium.

-

"Double-net (NN)" Ieases-landlord responsible
for roof and structure
produce a higher yield
and usually include -a reserve taken for any
potential repairs.

ing a facility as the sole tenant.

as

initiatives may reflect an attempt bv regulators to
blunt the ge'neral political backlash in hopes of
avoiding wholesale legislative reversal of environmental laws.

Lcngth of a lease is a primary factor in dettrmining the selling price. Primary terms of 15+ years
are preferred, but 10 years are sufficient in '1031
tax-deferred exchanges and similar cases.

sible for roof, structure, and parking

ment.

in most

B). Lease

Surprisingly, the focus in recent years has been
on the retail box category, perhaps to the detriment
of the office and industrial categories. Owners of
office/industrial real estate certainly should be
more aggressive in exploring sale-leaseback opportunities and benefits with knowledgeable realty consultants with deep sale-leaseback cxperience."
Pricing on net-leased proiects is based prinmrihl
on the tenant's a). credit; b). the lease; and c). the
location. Although each of these variables has an
important role in the pricing of net-leased projects,
it is the culmination of all tlrrrr that determine a true
purchase price.

A). Tennnt's Credit

Many nelleased proiects are based solely on
tenant's credit. Therefore, it is important that
investors evaluate the financial strength of a
prosp€.ctive tenant on its own merit and as a
competitor in its industry. Consider the longterm stability of the tenant and that industry

during good economic times as well

Leases with built-in "bumps," or rental rate increases, are valutd higher, n,ith the exception of
flat leases with investment grade credit.

C). Location

NNN

Ieases are credit-driven, causing location
to be a secondary factor.

Investors often are willing to pay an added premium for the residual benefit of well-located
properties.
The combination of credit, lease, and location
can lead to paying a higher premium with a Iower
yield for investment grade credit (i.e., Wal-Mart: 20year absolute NNN, flat) or receiving a higher yield
for a non-investment-grade credit (i.c., CSK Auto:
15-year NN, with rate bumps).
Yield on a triple'net Iease property is composed
of three components beginning with the capitalization rate, or cap rate, n,hich is the total annual lease
payment as a percentage of the purchase price of the
property. (Annual rnt dit,idcd hy purchnse prict)

as

recessionary periods. Industries that provide
basic products and services are usually recession-proof.
Tenants considered "investment grade" by a
recognized rating agency usually command a
premium (e.9., Wal-Mart, Walgreen's, General
Motors).
Tenants with iu,rk bond (non-investment grade)
ratings or minimal net worth typically provide a
higher return (e.9., Regal Cinema, Ameriserve,
Dairy Mart).
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The second component is the dollars sheltered
from federal income taxes. A portion of the cost of
the property is allocated b the building and the
balance is allocated to the land. For tax purposes,
the owner may depreciate the cost of the building
over a designated period of time. Thus, the portion
of the annual cash-on-cash return, which is no
greater than the annual depreciation, is shcltered
from the long arm of Uncle Sam.

The final component is the compounded annual appreciation rate as a percentage of property
cost, since well-maintained real estatt' traditionally
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will appreciate substantially in value during

a

long

period of time.
On the positive side, a lease also can be written
to provide the opportunity for rent increases as a
hedge against inflation. Another hedge may be in
establishing a minimum lease payment plus a rcasonable percentage of the tenant's gross sales above

an established annual base.

INVESTOR PRUDENCE AND RISKS
An over-riding concern of most investors new to
sale-leaseback deals is the amount of management
required. Although the tenant maintains and manages the property, insures the realestate, pays property maintenance expenses, and remits taxes directly to taxing entities, the prudent landlord will
take some protective steps.
Investors should always review a lease agreement

with competent legal and tax advisors to avoid
unexpected expenses. For example, unless specified as a tenant's obligation, intermittent, additional tax assessments during the term of the lease
may be determined to be the owner's responsibility.
Unless properly detailed as a t€'nant responsibility
in the lease document, all types of structural repairs
(roof leaks, foundation problems) may become the
owner's responsibility.
To further reduce risk, the investor/landlord will
periodically check with the taxing authorities to
verify timely receipt and payment of all tax obligations. The investor also should periodically search
the title to the property to make sure no liens or
other encumbrances have been negligently filed
against the property. The lease agreement also
should require the tenant to pay any property tax.s
undcr protest to avoid the (investor's) loss of the
property through nonpayment, or the investor having to pay the property taxes.

Corporations facing citical crunches
in credit and capital, as eell as lt)ary
(anil zoeary) inztestors looking for more
c onsera atia e, I ong- t enn opp orturlitie s
should seek the commott ground of wellconceio e d NNN s al e -le as eb ack
transactions. Whether an indiaidual or
institution is in need of a smart
depreciation aehicle or a relatiaely safe
" c oup on- clipp er," net-le as e il prop ertie s
plooiile gleat inT,estrneflts in both credit
and real estate markets. The longtime
popularity of net lease tratsactiotts
appears to be in for an exteflded run,
thanks to recefit stock market gyrations

and the Fed's unflagging resoloe to

cool the econorrry.
investor's options include defaulting the tenant;
canceling the lease and re-leasing the property to a
new, creditworthy tenant at an equal or higher rate;
or, the investor might sell the propertv for a profit
and reinvest the gain in other real estate.

Obviously the investor/landlord wants to act
quickly at any signs of financial difficulty to avoid
limiting his options. If the tenant is forced into an
involuntary bankruptcy, the investor could be
drawn into the litigation, and the monthly income
stream (rent) would be interrupted. The investor
might decrease risk by including a security clause
in the lease in which the tenants' equipment is
pledged as additional lease collateral. A default
would then allow the landlord to seize the equip-

required or is not likely to be required, there should
be no remedial cost to present or future owners, and
therefore no charge to property value under the cost
("C") factor. Without cost, the remaining factor is
market stigma (discussed below).
Time ualue of money.
To the extent that remediation costs ("C")

will

be incurred over a long period of time into the
future, it would be inappropriate to deduct the full
amount up front in an appraisal. The projected costs
should be discounted to present value.

THE UNCERTAINTY AND LIFE CYCLE OF
REMEDIATION COSTS AND STIGMA
The costs of rcmediation are often uncertain. Significant variables include the scope of contamination, the alternative remedial strategir.s, and the
degree of regulatory cnforcement. The'se variables,
and associated stigma, may have differe'nt impact
over time.

Valuation model u. life cycle.
The valuation model summarized above opcrates at only one point in time, whereas the impact of
contamination actually changes over time, as to
both remedial action cost and stigma factors. Typically, the life cycle of environmental risks, and its
costs and discounts, begins with a phase where
there is significant fear possibly irrational- arising from uncertain knowledge of the scope of the
problem. When little is known, speculation is rampant, and the emotional impact (stigma) mav be
greatest at this point in time.

The investor/landlord also must receive current
endorsement certificates from the tenant's proPerty
and liability insurance carrier indicating that the
policies are in force and that the limits ofthe policies
are sufficient to cover risk, the current market value
of the property, and that the investor/owner is
named as the additionallv insured.

On the cautious side, investors should be wary of
"recapture clauses," which permit the tenant to
subtract increases in property taxes, maintenancc
expenses, and/or insurance premiums out of any
percentage of rent that might otherwise be paid.

The level of uncertainty frequerrtly changes
over time, however, as studies proceed, the contamination is better characterized, the history of
the property is ascertained, potentially liable parties are identified, and remedial strategies are developed and effectuated. The unknown becomes
known, costs are better defined and fear subsides or
becomes contained and focused. (Of course, if it is
found that the contamination is more extensive
than anticipated, the impact may continue.) The
partie's often come together to find solutions, including appropriate remedial action, which can allay
concerns and reduce the emotional component associated with the impact of the contamination.

The major risk for investors in a sale-leaseback,
triple-net lease investment is tenant default - bankruptcy, reorganization, etc. Before a tenant becomes a total default, it usually becomes a slowpay or communicates problems to the landlord. The

OVERVIEW OF INVESTOR BENEFITS
Any "Sale-Leaseback l0l" discourse u'ould be incomple-te without a snapshot of the primary benefits of NNN investments to tht, Invesbr,/LandItrrd. Hcre's our "Top-Nine" list:

Accordingly, the effect of the presence of contamination on value may be reduced over time
simply due kr changing perceptions as the facts and
costs associated with the property are clarified. The
outcome may be the redevelopment of the sitr', in

{0

ment.
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which case the past presL'nce of the contamination
mav no longer be a factor. For example, when a
shopping center is built over a contaminated or
formerly contaminated site, thc Presence of any
residual contamination tncased beneath the structures might not influence the rents being paid by the
tenants, and hence the value of thc property may no
Ionge'r bc affected by the presence'of the contamination (i.e'., if unimpaired value of such an income
producing property is based on the income aPproach, and if the'net income stream is not affected
by present or former contamination at the site, thc
calculation of value could be unaffected).

Renediation technology.
There may be alternative .'nvironmcntal engineering solutions to a given contamination Problem, with widt'ly divergent costs. Neu' and more'
cost-effective cleanup technique's are being det'eloped continually, and as the technology improves,
remedial costs could bc reduced. The timing rt'
quirements for remedial action may also have a
significant impact on costs, whether the timing is
transaction-driven or imposed bv regulators. In
general, expedited remedial action usually increases
costs greatly. Unless immediate action is required
for business reasons or to abate an imminent healtlt
hazard, it is usually possible kr design more costeffective remcdial measures, spreading out and
marginalizing the cost over time. Thus, a wise choicc

among available remediation options may siSnificantly reduce costs and, concomitantly, mitigate
the impact on property value. Of course, the technical advice of qualified environmental consultants is
critical to this mitigatint factor.
Enf orcement and cle anup st and ards.

Regulatory standards vary between Eovernmental agencies. Where more than one agency has

jurisdiction, remedial action methods and costs
may depend on which agency becomes the "lead
agency." Moreover, applicable standards may differ based upon the circumstances. Of particular
significance is the potential impact of the contami-

nation on groundwater, especially groundwater
that is a source of drinking u'ater. The risks and
costs of two othe'rwise identical sites may be vastly
different if the contamination of one affects sources
of drinking rvater but the other does not. Similarlv,
concern may vary depending upon the natural
background level of the contaminant. Accurate estimation of remedial cost should involve the assistance of qualified professionals to assess the risk of
exposure to human health or the environment and
the remedial standards to be applied by the lead

li

insurance coverage or similar funding sources
should be considered as a mitigating factor, and the
advice of qualified insuranct professionals and
legal counsel may be helpful.
Cleanup by the gouemment without iecoaery.

Due to a perceived threat to public health,

a

governmental agency may clean up a site at the cost
of the public even though there mav be no viable

responsible parties. For example, remediation of
the Ralph Gray Trucking Site in Westminster, California, was undertaken by tht' U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency at a cost of millions of dollars
with apparently Iittle'prospect for significant cost
recovery. The site was used for the disposal of
pctroleum waste, with the parties known to be
responsible for the contamination eithcr no longer
in existence or with little resources. The site is
occupied largely by a residential tract with the
residents benefited by the homeowner's exemption. Thus, the cost of remediation should not be a
charge against the value of the homes in that area.
To the contrary, not only was the Ralph CrayTrucking Site remediated at no cost to the residents, many
homes and vards rvere renovated at taxpaver cost,
a probable windfall to the residents enhancing the
appeal and value of the neighborhood as a whole.
Enuirontnental liens.
A governmental agency may seek to recover
cleanup costs bv imposing a lien ap;ainst the real
property. However, such a lien is a regular priority
lien under both CERCLA and the California analogue. Thtrs, the environment.rl lien may be wiped
out through foreclosure by a senior lienholder, with
only partial or no net proceeds remaining forjunior
lienholders. Several other states, including Connecticut, Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, and Wisconsin,
have adopted various "superlien" laws pursuant to
which an environmental lien mav be Biven priority
as of a time earlier than its actual recordation, with
the potential for "priming" otherwise earlier recorded liens. This may alter the valuation analysis
in such a state.
Thus, property may be cleaned up entirely at
taxpayers' expense without a viable responsible
party or lienable equity in the property. Where
governmental cost recovery is frustrated, the value
of the cleaned up propertv could be restored without discount for cleanup cost. In any case, the
imposition of an environmental lien would affect
the amount of the landowner's equitv, not necessarily the value of the cleaned up property itself.

2.1

Both aggraztating and n itigating
factors generuIly concern technical
afld legol aspects of enairorunerrtal risks
and sohrtions, which likelv fall beyond
the expertise of an appraiser alone.
Thns, it ntay be necessary to assemble
a ,nulti-disciplinary team of
enzt ir o run en t a I c o nsul t ant s,
legal counsel, afld otlrer releaant
prcfessionals to generate the information
and atalysis necessary to assist an
appraiser in placing a ralue ofl aarious
aggr ao ating an d mitigating f ac t ors.
Enoirorunental nsk allocatiol bq pritsate agreefiefit.
The potential costs of rcmediation may be tempered by private agreements, such as through indemnification by the seller or other responsible
parhes, or by new insurance products as mentioned
above. Contaminated properties that may be seem-

ingly unmarketable for sale or lease, or which would
otherwisc incur a significant discount, can be made
viable by such private agrL'ements. Some entrepreneurs have developed alliances with insurance companies and developers to assume environmental
risks associated with the acquisition and redevelopment of contaminated property. The value of the
property should be restored to the extent that environmental risk has been shifted to such parties,
particularly insurers or other creditworthy parties,
and awav from the property itself.
Enz.tirormental cleanup not rcquied or unlikely.
ln SDClPullnmn Pirt us r. Tttlo Inc. (1997) 60
Cal. App. 4th 37, a landlord sought to require a
tenantto remediate toxic materials that werepresent
in the soil at trace levels, not high enough to pose a
real increased risk of heath problems or to trigger
any cleanup order by regulators. The court ruled
that the tenant was not obligated to clean up trace or
rJr'rriri,,ris amounts of toxic materials b avoid purely
speculative rather than real environmental Iiability.

.l

.

Security of both the tenant and the real estate

2. Hassle-free transaction with minimal costs
3. Annual high interest cash return on a passive
investnrcnt

4. Property depreciation tax-shelters

netleased properties provide great investments in
both credit and real estate markets. The longtime
popularity of net lease transactions appears to be in
for an extended run, thanks to recent stock market
gyrations and the Fed's unflagging resolve to cool
the economy.*0,

as a

portion of

the annual cash return

5. The value of the real estate frequently appreciates during the lease term
6. Minimal risk occurs with investment grade tenants

7. The opportunity exists for higher cash returns
from less-than-investment-grade tenants
8. The investor does not pay for property insurance, maintenance, improvements, or taxes
9. The investor can cash-out at any time, often with
a profit, by selling the property, or hold the
property, allow it to further appreciate in market
value, and lease it again at a higher rate to the
original tenant or a new tenant when the lease

term expires.
The market for netleased real estate investments is

strong currently. The availability of attractivL'fi
nancing, coupled with minimal landlord responsibilities, creates highly-desirable commodities, especially for invesbrs desiring a property for an IRS
Section'1031 tax-deferred exchange.

In such a case, the corporate seller can also become

an investor itself for a good reason - to avoid
significant taxes on the income from the sale. By
reinvesting the income in a timely manner into
single-tenant NNN real estate, the corporate seller
can defer 100 percent of its tax obligation. IRS
Section 1031 permits this maneuver, which can
ultimately provide its shareholders with revenue
from a relatively secure investment vehicle with
little or no management responsibility.

The nature and extent of the contamination, the
applicable regulatory standards, and the extent of
any cleanup obligation should be considered in the
valuation process. Where contaminant levels are
lo*, or r/c rlrnirlis, such that remedial action is not

CONCLUSION
Corporations facing critical crunches in credit and
capital, as well as wary (and weary) investors looking for more conservative, long-term opportunities
should seek the common ground of well-conceived
NNN sale-leaseback transactions. Whether an individual or institution is in need of a smart depreciation vehicle or a relatively safe "coupon-clipper,"
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approach (based on capitalization of income or
discounted cash flow); or 3). replacement or reproduction cost.
This equation only refers to the negative or aggra-

vating factors to be deducted from unimpaired
value. As a result, mitigating factors that may offset
the negatives are often overlooked. Mitigating factors should be considered when using the basic or
refined formulas mentioned above. to derive net
values.
Both aggravating and mitigating factors generally
concern technical and legal aspects of environmental risks and solutions, which likely fall beyond the
expertise of an appraiser alone. Thus, it may be
necessary to assemble a multi-disciplinary team of

LoNc DrsraNCE
REsroENTrAr

environmentalconsultants,legalcounsel, and other
relevant professionals to generate the information
and analysis necessary to assist an appraiser in
placing a value on various aggravating and mitigating factors. The Appraisal Standards Board has
approved the use of multi-disciplinary teams for
the valuation of contaminated real property, expressly recognizing that appraisers may rely on the
professional work of others, as long as each professional acts within the scope of his or her expertise
and acknowledges the contributions of the others.l

Monurv &

rHE Bary Boovr
by Charles F. Longino,lr

[the housing industry has loved the baby boom since its members
I entered the housing market in the mid-i970s. Born between 1946
I and 1964, this large birth cohort has affected the housing marketplace until today. Developers of retirement housing are jockeying for
position, anticipating the retirement of the baby boom between 2010 and
2028. The question most often asked by developers is "how will baby
boomers be different from retirees who have gone before them?"
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This manuscript will focus on only one segment of baby boom retirees,
namely, those who may make long-distance residential moves. A strong
attempt has been made to ground the speculation, therefore, in thebody
of knowledge accumulated in a research Iiterature known as retirement

migration (Longino, 1995),
Speculation about the baby boom is certainly not new. The behavior of
members of the baby boom generation has been a subject of intense
speculation generally for decades, because fluctuation in the size of a

ard

population brings with it resulting fluctuations in the numbers of
potential students, voters, workers, drivers, home owners, service
users, and consumers of all kinds. Every institutional sector of society
has had to pay attention or risk disastrous consequences (Rlrssel/, 1993).

Association

The maturing of the baby boom created a tidal wave of individuals
moving through schools from kindergarten to college, into job markets,
along career paths, and into first and second home markets. Now into
financial markets, boomers, in their forties and early fifties, are beginning finally to invest in their future retirement lifestyles (Dent,1993).ln
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LIMITING COSTS TO FUTURE OWNERS
A basic premise of value is that it represents the
value to a future owner. Contamination affects
market value primarily due to environmental liability and costs that may be incurred by future owners.
If a future owner may incur little or no cost or loss,
there may be Iittle or no reduction in market value.
Cleanup

pior

In many

to sale.

cases, owners clean

up sites before

sale, as is the general policy of the major oil companies in selling service station sites. This reduces the

uncertainty of cleanup costs, hence mitigating or
eliminating possible discounts.
Cost recooery frcm responsible parties,
The market value impact of contamination may
be limited by the identification of liable parties,
especially those with deep pockets, who may bear
remediation costs so that future owners will not be
affected or may recover such costs. To illustrate,
there may be little or no impact on the value of a
property due to contamination from formerly leaking underground storage tanks at a gasoline service
station where the responsible parties include a major
oilcompany, but there maybe greater impact where
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the responsible parties are defunct or have limited
financial resources.

Environmental laws impose liability on a number of parties. For example, the Comprehensive
Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA), 42 U.S.C. SS 9601 dt
se4., generally imposes strict liability on present and
past owners and operators of contaminated property, as well as on the Senerators and transporters
responsible for the disposal of hazardous waste,
subiect to limited defenses. It is therefore appropriate to consider the potential for cost recovery from
responsible parties.

According to some commentators, "IgJenerally,
anticipated recoveries are not considered in the
property value estimate."2 This may be the case
when an appraiser acts alone, without the expertise
necessary to estimate cost recoveries, or where

esti

mation would be purely speculative, in which case
the appraisal opinion is subiect to an important
Iimitation and may nol reflect economic reality. If
possible, cost recovery should be considered in
order to enhance the validity of the appraisal.
The cost recovery factor may be considered by
multi-disciplinary team including environmental
consultants and counsel who can identify potentially responsible parties and advise as to the extent
of their potential liability under applicable legal
remedies. The availability of such responsible parties and their ability to bear their liability should
a

also be considered.

lnsurance rccotery.
The costs of remediation may be covered by
liability or property damage insurance. While cur-

rent forms of commercial general liability insurance policies may contain "absolute" pollution exclusions, coverage may be available under older
policies that were in effect when contamination
occurred. Furthermore, at some cost, it is possible to

purchase insurance specifically addressing environmental risk (e.9., pollution liability coverage,
first party property damage insurance without a
pollution exclusion, and coverage for costs associated with contamination not discovered during a
site assessment by qualified environmental consultants). Stop loss/cost cap insurance may mitigate the risk associated with cost overruns in a
remediation program. Costs associated with a
Ieaking petroleum underground storage tank may
be covered from a state fund for the cleanup of
such sites. Thus, the availability of past or present
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about five years, as the earliest and oldest baby
boomers approach very early retirement, the specu-

lation about retirement mobility patterns in this
huge birth cohort has already begun to buzz with
intense coniecture.

TREATING THE BABY BOOM AS THOUGH
IT IS A CONCRETE THING
It is always dangerous to assume that any marketplace is only influenced by population size. Not all
voters vote, nor do all consumers consume. Projected market trends based on such oversimple
assumptions are bound to disappoint in the end.
For example, such proiections tend to overlook the
fact that baby boomers have a distinctive market
profile.

MrucATrNG FacroRS rN
AppnersAl & VaruATroN oF

Age-based marketing has created an image of baby

CoNraMrNATnp Rrar PnopERTY
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nvironmental issues have become a key concem in real property
t.ansactionr. One particularly difficuit issue is the question of
how contaminated or formerly contaminated properties should
be valued for sale, lease, or financing transactions, as well as to determine loss or damaBe in litigation cases. The following seemingly simple
equation has emerged for valuation of contaminated properties:

I=U-C-S

boomers that is truly mythic in proportion. One
often hears such phrases as the baby boom likes
certain things or will take certain actions, as if the
baby boom were a person. This tendency to reifying
the baby boom is philosophical wrong-headedness.
It may be too obvious to point out that the goal of
marketing is to sell products and services. Marketing, therefore, is most interested in that part of the
population with discretionary income. By focusing
just on the college-educated portion of the population, however, demographic analysts have built
psychographic images that are then applied by the
lay observer to all persons born between 1946 and
1964. Such uncomplicated thinking reifies the baby
boom and ignores its rich diversity.

Where:

"C" = remediation cost
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"S" = stigma
This equation has been refined in the literature to break down the cost
("C") factor into three sub-factors, including: 1). the cost to implement

an applicable remediation plan; 2). the cost of any applicable use
restrictions; and 3). impaired financing costs. Thus, the equation can
include more elements, but only as a variation on a theme.
Stigma ("S") can be defined as the incremental loss in value beyond the
cost factor due to market perceptions arising from uncertainty and fear
associated with the actual or potential presence of contamination.

Unimpaired value ("U") is determined as if there were no contamination, utilizing any of the customary valuation methods: 1). the comparable sales approach (based on recent sales of like properties, with
adiustments relevant to the property being appraised); 2). income
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Unfortunately, however, when projecting images
of baby boom relocation more than two decades in
the future, one cannot take into account surprising
technological and economic changes that will occur
in the interim. These factors will certainly alter
population-based proiections, perhaps even radically. It is much more realistic to discuss the diversity within the early baby boomers and how this
diversity will expend our understanding of retirement lifestyles, including those among the mobile.

are rooted in an element of
truth. And the generalized images of middle-class
baby boomers generated by age-based marketing
cannot be dismissed out-of-hand. Overall, there is a
greater value for independence. the entrepreneurial spirit, and empowerment. Also, there is a greater
distrust of authority of all kinds, less company and
brand loyalty, greater value for leisure over work,
informality over formality, and a more relativistic
understanding of ethics among middle-class baby
boomers than there were among their parents
(Russell,1993). To the extent that retirement moves
are made by the better-educated part of the middle.
class, these baby boom values may have an influence on their mobility choices.

APPROACHES TO RETIREMENT MOBILIfi
Are there characteristics and attributes in the baby
boom population that may bear on the issue of
retirement migra tion? Certainly thereare. First, there
will be an increase in the number of couples among
retirees where both had careers, and who have
complex packages of rettement income drawn from
several sources. There will be, perhaps, a larger
increase in the retirement of single parents, whose
reduced opportunities and increased burdens may
leave them with reduced retirement income. So,
greater relative wealth and poverty may be simultaneously evident in the retiring baby boom. In the
upper incomeend ofthe distribution, the numberof
those who can afford to make retirement amenity
moves will increase. The simultaneous growth of
the low-income elderly will have little effect on
interstate migration. The near-poor have not been
well represented among amenity migrants in past
decades. The unprecedented growth of the U.S.
economyduring the middle-aging of the babyboom
will no doubt enhance the wealth of couples with
two professional careers.

What has been described in the research literature
as lifestyle-motivated migration, should apply well
to babyboomers. One would expect that their appetite for leisure and new experiences would reinforce retirement migration to areas rich in amenities

Second, due to the elevated value of leisure in the
babyboomupper income segment, those with ample
financial resources in their fifties may be lured
during the next decade by the development of
leisure-oriented "empty nest" communities that

All myths, however,

"I" = impaired value
"U" = unimpaired value

with pleasant climates and vistas. Therefore, for the
20 years following 2010, there should be a surge of
migration of recently retired baby boomers to high
amenity areas. The tide will rise rapidly for the first
decade of this period, the rate of growth slowing
during the second. Retirement community developers are already rubbing their hands together in
eager anticipation of this surge. The problem is that
they will cross a valley before they get to the population mountain, so positioning themselves too early
with large-scale construction proiects could be problematic. People retiring now were bom during the
depression when fertility rates were at a historical
low.
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are beginning to appear in Arizona, Texas, and
elsewhere. These communities feature golf, health
spas, hiking and biking trails, club houses, and to
the casual observer, they look very much like upscale retirement communities. Most of the residents, however, are not yet retired. Nor art they
interstate migrants. Rather, they move from, and
commute k), the adiacent metropolitan area. Of
course, if the residents do not move, the residential
development, over tim€., will become a retirement
community, de facto.
Third, it is easy to speculate that, as middle-class
baby boomers first enter retirement, there will be an
increase in alternative retirement lifestyles. Carrying on as before, but without working, or moving to
a retirement community in the Sunbelt, will not be
the only lifestyles from which to choose. Some of
these choices will not require the purchase of a ner,r'
home, nor a permanent move. Lifestyle change
characterizt'd many college students in the late
1960s and early 1970s. The early boomers valued
their generational differences. They let their hair
grow long, dressed down, and rejected the view of
maturity espoused by the middle-class of the 1950s.
As a consequence, some will be more sensitive to
experience rather than location. The idea of a permanent retirement move may not attract these particular boomers.
Rescue operations,

For boomers with a stron8 service orientation
and the willingness to spend parts of the year away
from home, the American Red Cross already provides an interesting model. The organizatirrn trains
a cadre ofvolunteers who will fly intodisaster areas
and set up the infrastructure for the thousands of
local volunteers who will put out the fires, search
for survivors, or fill sandbags. The lodging, feeding,
and health care of these volunteers requires trained
volunteers who are willing to move from one natural disaster to another. And most of these trained
volunteers are retired. This kind of activity is certainly more experience-based than location-based

and it is a functional alternative to retirement migration. The Peace Corps was a baby boom phenomenon; it will surely find a counterpart among
retirees of the same birth cohort.
Senior aolunteer seroices,

There are organizations that help retirees to
find places where they can live and work as volunteers on projects that are not as dramatic as rescue
operations. The Human Service Alliance of Winston-Salem, North Carolina, for example, houses

t.l

The generalized images of middle-class

baby boomers generated by age-based

marketing cannot be dismissed
out-of-hand. Ooerall, there is a greater
oalue for independence, the ettrepreneurial
spirit, afld empozoen rent. Also, there is a
greater ilistrust of authority of all kinds,
less company anil brand loyalty,
greoter aalue for leisure oaer u)orkl

informality oaer forrnality, and. a more
relatiaistic ttflderstaflding of ethics anong
middle-class baby boomers than there we re
arflong their parents. To the extent that

retiretneflt mooes are made by the
better-educsted part of the n iddle-class,

nay
influence on tlrcir mobility

these baby boom aalues

hazte an

fit what they tell us into

some kind of market
framework. To get what we want to know will
require a mind that is open to interdisciplinary
u'ork.
My broad-brushed view of what is likely to happen
will be more geographic dispersion of
the head-using activities that now fill up our curis that there

rt'nt office space. This movement, howcver, need
not be to far away places; nor must it dramatically
reduce the density of the population in most places.
What it will be is movement that is chsely colocated to activities that are no$,outside presentday office buildings, including what happens in the
home. We are, in my view, social animals who will
resist moves that isolate us from one another. Yet
ne are also economic animals who will be more
than willing to take advantage of technologies that
will be giving us the means to avoid some of the
problems that arise rvhen u,e concentrate our activities in geographic space, e.9., curgestion, pollution.

choices.

and trains hospice workers who care for the terminally ill in a home-like environment and respite
workers who care for autistic children weekly in an
enriched educational environment. Retired couples
are among the live-in volunteers. These'are service

opportunities that require travel and temporary
relocation, and may be viewed as an alternative to
leisure-oriented seasonal migration.

Teece, D. J. "Capturing Valuc'from Knowledge Assets: The
New Economy, Know-howand IntargiblcAssets." Col ifLtrnia
Mana$enent Rn'irl'a, 40 (3), 1998, 5F79.

easily gleaned from the disciplines in which they
are currently being studied, especially if wc want to

In my view, we are probably headed into a world
plact's where
populated rvith urban villages
work
sites
their
people
at
of
on,n choosing but
choose to live near one another in well-thought-out
and well-planned communities. What this implies
ivith respect to "office space" is a matter that, in
time, will become a major preoccupation of those
who analyze the office space rnarket."u,
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St'e lhe E.onorrisl. "The Death of Distance; A Survt'y of
Telecommunications, (Speci.rl Supplement)." September 30,
1995, l-28.
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NOTES

Elderhosteling.
Summer visits to college campuses across this
country have been organized for decades by the
Elderhostel organization. During the past decade, it
has expanded its operation to college campuses in
several other countries. Perhaps such travel should
be considered as an alternative to vacations, rather
than to residential moves, because the visits are for
a relatively short duration. Indeed, elderhosteling
in no way precludes a retirement move. Nonetheless, it is experience-based mobility and demand for
these experiences that are likely to increase among
early-retired baby boomers. Sensing an increased
interest in service opportunities among early baby
boomers, Elderhostel is setting up a branch office to
expand the concept into this new area.

i.

say in a general way that it involves mental activity as
oppos&l to physicalactivity. And it is mental actif ity onlyas
opposed to mental activitv that is combined h'ith physical
activity. There also gradations in the level of thinking re
quired, goinS fronr the low-level requirements of clerical
work b the high powcred requirements of the cxecutive
staff- Clerical $ork, however, is diminishing so that office
work is increasin8ly becoming head-using activity in the
sense of dealing

2.

3.

Mobility in

cyberspace,
Baby boomers dominate the Internet. In proportion to their numbers, Ceneration Xers use it more,

but boomers greatly outnumber them (Smilll &

Rtlr Esr.rrt lssuEs,

SMnflPr 2000

is not easilydefined b('causeit is u'(irk thatcuts
across both occupation.lnd industry classifications. We can

Offi.eactivity

.t.

with complicated problems.

For a detailed discussion of the economics of these location
decist)ns, a discussiotr that emphasizes the importance of
access, sc€ DiPasqualt', E. and W.C. Wheaton. Urhntt Ecottunlics dnd R&tl Estale Mart.ls. Prentice Hall: Englervtxxi Cliffs,
NewJerscy, 1996, Chapters 5,6 and I L Alsosee Clapp,J. M.

Dynartics of Officc Mdrk ts. Washington D.C.: The Urban
Institute I'ress, 1993, Ch,rpter 4.
One ofthe more celebr.lted promotersofthis vieh'ofthe ner.r
economv is Don Tapscott. See T/rr Digilal Erorrorrrv. Ne*'
York: McCraw-Hill Publishing, 1996. See also Kevin Kelly,
Nea, Rx['s For llreN.{{, E.oromv. New York: Viking Press,l998
and Department of Commerce, T/rr' l)m rgirt.q Diq,lrl E.on0rrv.
Washjn8ton D.C.. Department of Commerce, 1998.
For an insightful discussion of the nature of knorvledgeasan
input int() business activity in our ncw economic world sec'
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(even in cutting-edge areas of the technology) is not

the result of some people continuing to live in the
dark ages. It is a consequence of having a technical
infrastructure that cannot do what face-to-face encounters are able to do when dealing with certain
kinds of problems. It is also a conse,cluence of the
technologv itself, creating activities that can be best
carried out when the participants are physically
close to one another. All this bodes well for the
existing office building market.

But-and this is a big "but"-as tc'chnology improves, it will (over time) provide us with something that comes close to mirroring what we can do
now face-to-face. As this happens, the basic structure of th€, office building market will change, just
as it did n'hen the automobile camc to dominate
the journey to work. This time, however, the ultimate result could be much more dramatic. The
specifics of such change are, at this time, anybody's
guess. But whatwecan say is that significant changes
are on the way both in what the market looks like
and in the way we will have to look at it to make
sense of it.
As noted earlier, traditional models of the office
building market have emphasized the accessibilitv
of the sitt, of the building to workers, customers,
and suppliers of certain kinds of services as the key

to its value. To the extent that our head-using
personnt-l no longer need to be close to one another
and those they serve and are sen ed by, accessibilitv
in the classic sense loses its importance.
This is going to happen, but not overnight. Nor will
it be an abrupt change.'' The answer to the question
of u,hen rvill depend, in part, on how r.r'e are able to
deal u.ith the complex problems being given to us

by our unfolding technologies. Right now, dealing
with those problems is strengthening the demand
for office space. The race to build our cyberspace
infrastructure is, in fact, helping to revitalize parts
of some of our cities.
Suppose the pace of innovation slows. The impetus

it is currently providing to office space demand
would ebb and could substantiallv be reduced,
which would not bodt well for this market.
Of course, there are those pecldling the idea that we
are now Iiving in a world in which there will forever
be innovations that change rl'hat it is that we do and
how we do it in the business lvorld.rr If so, there will
not be a quick retreat from the need to huddle close
to one's co-worker in order to deal effectively with
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the complexities and uncertainties continuous innovation brings about.

AUTHOR'S CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
Personally, I am less sanguine about such things.
Historically, innovations have comc in spurts and
there seems to be no compelling rt'ason to exPect
this to change in the future. Thus, in my vit'w, .ts
technology gives us electronic means that mimic
more of what we can do face-to-face and the current
spurt of innovation begins to wind down, virtual
head-using activity as a proportion of the total will
begin to increase substantially. lf you accept these
two hypotheses, there will comc a time when the
decisions made about where to conduct such activity will be based on considerations much different
from those of today. This could very well mean
dramatic changes in the office building market as
we now know it.
Just how much change and what kind of change
will, in my vielr,, depend both on technical and
social elements in the equation. The technical elements are those that will determine' just how closely
we will be able to mimic the strenBths of face{o-face
communication and whether any currentlv unrecognized strengths in electronic communication
emerge as we develop the technology. ln the minds
of those enamored with the subject, this is a nobrainer. The technology will deliver the means of
radically transforming how we communicate and
hence hou' we organize our busincsses. But it is
well to remember that the same thing was said
about the telegraph, the telephonc', and even television.

More important, as I see it, are the social elements as
they come to bear on the question of the future
organization and operation of business. There can
be little doubt about the prospect of more physical
isolation of the individual in how we organizt'our
business activities in the future. But how much
more is going to depend, in part, on how we view
that prospect. Just how much of a social animal are
we? How important is interaction on a face-to-face
basis over the course of a workday?

What all this says to me is that if we want real
insights into what is going to happen to the office
building market over the long term, we are going to
have to focus more on subject matter that has traditionally fallen outside the analyses we have been
making of this market
social relationships that
feelings
and trust. As I have
reflect such things as
found out, what we know about these things is not
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Clunnut, 1997). An opulent banquet of mobility
experiences u'ill be marketed to retired baby boomers

over this medium. The Internet home pages of the
many Sun Cities, for example, are an integral part of
their national marketing operation. At the same
time, Elderhostel makes lvorldwide educational
travel information available on its home page. National volunteer organizations, such as Senior Corps
and the Environme.ntal Alliance for Senior Involvement do the same. Communications for a Sustainable Future cut across education and service domains, offering campus-based opportunities to
study ecology antl the environment, heterodox economics, peace and conflict, education and servicelearning, and international studies. These krpics
sound like baby burm agendas of the late 1960s.
During the next'10 vears, Internet opportunities to
learn about expericnce-based mobility will double
and double again, encouraging further the diversity of retirement activity for baby boomers.

trends should be set into motion. Some candidates
have been suggested here.*.,
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Virtual communities.
We are at an early stage in the development of

virtual reality as a viable travel experience. The
popular image of the future in this regard is the
holodeck on the Starship Enterprise. There is no
way at this time to make reasonable proiections
concerning the availability and uses of such technology in the future. However, the future will be
different than the present, and by 2050 when the
baby boom dies off, it may be very different indeed.
There will be technologies in the future that will
simulate travel in lvays that will satiate wandcrlust
without requiring physical mobility. How these
technologies will influence geographic mobility in
retirement is anyone's guess, but to ignore their
potential would be foolish.

CONCLUSION

will the patterns of retirement mobility change
between 2010 and 2020 as thebaby boom generation
enters retirement? The answer, of course, is yes and
no. The general patterns of retirement migration
have changed very little over the past 40 years.
Between 4 percent and 5 percent of the population
60 or older will move across state lines in each fivevear period. Most u'ill be recent retirees. The popular destinahon states today will be popular among
migrants in 20 years. Actually, even if somewhat
So,

smaller proportions pour into Florida, Arizona,
Texas, North Carolina, and Califomia, the larger
population base will still make the numbers rise.
On the other hand, there are enough free agents and
trailblazers among baby boomers that some new
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place.r"The business world is a much more compli-

cated place in which to operate than
short time ago.

it was just

a

pronounced in the growth of cutting-edge hightech communities such as the Silicon Valley, the
Colden Triangle, parts of Boston, and Austin,
Texas.

Complexity is, of course, nothing neu' and is no
reason, in and of itself, for excluding the communication involved in a complex business operation
from the world of cyberspace. To the extent that we
have codified knolvledge of a complicated process,
we c.rn communicate that knorvledge to others
electronically. We have been doing it for years in
defense-related and aerospace activities. But having such knowledge is not something that just happens. It has to be acquired and we do this through
svstematic thinking (analysis) and,/or experimentation as well as through computer simulation.
Further, codified knowledge is something we usually don't have when dealing with the complexity
that comes out of innovation. ln the early stages of
thedevelopment of the idea, wt'deal with problems
that don't have simple answers or certain outcomes.
Indeed, we often deal with something that has
problems in the beginning we do not even recog-

CavEnr ExcHaNGER:
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nize.
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his article focuses on the risks a taxpayer takes when undertaking

an exchange, with escrow, where the escrow party (intermediary) defaults.

INTRODUCTION
The author hopes that Yogi Berrar rvill indulge the incorporation of his
cryptic one liner, "De ja vu all over again," in the title to this manuscript.

This sardonic phrase seems to be most apropos, given that the author
has argued on prior occasions that we should change the tax-deferred
exchange rules by simplifying the process to defer gain when we "sell"
and reinvest the procterls from the "sale." The potential pitfalls outlined
in this article support th.rt position.
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Taxpayers have been forewarned on numerous occasions,2 when undertaking tax-deferred exchanges and using intermediaries (escrow
parties), that the area can be complex. Care must be exercised to complv
*,ith the requirements in the Federal tax law forexchanges. It behooves
all of us to reflect on the basic requirements for a tax-deferred exchange,
whether undertaking a simultaneous exchange or a non-simultaneous

(deferred) exchange.r
Once the fundamental requirements for the use of a tax-deferred
exchange under Code $1031,{ with their rules,5 and the use of an
intermediaryn have been reviewed, the exchange can be examined to see
what happens if an escrow agent does not perform.T Tfi e bottomli e is lhnt
the exchanca treatment nny be lost.
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How do we handle all of this? We apparently found
out some time ago that it helps to assemble teams of
knowledgeable people to work collectively on gettinB a good start. We have also found that it helps to
have these people working in close physical proximity interacting on a face-to-face basis.
ln time, we gain the knowledge and understanding
necessary to articulate what is involved in the development of an idea. In other words, we acquire
codified knorvledge, meaning knowledge that c'nn
be transmitted electronically in today's world. What
we are working with then becomes a commodity
that crrr be involved in e-commerce and, therefore,
its ties to the office building market are loosened.

While all this is happening now, the dominant
element in the information revolution as it has
developed thus far is the work of innovators who
currently adding substantiallv to the trailblazing
kind of activity that fosters face-to-face communication. We can look at what is going on in the
current technological maelstrom as the generation
of complexities in business operations that offset
some of the push the information revolution is
giving us into cyberspace. Most of the problems this
complexity gives us are being clealt with in a timehonored way collaboration with collaborators
working in closc. physical proximity to one another.
While we see this all around us, it is especially
are
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Over time, we will come to solve these problems in
a way that gives us codifiecl knowledge of what is
involved. This, in turn, will lead to more and more
electronic encounters, particularly when the electronic channels come closer to simulating what we
can do when face-to-face. But the current pace of
innovation suB8ests that problem-solving that fosters face-to-face communication is not about to
diminish. While innovation continues at its present
pace, it is hard to see a massive shift of business
communication into cyberspace occurring. My best
guess is that what is going on now should take us
out over the next several decades.

Then there is the matter of the social nature of
people. Being close to one' another physically has
social effects that can enhance productivity. The
absence of day-to-day encounters is apparently one
of the reasons why telecommuting has yet to live up
to its earlier promise.'r While by no means do all the

relationships we have in a traditional work situation make us happy
indeed there is misery in
many of them
the overall effect seens to be
positive for most.- Simply working in close physical
quarters with others apparently generates productivity benefits that will be hard to reproduce in a
virtual world. There is undoubtedly an irreversible
minimum of face-to-face communication that will
decorate the business landscape as far into the
future as the eve can see.

AND SPECULATIONS
It is not difficult to find prognostications of
INFERENCES

the
upcoming demise of the office space market as we
know it today.r: [n my view, such speculation is
unwarranted if the concern is with the next several
decades. The information revolution is exerting a
good deal of influence on how we do business in
most areas of the economy, but the changes thus far,
$,ith exception of a relatively small segment of the
economy, can hardly be considered as radical.
Everyone agrees this revolution is providing businesses r.r,ith the means of dealing with their information problems in creative and cost-effective ways.

But by no means do all information problems have
solutions that can be found with what that revolution has given us so far. That we still communicate
with one another on a face-to-face basis when dealing with a great manv knottv business problems

t9

raw material of an electronic transaction. Tacit
knowledge, on the other hand, is that which is in
our heads; it is intuitive; it cannot be written down.
Finally, there is a distinction between transmissions. One is the simple transmission with information flowing from sender to receiver. The other is a
transmission that involvL's interaction between
sender and receiver.

Obviously, the information we communicate in
business is not homop;eneous. Some of it is pure
data; more of it is knoh,ledge, some of which is
codified. But a good deal of it comes out of the head

of the sender with a lot of interaction between the
sender and receiver. What we communicate comes
in differc'nt shapes and sizes, not all of n'hich is
suitable for transmission through electronic means.
Indeed, the means we have today is best suited for
transactions involving simple transmissions of data
that can be written down. While interaction is possible and we can transmit more than simple data
sets, most business-to-business e-commerce today
consists of relatively simple transactions. When
there is complexity and the need for a lot of interaction, the communication is likely to be through a
face-to-face meeting.6
Given today's information technologies, being faceto-face remains the richest means of information
exchange, encompassin2; all of the senses, logical
discourse, and a feedback mechanism that is both
immediate and intimat!.. With face-to-face commu-

nication, u,e can bring to bear more knowledge
critical to the solution of complicated business probIems compared with any other means including
electronic communication.T That is why much business communication is still carried out on a face-toface basis. But this may not .rlways remain so.

DECLINE IN FACE.TO-FACE
COMMUNICATION TO COME
Given what we know today, no one can doubt the
coming diminution of face-to-face communication
in business. The process has already begun and will
accelerate rvith oncoming technical developments
that will re'duce the richness advantage face-to-face

meetings now have over electronic get-togethers.
Much more sophisticated kinds of electronic interaction lie ahead of us. While we may never be able
to duplicate' in cyberspace all that we can do when
n,e are face-to-face, we are goinS; to be able to do a
Iot more.'
When this sophistication materializes, the cost benefits it provides will surely be incentive enough for

1t]

What is important here is whether
those cunently housed in office space
zoill choose to coffim nicate infonnation
electronically or contiflue to do so on
a face-to-face basis. Their choice will be
influenced by the kind of information
they wish to communicate, insights
into zuhich flozo otrt of a recognition
of sorfle important distinctions that can
be made

u)ith respect to information.

moving much more of the communication in our
head-using activities into the electronic world, especially given the hyper-competitive markets in
which most firms are expected to operate. The
opportunities will be there and, equally important, we should be in a good position to take
advantage of them. We are, after-all, rapidly acquiring a population that is skilled in the art of
navigating in this electronic world. The use of the
computer and other electronic devices are fast
becoming a part of what we learn even at the
elementary grades of our education. Combine this
with the progress that is being made in the efforts to
make the entry-way mechanisms user-friendly and
you have almost an explosive increase in the proportion of the population capable of functioning in
cyberspace. Moreover, this seems to be a population that is increasingly disposed to communicate
in this world.'

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF CODE 51031
AND NONSIMULTANEOUS EXCHANGES
The historical position under Code $1031, back in
.1968'
seldom
19213 and up until approximately
addressed an exchange that did rrol occur simultaneously, betn een the "buver" and the "seller." That
is, under normal circumstances, thebuye'r will transfer his or her monies or other payment for the
property, and the seller will transfer his or her
property to the buver. Horvever, with the advent of
a few cases, follon ed by the Slnrkar casesr" and the
changes in the 1984 Code," the issue arose as to the
requirements necessary to undertake an exchange
where the parties do not transfer their proPerties at

a simultaneous point. [n most instances, the nonsimultaneous exchange results in the taxpaver-seller
transferring his or her property, often identified as
"relinquished property,"rr now, for the promise,
and support for that promise, to receive other likekind, qualified Code $103.1 property, at a later date
and on a timely basis.''

With the advent of the non-simultaneous flavor of
exchanges, there was a need to determine many of
the guidelines that would apply in such settings.
Questions arose as to who might hold the property
on either side, either the property relinquished by
the seller or that transfc.rred by the buver; and, who
would control the timing of these events? Does the
concept of constructive receiPtr{ aPPly? What constitutes a "sale," as opposed to an "exchange?"
And, there were a myriad of other questions. Some
of these queries were answered as a result of Regu-

One of the main concerns arose because of the
nature of Code $1031 and the Regulations, relative
to the non-simultaneous exchange, sometimes referred to as a "deferred erthange," (as labeled in the
Regulations). This is when a third-party acts on
behalf of a party or parties, thereby hopefully preventing adverse tax results. When such third-party
(intermediary) is used, a common issue that could
result in a position in favor of the government and
against the taxpayer is an argument that, while a
taxpayer might have transferred his or her property
to such intermediary, with the intent to receive likekind qualified property in an exchange, it may be
argued that the selleris deemed to have received the
property (often cash) acquired by the intermediary,
because the seller has "control" over the transaction. (This issue is sometime's labeled as a "con-

structive receipt" issue.)
To avoid this issue, the Regulations that were Promulgated under Code $1031 provided that a third-

party, not an agent (intermediary) of the seller,
should hold the funds in cluestion that might be
paid, by a buyer, allowing the intermediary to hold
those funds to avoid both the actual and constructive receipt ofthe monies by thc taxpayer-seller, and
to otherwise comply rvith Code $1031.
Without attempting to cover in detail these Regulations, noted under Treasury Reg. $1.103'l(k), the
essence is that the intermediary must act independently, and according to proper instructions, to
hold the funds, as indicated previously.

lations.''
The problematic issue is:

a world in which elec-

Combined, this suggests
tronically-mediated information will grow substantially in importance, Ieading to a siSnificant diminution in face-to-face communication in the conduct of business. This does not bode well for the
office space market as we know it today. But it is
also something that won't happen over night.

WHY FACE.TO-FACE BUSINESS
COMMUNICATION WON'T DISAPPEAR
QUICKLY
Face-to-face communication won't disa ppea r
quickly, in part, for a reason to be found in the
revolution leading to its diminution. Through its
impact on how we do business, the information
revolution is leading to markets that are more global and increasingly dominated by innovation. The
outcome for many firms is a lot of uncertainty and
fuzziness not only about how to get where they
want to go, but where they want to 8o in the first
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CURRENT CONCERNS
Many issues remain that were not resolved by the
Regulations. Therefore, numerous Private Letter
Rulings, cases and other authorities have addressed
the conundrum of tax issues that have arisen because of non-simultaneous exchanges. These concerns relate to the essence of this article, with particular emphasis on the question as to what happens when someone who is acting as a qualified
intermediary,r6 within the meaning of the Regulations mentioned, defaults or fails to properly act?
Does this mean that the taxpayer will be given some
relief position, or is the taxpayer burde'ned with the
failure of the intermediary to comply with the requirements to assure the tax-deferred status as an
exchange? ln most instances, the answer, coming
from the cases, Rulings, and other authorities, is
that it is the taxpayer that suffers the adverse consequences of the failure of the intermediaries to act
properly.

What if the intermediary fails to act properly
and is in violation of the intermediary's contract
with the seller? Can this lead to adverse tax imPlications for the buyer? A failure to properlv act may
be the result of the intermediary's negligence, fraud,
theft, or other improper actions. However, even if
the actions are improper, and this gives rise to a
claim, civilly, by the taxpayer-seller against the
intermediary, the tax question remains: Is the seller's
potential exchange damaged by the interme'diary's
improper actions?
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The author has addressed this issue in prior
articles and presentations relative to situations
where the taxpayer is damaged because the intermediary, mavbe involuntarilv, is facing a bankruptcy. In the articles indicated, a few cases were
mentioned where the courts have shown Iittle sympathy or empathy for the taxpayer who was damaged, through no intentional act by the taxPayer,

when such bankruptcy occurs. That is, as many
familiar with exchanges know, the technical requirements of timing the investment normally dictate that the property relinquished by the seller
must also result in the seller timely idcntifving the
replacement property. A "timely" basis for identification normally means that within 45 days from the
transfer of the relinquished property by the seller kr
the intermediary, the seller must identify the property thL' seller is to receive. (Further, there is generally a 180-day rule that requires the taxpayer to not
only identify the property, but also to actually close
and receive the replacement property within 180
days of the transfer of the relinquished property by
the taxpayer-seller; there are few exceptions.)
The cases in question create a problem for the
taxpayer-seller, because the taxpayer, in attempting

to meet all of the requirements of Code $1031,
(including the Regulations to timely replace the
relinquished property), may be thwarted as a result
of the taxpayer discovering that the intermediary,
who was to handle the transaction, was placed into
bankruptcy. This has occurred.
The conclusions by all of the courts in these
cases have been that the taxpayers are rrof entitled to
any relief from the adverse tax implications that
might be present for the taxpayer-seller in failing to
meet Code S1031 on a timely basis for replacement,
even though the taxpayer was not the generating
cause of the failure to timely meet the requirements.
Although the tax law contains relief provisions in
other Sections of the Code, no such provision exists
in this Section; and, no court has allowed the taxpayer to simply avoid the timing requirements that
are required under the Code and the Regulations
indicated simply because the taxpayer's intermediary failed to properly and timely meet the requirements of the Code.
This issue has been further addressed with a
more abhorrent fact situation in a setting where the
intermediary absconded with the "escrowed" funds.
Thequestion that must now be addressed is whether,
in this extreme case, the taxpayer would receive any
relief relative to the tax issue (and without regard to
the more important issue of receiving a return of
funds because of the criminal actions bv the intermediary).

IMPACT OF DEFAULT IN THE TIMELY
MEETING OF REPLACEMENT RULES
WHEN THE INTERMEDIARY COMMITS
A CRIMINAL ACT

,18

Taxpayers haae been foreuaftted on
nufilerous occasions, zohen undertaking
tax-deferred exchanges and using
intennediaries (escrout parties), that the
alea

ca

be complex, Care must be exercised

to comply zoith thc requirements in the
Federal tax law for exchanges. It behoooes

all of us to reflect on the basic requirerflents
for a tax-defened exchaflge, zuhether
unilertaking d sirflultqneous exchange or a
n o n - simult ane o us (def erred) excl, ange.

networks. The result is large amounts of information compressed into very small spaces and transmitted over great distances at incredible speeds anr"l
minimal costs. What this has done, among other
things, is to greatly enhance the role, of knowledge
in the economy. With instant access to relev.lnt
information, so much more can be done and what
we do increasingly puts knowledge content into
what we produce and how we produce it.
Discussion of horv all this works itself out in the
rvay markets organize economic activity emphasize its impact on market competition. Markets are
said to be much more competitive, filled with pressures that increasingly take the, form of quality
rather than price competition. The underpinning of
these pressures is innovation. Firms are much morc
innovative than in previous years. The aim is to
bring new and/or better products to market more
quickly than competitors. But doing this often means
doing things in ways that complicate the production process and gives rise to the ne'e'd for smarter
inputs. Knowledge thus becomes critical to a successful operation in today's hvper-competitive

making all the noise, firms that are searching out
"cool" space often found in or around the center of
thc city. The current rcvival rrf the core art'as in more
than a few cities is a reflection of this economic trend.
But is this something that rvill last? Thcre is reason
to belit've that it might not. There is one impending
element in the digital,/ information revolution-the

expected dramatic reduction in communication
costs-that could "upstt this apple cart." When the
infrastructure no$,being built around the Internetor whatever else develops-is fully put in place, we
should have an electronic mechanism that will
a ow us to communicate or transfer information
quickly anywhere at almost a zero cost.' If what we
need to communicate in our monitoring, planning,
purchasing, or marketing activities can be done
electronically, it should happen if marke.ts remain
as competitive as they are now. In fact, it has begun
to happen.

Thus, the focus of this Note is to deal with the
question of the timely performance of exchange
requirements for a non-simultaneous exchange
under Code $1031. This issue was recently examined by the 1999 Court of Appeals decision out of
Ceorgia on the issue of a non-simultaneous exchange that failed to mect timing requirements
because of the intermediary's conversion of the
funds that were to be hcld in escrow for and on
behalf of the taxpayer.

markets.J

substantial cost reductions in ways of communicat-

These descriptions, of course, characterize activity

The issue was addressed in the case of Drcr Creek,

that is on the cutting edge of the technological
revolution, especially the digital revolution. While

ing that do not require physical co-location will
removt some of the incentive to remain where they
are. But can we then expect office activities to "fly

Irtc. t,. Stctknt 7037 Sen ict's, btc., et. al., 510 F. E.2d 853
(Ga. App. 1999). In the Georgia Deer Creak case, a

number of individuals undertook Code $i 03'l trans-

change is everywhere, a great deal of the economy
remains relatively the same; it is simply a matter of
degree. What make's this all so relevant to the con-

actions and utilized a Company entitled Section
1031 Services, lnc., to support the requirements
under Code $1031 for an intermediary or facilitator
to complete the exchange requirements.

sideration of offict' space is its implication with
respect to how businc,sses operate. Apparently, significant changes in hor.r,we do business are on the
way. Indeed, some of the expected changes have
already happened in firms that are in the center of

Mr. James Gideon owned the Section 103'l Services
Company. Allegedly, Gideon commingled funds in
the escrow account, withdrew millions of dollars of
those funds, and, as one might guess, chose to leave
the country. The net result was that there we're a
number of individuals who attempted to try to
collect "their" monies from the account. Although
the case focused on the basic position of "who gets
stuck" with the loss of the monies, since there were
multiple parties involved and a limited amount of
funds that were available, the case also, implicitly,
raised the issue, for tax people, of the impact of such
position on the Code $1031 transaction. (Obviously,
this was the lesser issue for the taxpayers. Although
the failure of the reinvestment to meet Code S1031
might have been present, the issue for the plaintiff
was to seek a return of the monies, even if that
meant paying taxes out of such funds.)

the technological storm.
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THE NEW ECONOMY, HEAD.USING
ACTI\'ITY & THE OFFICE BUILDING MARKET
With knowledge growing rapidly in importance as
an input in production, we seem to be moving into
an economic world dominated by head-using activity. lf so, aren't we headed into a world in t,hich
office space demands will mushroom or maybc'

How will this affect the existing office building
market? [f the personnel currently in these buildings are there to mir,imize communication costs,

their current coop?"
Obviously, what is important here is whcther those
currently housed in office space will choose to
communicate information electronically rtr continue
to do so on a face-to-face basis. Their choice r.r,ill be
influe,nced by the kind of information they wish to
communicate, insights into which flow out of a
recognition of some important distinctions that can
be madt' with respect to information.
SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION
DISTINCTIONS

even explode upwards?

In conside,ring the que'stion of the choice of a communicatiuls medium, the first thing to note is that
what is communicated
- information - is far from
homogenous. This lack of sameness has roots in the
very nature of information itself. Consider several
important distinctions that can be made about it.

Certainly, there are some recent signs of improvc'ment in the office building market that seem linked
to the information revolution. In eyes of the new
economy 8uru, we have become a nation of knowledge-oriented entrepreneurs dedicated to building
the electronic infrastructure needed to take us into a
digital economy. Right now it is the small firms

First there is the distinction between information
and knowledge. Knowlt'dge is the part of information that is interpreted. It is something that can be
related to meaningful bt'havior and cxperience. lt
really tells us something. The second is between
codified and tacit knowledge. Codified knowledge
is the stuff that can be written down; it is the basic
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outgro\4th of the industrial revolution. What that
revolution did was to increase the scale of operation
in many businesses. It was a reflection of an emer6;ing technokrgy that fostered a high degree of specialization, w,hich to takc advantage of required a
large-scale operation. Firnrs had to be big to be a part
of the party and "big" meant they had to have
operations and markets that often times spanned
great geographic distances.

All this came about because there $,ere significant
productivity benefits to bt' realized by breaking
tasks dorvn into many highly specialized parts. But
doing so gave rise to the need for a great deal of
coordination. Much effort had to be aimed at mak-

ing sure evervthing fit together and worked

smoothlv. This meant massir.e controlling and
monitoring. And the emerging technologies made
this all the more difficult by the complexities they
introduced into the process. To do what had to be
done to carry out a successful operation rc'quired
much information and increasing amounts of headusing activitv to use that information. Add b this
the fact that most markets began to evolve in ways
that fostere-d product competition. This lcd to a
setting in which research and development along
ivith extensive marketing activity flourished, adding further to the need for head-using activities.
That these activities became concentrated at particular sitcs in particular buildings was no accident.
It was thL' result of economic decisions aimed at
minimizing the cost of assembling and organizing
information and maximizing the benefits from its
use. Civen the information transfer or communication technologies of the time, being close to one's coworker was the cheapest and most effective way of
getting and using much of the needed information
in many business activities.
That a good deal of this activity rl.as housed in the
"skyscraper" structures built in the center of many
of our cities in the early and middle part of the 20th
century was no accident either. Civen the patterns
of residential living and the transportation svstems
of the times, being in the center of a city made
economic sense. Sites in the center were convenient
to where office workers lived. They also had good
access to an assortment of other inputs that had
bearing on the bottom line.r
The suburbanization ofthe American city, ofcourse,

changed all this, making it and central business
district locations less accessible to the office worker.
As a result, many office activities followed residents

t6

That ute haoe so ffiuch head-using acti?)ity
in the economy toclaq has roots in our
teclmologies. Much of what is out there
todarl is an outgtolutlt of the industrial
rcaolution. Wrat that leoolution did was
to increase the scale of opcration in many
businesses. lt zoas a reflection of an
ernerging teclmology that fosterecl a high
ilegree of specialization, uthich to take

adaantage of requbed a large-scale
operdtiott. Firms had to be big to be a part
of the partv and "big" meant they had to
haue operations and ,rrarkets that often

times spanned great geographic distances.

TheCourt ruled on the propriety ofthe claims by the
various plaintiffs as to the amount of monies that
were available. It was not a tax case. However, one
can see the impact on the exchange position by the
failure of timely completion of the Code $1031

This is hot, it was before the new economy began to
unfold in the early part of the 1990s.

3.

This is not the only case in which there has been a
potential loss of the deferred exchange position
because of a failure to meet the requirements in a
timelv fashion under Code $1031 for replacing the
property. It is not the only case in which funds have
been lost because of an intermediary or third-party
absconding or failing to account for funds that were
in their control.

CONCLUSION
All of the cases in rvhich a third-party has control of
funds that are owned by another party should give
each transferor of those funds cause to consider, as

funds will be properly directed and utilized as
required by the owner of those funds. Unfortunately, there has been, and continues to be, too
much focus by taxpayers on saving taxes and eliminating that burden. Taxpayers have often thrown
caution to the wind in many instances in failing to
use reasonable steps, n,hether personally, or

through

their representative, to protect their funds. This
must be the primary concern for the taxpayer.
There has been a tendency by some to merely push
the safety of funds issue aside as one that is an

unusual, hvbrid, and erratic mutation that will
never occur. However, a series of cases on intermediaries bcing placed intobankruptcy, in which trustees havc contended that the monies held by the
intermediary are in fact those of the trustee, and not
those of the seller, coupled with the recent Deer
Crerk case in which the intermediary absconded
with the funds, should direct the taxpayer's attention to the need to ignore the tax implications until
they,/irst, address the security implications, for the
taxpayer's funds. Once the funds are properly protected, the need to meet the requirements for the

THE NEW ECONOMY: WHAT IS IT?
Thenew economy is, inthe eyes of some, something
that has come into being as a consequence of revolutionary changes in the information industry,
changes that are being diffused throughout the
entire economv. Many r,,,ho talk about the new
t'conomy characterize it as the digital economy.l
They see it as an economy in which information
is cligitized and communicated through digital

tax-deferred exchange treatment of those funds can
be addressed as a secondary issue."u,
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Propertv Managemetlt 20,lnstitute of Real Estate Management
(November/ December, 1 998).
The question as to undertaking a simultanmus exchange or

a non-simultanmus e\chdnge \^as nol a topic in mosl instances until the advent of the now-famous Sfn/fterdecisions.
These included: Bnr.e Slarket !. Unild Slates (Slarfur I),75-1

issue.

a paramount issue, the protection of those funds.
The kev issue should be the assurance that the
to the suburbs, forming the core of most of the edge
cities that emerge.d in the sccond half of the 20th
century. There was geographic dispersion with a lot
of the activity being placed in a less dense setting.
Much of this was activity that had close links to
suburban residents-finance, real estate, and professional activities like medicine and law. What
re.mained in a number of central cities was headusing activity not closely allied to the consumer;
rather it was activity that was usually part of a
bigger more complicated operattrn that required a
good deal of interaction among the many folks who
were a part of it, r'..9., headquarter operations. Even
so, not all of this kind of activity remained in the
central city. Some of it moved to the suburbs to be
close to transportation hubs, c..9., a maior airport, or
to find a more spacious site with good environmental features. The kev in all such moves was to find a
krcation that had access to something of importance
to the mover.

Lee,'The Impact of A Tax-Deferred Exchange Under Code
Intermediary Enters Ba nkru ptcy," lournal of

S1031 When An

U.S.T.C. 9443 (D.C. Ore.1975); Slatk:r, T. 1.,1,.

U iltd

Stales

(Statker Il), n-2 U.S.T.C.9512,432 F. Supp.864 (D.C. Ore.
7977); and Starktr,T. l.,L'. United Stnt.s (Slalker Il on Appeol),
79-2 U .S.T .C. 9541 , 602 F.2d 1341 (9rh Cir. 1979), aff'B and
rem'g 7-2 U.S.T.C.9512,432 F. Supp.8& (D.C. Ore. 197.
1. Code 51031 is technically referred to as 26 U.S.C.A. Section
1031, but willbereferred to herein by reference to the general
label of "Cod€'S1031."
5. Code 51031 generally provides that Sain will not be recognized under the Internal Revenue Code for Federal income
tax purposes if there is an exchange of propertv that meets
certain requirements;e.8., it r^'as used in thetrade orbusiness
or fo! investment. For moredetails and a discussion of these
requirements, see Code $1031(a) and a discussion of the
exchange rules in the Levine text, cited s!pr4, Footnote 1.
6. Intermediaries became a topic ofdiscussion as a result of the
modifications in 1984 to Code 51031, allowing a non-simultaneous exchange and the advent of the promulgation of
Regulations under Code S1031, specifically, Treasury Reg.
51.1031(k)- For further details on intermediaries, see Treasury Reg. $1.1031(k)-l(g).
7. The question as to the impact ofa default by an intermediary
on the Code S l03l tax-deferred exchange has been discussed
incases wherea default occurred. Specifically, some of these
cases are enumerated in the article, cited srprr, Footnote 1.
8. Code 51031 in 1921. See the Levine text, supl4, Note 1,
Chapter 1.
9. Redu,ing Carritr .,. Tomlinso ,399 F.2d 652 (5th Cir., 1968).
10. See srpr4, Footnote 2.
11. See Footnote 8.
12. "Relinquished property" is that property transferred by the
seller.
13. See Code $1031(a)(3).
l,l. "Constructive receipt" isa term that denotesa ds.rn.d receipt
of the property, even if there is not an actual receipt.
15. Treasury Reg. Sl.1031(k).
16.

"Qualified intermediary" is defined in Treasury

Reg.

s1.1031(k).

NOTES

1.
2.

With thanks to Yogi Berra
For an examination of this issue, addressed in previous
articles, see Levine, Mark Lec, Exciranging Real Eslale,yol.2,
Page l0-168a, published by Professional Publications and
Education, Inc. (1999). See also the article by Levine, Mark
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f thcre is a canon trf classic texts in

our professional literature, Princi;r/rs

o/ Real

Esfntu'by Arthur M. Weimer and Homer Hoyt certainly has a place of honor
on tlre bookshelf. Originally written in1939, Principlcs was published in several

editions over the course of many decades. Todav, manv of its teachings may
appear overly obvious, but they are no less fundamentallv important for all
that. And because of their basic validity, they remain a healthy corrective to
uncritical enthusiasm for the "trend du jour."
On page 414 of the Fourth Edition ('1960), Weimer and Hoyt wrote: "The
real estate market of a locality will be influenced by the trend in local business
conditions. . . Of the manv factors to consider.. ., the most important is the trend
in emplovment and incomes." This observation is well rvorth pondering as the
U.S. economy and real estate markets enter the new millennium.
Spe,ctacular comnrercial property performance on either side of the country, especially in marke.ts such as San Francisco, Washington, DC, Ne'w York,
and Boston, has had commentators resurrecting a term popular in the '80s: "the
Bi-Coastal economy." Have the states with shorelines on either the Atlantic or
Pacific oceans in fact been better-off than the nation as a whole in recent days?
The evidence seems to make this case nicely. Twenty states have ocean
frontage, five on the Pacific and 15 on the Atlantic. Taken together, the.se states
represent 51.4 percent of the U.S. employment base (about 65.3 million jobs out
of the national tot al of 177.1million). But, over the 12 months ending March 31,
2000, the bi-coastal group of states accounted for 57.7 percent of the nationwide
increase of 2.8 million lobs. This means that these states are growing more
rapidly than the rest of the nation. Thc'Pacific states generated 489,800 new
.1,128,800
jobs, while the Atlantic Seaboard added
positions to the payroll. This
goes a Iong way toward explaining the robust supply/demand conditions in
local real estate markets, and the consequent surge of investor interest from
Montauk to Santa Monica.
It is not simply growth that is supporting high real estate values in these
states, though. They also boast substantial concentrations of population and
economic activity, and density contributes to real estate pricing. The national
nornr for population density is about 75 persons per square mile. Seventeen of
the 20 coastal states exceed this standard, sometime spectacularly so. New
Jersey has over 1,000 person per square mile, leading the countrv bv this
measure. Only three of the coastal states have densities below the U.S. average:
Maine (40.2 persons per sq. mile); Orcgon (33.8 persons), and Alaska (1.1
persons). Even including these states, though, the bi-coastal cluster tallies a
population density of 323 persons per square mile.
Won't the coast states soon approach some significant limits to their
economic expansion? In an era of increasing labor shortage, surely localities
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AS WE KruOW IT TODAY?
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the movement of more and more economic activitv into the virtual
rvorld is inevitable. If so, doesn't it imply a very bleak future for real
estate that houses office activity today?
This manuscript will address the preceding question. The author will
focus on certain elements in the demand for office space as he sees as
relevant to any evaluation of the impact of the digital/ information
revolution on office markets. He believes the arguments offered, provide the basis for some reasonable speculations about the long-term
future of the office space market. To preview these, the prospects over
the several decades are by no means bleak. Beyond that time, radical
change becomes a real possibility. While office space will ne'ver rr'hither
away, what we consider to be such space and where we will find it is
Iikely to be changing substantially as we move into the second half of the
21st century.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Alan Winger, ?h.D., kxitgton,
KY, is a consultant nnd free-lance
writer on real estate, cconomics, qnd
finonce. He has aulhoretl some 73
published articles and three books.
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activity into the Internet
raises concerns about the long-term future of the office
".ononry
building market as we know it today. While these concerns have
he movement of more and more business

been pushed under the rug by a booming economy and relatively low
interest costs, they will arise again. The business cycle is not dead and

Loan Bank System. (Ennil: wingerar
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SOME HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
The activitv housed in office buildings is for the most part head-using
activity.r A basic ingredient in that activity is information. The folks
involved are. concerned with many matters ('.9., planning, monitoring,
researching, controlling, marketing, purchasing, and finding human
resources) that are essential to the success of the enterprise. What they
do usuallv involves using information in wavs that help them deal with
the many practical problems that arise in running most businesses.
That we have so much head-using activity in the economy today has
roots in our technologies. Much of what is out there today is an
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If purchasers know that the units are marketed as
having premier construction quality or that the
units are relatively new, then they expect high
quality materials with modern styling and fixtures.
Furthermore, during the transaction process, the
real estate agent is almost alw.ays considered to be
more knowledgeable, and buver's inspection re-

ports are important.
Aftc'r the. socialbenefits ofcondominium living, thc
ability to rely on construction quality was the most
important factor in motivating the purchase of a
common interest development over a single-family
residence. This conclusion is especially striking,
bt'cause it is readilv knot'n that the construction
qualitv of condominiums is considered to be verv
low, as reflected by considerable publicity in local
Marin papers about problems resulting from deficit
construction quality. The quality of detached housing was perceived to be meaningfully superior to
that of condominiums and townhouses. The quality of condominiums, today, is perceived to be
sufficiently superior to that of what it was in the

U.C. Berkeley Fishu Cmter for Real Estate and Urhan
Economics, recognizirtg thost 100 indittiduals who haoe
had the greatest impact ulron tht real estote industry in tlr
20'l'century. Author of tht fttrthconrirg Renaissance of
Place and Space, u'lrich tlocrutttnts the story of stratcgic
geogralthy, he lns utritte orct 350 articles and numtous
lnndnmrk books. Mtrch itt tlntand ns a professiornl sptok:r,
Ir lns deliperetl keUtwft pr$t:nlatious on d lrainirrg sessiorrs
lo sonte 500 organizttio s. Ht lrosts the national NPR
u'a*lv talk radio shoz{,, Location Matters. ( Email: sroula&
roulac.cott)
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The shortfall in consumers' experience of housing
qua lity rela tive to their expect.rtions is an important
issue that should concern all with involvement in
thc housing sector of the property markets. Divergcnce between consumers' experiences of housing
quality relative to representations of housing quality inevitably lead to dissatisfaction. Dissatisfaction
can lead k) litigation, which can result in significant
liability. Those with property involvements need to
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Job Growth 3/99 - 3/00
that are already so densely conccntrated will be
running out of available workers. Such an assumption, while sounding logical enough, has some probIems n,hen faced with the data. In the first place,
there still seems to be some untapped labor resourcc's in the coastal state. Unemplovment in Alaska
and Hau,aii, in fact, is above 6 percent. And even in
some of the more populous states, the jobless rate
l.ras gre.ater slack than in the nation as a whole. As of
the end of 2000's first quarter, California had a 4.9
percent unenrployment rate, New York 4.6 percent,
and the State of Washington 4.5 percent. These rates
were posted after a 12-month span in which California led the nation lvith 406,500 new jobs; New York
added 174,200 jobs; and Washington gained ,13,200.
InterestinSlv, the argument that local labor constraints are stifling growth seems to have shaky

confirm that housing units possess the requisite
quality, that appropriate professional work is done
to confirm the actual quality of housing, and that
communications of housing quality are accurate
and not misleading.

When you hang out your shingle, increasingly
knowledgeable consumers demand more of your
services and representations. AII involved in real
estate are expected to be competent in what they
represent thev do. Those who sell propertv goods
and services are accountable for the representations
thev make. Propertv professionals are expected to
possess fundamental compete'nce and to be responsible in their representations.Rrr

statistical support as the calendar turned to 2000.
The scatter-graph (Figure 1) displays for all states
and the District of Columbia the March 1999 unemployment rate (on the vertical axis) and the subsequent job growth rate (on the horizontal axis).
Many might expect that there would be a strong

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

kontiutd from page 6)

relationship between sub-4 percent ioblessness at a
point in time, and below-average job growth thereafter. More hopefully, in a strong economy, you
might anticipate a movem€'nt of job opportunities
toward states rvith relatively ar.i.rilable labor.
Unfortunatelv for this hvpothesis, at least in the
past year, the expected relationships haven't
emerged. If we simply divide the data into quadrants, above and below the 4 percent unemployment
rate and to the left and right of the 2.3 percent job
growth rate (the U.S. average), we see some interesting results. The upper left quadrant (higher unemployment; slower subsequent growth) is the most
crowded, with 17 observations. In 12 cases, we do
find strong job grorvth generated by states \a,ith
comparatively slack labor markets - sometimes very
strong expansions as in the cases of Arizona and
Idaho, which posted 4.7 percent job gains through
March 2000. But there wcrc also a half-dozen
states with sub-4 percent unemployment that
nevertheless beat the mean U.S. growth rate, led by
Florida (4.1 percent growth) and Colorado (4.2
percent growth). Fifteen states matched the "labor

prt'sident of America Renl Estatc Socitty.Itt1999,hewas
twtrtcd n Millennium Real Eslat Au,ard Honoree by the
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Exhibit 8 - Comparison of Average Real Estate Agent to Average Buyer
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Ethibil 9 - Reliance Upon Representations by Builders & Sellers
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Suruey of 15

AnnualJob Change

Main Coutty

Real Estste Sales Agutts

Cumulative

Real Estate Agents Rely Upon

Representations

constrained" prediction of low unemployment/
low growth. A regression line calculated against
the data has only a modest downward slope,
revealing a "weak" relationship between the variables, and the closeness-of-fit measure is . .. n,ell,
it isn't close. Up to now, the presumed labor
scarcity constraint has yet to prove a significant
factor in U.S. economic performance at the state
level.
For real estate counselors, what concepts do the
statistics point us to and what should we be focusing
on in the near future? First of all, the economy is
already slowing in many places, even if labor scarcity is not a strong explanatory variable. As the
histogram in Figure 2 shows, 26 of the 5l employment observations showed gains of 2 percent or less
in the year ended March 2000. Only six states had
growth of 3 percent or more, and none were above 5
percent.
Second, there are no Berlin Walls in the United
States. Labor is quite migratory, and workers are
ready, willing, and able to pursue economic oppor-

tunity. That was true in hard times, and is apparently also a significant force in this era of prosperity.
Even with low unemployment, the job market is
very dynamic, and real estate investors should be

corporation.
Thirdly, density is a positive factor for real estate
r,alue over the long haul and probably should enter
more consciously into our evaluative and counseling consciousness. Big cities, especially of the 24hour variety, have demonstrated marginally superior investment performance in the last decades of
the 20'h century and have earned the benefit of the
doubt for the future. Not the Ieast of the reasons for
this are the agglomeration features I pointed out in
the Spring 2000 issue of this column. Big cities have
economic critical mass, and can produce tremendous energv. This is manifestly the case at the present
time.
Finally, it is no coincidence that in an era where
age demographics are slowing labor force expansion, both the Atlantic and Pacific coasts are prospering. This is where we find the great Bate'way
cities for immigration. Cities that are population
magnets for new U.S. residents possess a rtmarkable comparative advantage in the area of human
capital. From 1970 through 1995, the rate of immigration into the U.S. roughly doubled; this helped
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Response

Percent*

Builders & Sellers

sensitive to the mobility of workers and of corporate
users in this environment. Here's a hint: it is much
easier for a household to relocate than it is for a
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Erhibit 10 - Reasons for New Unit Versus Existing Unit Preferences
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Marin agents responding to the survey perceived
the quality of detached housing to be significantly
better than condominium/tow,nhouses, as seen in
Erhibit 7, which compares perception of housing
quality in the 1985-1987 period, for housing and
condominiums, to housing quality in 1999. Although the differences in '1999 are not nearlv as
pronounced as '1985-1987, the differences are still
significant, for a buyer of a single-family home has
.r much greatc.r prospect of living in a residence that
has above average to excellent quality than for a
condominium / townhouse,

buyers. There is no consensus as to how much real
estate agents rely upon representations by builders
and sellers, but builders and sellers are definitely
relic'd upon, as reported in Erliiltit 9. Real estate
agents generally rely upon buildcrs and sellers

CONDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION

PREFERENCE FOR NEW
All agents responding reported that buvers preferred new units over existing units. Reasons buyers prefer new units over existing units are reported
in Exhihit 10. When a purchaser has opted for a
condominium, they prefer a newer unit to benefit

A singular clifference in the housing experience of
single-family residences versus condominiums.rnd
townhouses is that the latter has a formal board of
directors to act collectively on behalf of and to
represent the interests of residents. Most singlefamily homcorvners, except for those *'ho live in a
subdevelopment u'ith homeowners' associations,
operate autonomouslv and inclependently without
collective representation. The Marin real estate sales
agents were mixed in their assessment of the degroe
to which thr. presence of a condominium board of
directors served as an effective professional representative of h0me'buyers' interr-sts, with six r!-spondents asserting that the board did provide representation and seven asserting that it did not. Of thosc
agents who perceived that the condominium board
of directors provided professional representation
to homebuyer's interests, somewhat fewer than
half reporte,d that the presence of a condominium
board influenced home buyers' motivation k) buv.
The majority of Marin sales agents did not report
that the presence of a condominium association
provided assurance to homebuyers regarding overall construction quality in the. assessment of a particular housing unit that *,as being considered for
purchase. Only three Marin sales agents felt th.rt a
condominium association provided assurance of

construction quality.
REPRESENTATIONS AND KNOWLEDGE
Real estate agents perceive that they have more
knorvledge and expertise than the average buyer
most of the time, if not always. The survey responses in Erhihit 8 reinforce that real estate sales
agents perceive they contribute knowledge and
expertise to servicing their buyers.
Fundamental to the real estate transaction process
are representations made by builders and sellers,
the reliance placed upon those representations,
and the relativc general knowlL'dge of agents and

t2

somc or most of the time. The primary rt:ason agents

rvould relv upon the representations of builders
and sellcrs is because they have access to information not otherwise available. Selectivelv, agents consider that builders and sellers have specialized
knowledge that merits reliance upon their representations.

from nltrdcnr sf,ylirr.g and frtrrres. These two categories were chosen by l2 of the 15 respondents (80
percent), whereas the next highest response rate
was "5" for lriglr qunlitrl nnterials and nLt najor problons in the first set eral r1urs.

keep our economic momentum accelerating in thc
Eighties and Nineties. Those looking to plot the
trajectory of future economic activity will have to
pav careful heecl to the contributions of the newt'st
Americans. Tip O'Neill said that all politics is local,
and real estate professionals unde'rstand that thc.
local market is key to property performance. But in
politics and in real estate, the local scene is inextric;rbly linked to the globe. By and large, this is a good
thing, if only it can be understood clearly and with-

out bias.
These attributes of valued human capital, popu-

lation mobility, r'conomic agglomeration, and open
borders are really very traditional American
strengths. They sustained the U.S. economy through
the railroad era of the 19'h century, and the industrial
evolution of the early 20th centurv. I'm confident that
classic authors like Weimer ..rnd Hoyt rvould see
both the continuity of principle' and the novelty of
evolution in the fundamental trends shaping early
21" century real estate markets from sea to shining
sea,REr

CONCLUSION
The concept of qualitv has become integral to business and society. With higher property prices, especially in housing, people reasonably expect that the
standards of quality that apply and their other
expenditures will apply to housing. Yet housing
quality often lags meaningfully behind consumers'
expectations. Survt'y research of real estate agents
active in Marin County, Northern California, indicated that quality embraces multiple output measures and is achieved by a collection of many inputs. Although housing quality has improved, since
the mid-1980s, it still lags meaningfully behind
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Hugh Ketly, CRE, Nru York City, is chief ecotromist for
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yur spe irtg ntrd u,riting nboul lht
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o/ ifs Nao York MttrLtltolitnn Clutpttr, nnd lns strtcd ns
aditor itt chitf of "Tha Counsektr" ttt t ,slt:tter, '1997 -1999
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consumers' expectations.

Household incomes and housing prices are very
diffe,re'nt in Marin than in many other parts of the
country. Although whether these differences alter
consumer expectations as to quality was not examined in this research, no research has been encountered that would suggest that households making
substantial financial commitments do not expect
the houses they buy to reflect quality commensurate. with the magnitude of their financial commitment. Consequentlv, lacking any explicit evidence
that prospective honreowners do not place an emphasis on quality, the findings of the research concerning Marin County buyer behavior and expecta-

tions are generalizable and applicable to all
homebuyers, irrespective of geography.
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Exhibits 5 - 7

INSIDER'S PERSPECTIVE

Exhibit 5 - Quality Assessment of Detached Housing
Surtey of

FOCUS ON U.S. LODGING
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Percent Distribution

EASE rN 2001 AND REBoUND rN 2002
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I

Exccllent

8%

Abovt'Average

77%

Average

34%

72%
24%
48%
78Ea

'12-quarter

?,

providing
economr'tric forecasts of
f)ricewaterhrruseCtropers has be,en
I th" U.S. lodginB industry since '199.1. The four million rooms counted in the lodging
industry encompass the full range of property types from full service to limited service
hotels to extended stay properties. The model consists of three stochastic equations:
r/cnrarrrl as a function of 4-quarter polynomial distributed lag of real CDP and real ADR
with an adjusted R-squared of 0.99; roorrr sldrts, with an adjusted R-squared of 0.89; and
roont mtu, $'ith an adlusted R-squared of 0.93, atl significant at p=0.5. Following is a
summary of the lodging forecast throu6;h 2002.
The continued strong U.S. economy has supported high levels of lodging demand
so far this year. Confident consume'rs and expanding businesses continue' to keep travel
activity high despite rising oil prices. In the first five months of 2000, room supply grew

Poor - significant defects
Stturct: Roulac Croup, lttc

Note: Rorindrrrg

SUPPLY GROWTH WILL DECLINE FURTHER AS
DEMAND GROWTH PICKS UP IN 2OO2
For the year 2001, lodging demand gron th will slow to 2.5 percent from 3.6 percent
in 2000, mirroring the tempering of overall economic growth. By 2002, demand growth
will recover modestly to 2.7 percent.
Meanwhile, end-of-year room supply growth is forecast to decelerat€, through 2002,
after posting a record pace of 4.2 percent in 1998. Supply growth is expected to taper off
to 3.2 percent in 2001 and 2.8 percent by the end of 2002.
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Suroey of L5 Marin County Real Estqte Sqles Agents
Percent Dislribution

1985-1987 '1999

.1999.

percent in the vear 2000 to 2.8 percent in 2001 and 3.1 percent in 2002.rRecent data
shorv that consumer spending grorvth slowed in the second quarter of 2000. Moreover, housing starts have eased and survey data for the manufacturing industry
indicate that activity is expanding at a slower pace than in 1999. Since June 1999, the
Federal Reserve has increased the target fed funds rate by a cumulative 175 basis
points, with the aim of containing inflationary pressures. Macroeconomic Advisers
forecasts modest inflationary pressures of 2.6 percent in 2000; 2.5 percent in 2001; and
3.1 percent in 2002,

7Vo

Exhibil 6 - Quality Comparison of Condominium./Townhouse

fivc-month period in
U.S. RevPAR growth will continue to rise in 2000 alongside expectations ofstronger
U.S. economic growth. RevPAR growth is expected to rise to 3.9 percent in 2000 from 3.1
percent the previous year. (Tablc 1.) In fact, data from Smith Travel Research (STR)
indicate that RevPAR is growing at 4.8 percent for the first five months of the year,
supported by strong average daily rate (ADR) growth of 4.2 percent.

.1.4

4V,

I

at 3.3 percent, but demand expanded at a much faster pace of 3.8 percent. This translates
into a 0.4 percentage point rise in the occupancy rate to 6.1 .9 percent from the comparable

MODERATINC U.S. ECONOMIC CROWTH IN 2OO1
Following a strong first quarter with real GDP growth of 5.5 percent, the U.S.
economy is expected to slow from its current exceptional pace over the next six
quarters. Macroeconomic Advisers expects a moderate slowdown in real GDP from
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Ethibit 7 - Quality Comparison of Detached Housing to Condominium/Townhouse
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Exhibits 3 & 4
Erltibit 3 - Housing Decision Factors
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Exhihit 4 - Meaning of "Premiere
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housing quality varies significantlv between detached housing and torvnhouse,/ condominium
housing. The finding of inferior quality of attached
housing relative todetached housing isby no means
unique to Marin County, for severe qualitv issues
are not limited by geography. The issue of housing
quality is of broad concern to all with property
involvements.
The overall housing quality has meaningfully improved since the mid-I980s, the agents reported
that the incidence of de,tached house-s being of poor
quality n,ith significant clefects, has dramatically
reduced over the last 15 years. Detached housing

10

o
62%

I

that is regarded excellent or above'average in quality has not meaningfully changed, being 25 percent
and 36 percent, respectively, over the 1985-87 to
1999 periods, as reflected in E-r/ribil 5.

Improvements in housing quality have been most
pronounced for condominium and townhouse complexes, as reflected in the data shown in Exhibit 6.
Whereas in 1985-.1987 periods, agents rated the
quality of all condominium and townhouse complexes as poor with significant defects; by 1999
some 60 percent of condominium and torvnhouse
inventory, including new and existing, was rated as
average or above average.
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Therefore, in 2001, the occupancy rate is expected
to decrease bv 0.9 ()ccupancy points to 62.7 percent as
the gap between supply and demand growth n,idens.
By 2002, the occupancy rate is expected to stabilize at
62.6 percent as demand growth rebounds modestly
and supply growth slows further. ( Figure 1 €< Figurt 2.)

ADR growth, n,hich has been falling in line with

Celabraling 25 Yurs ol Publishirrg Etccllertce: 1976 - 2000

occupancy rates, is predicted to fall to 3.6 percent in
200'l and rise slightly to 3.8 percent in 2002.

Easing demand growth and smaller ADR inwill lower RevPAR growth in 2001 to 2.8
percent. By 2002, RevPAR growth will climb to 3.5
percentasdemand growth picks up and supplygrowth
colrtinues to dt'crt'ase.
creases

)l

an upscale Northern California market. Survcys
were conducted in the spring of 1999 of residential
real estate agents who were top performers, with
long-time involvement in the Marin County housing market. Marin County is an especiallv significant market to study housing cluality because of its
clistinctive attributes of housing prices and household income, as reflected in Exhibit 2.

Tables 1 - 3
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households pay more in aggrL-gate and also devote
a Breater amount of their income and household
wealth to housing. Consequentlv, issues of housing
quality loom especially large in Marin.
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As of 1999, thc. price premium for Marin housing
was even more distorted, with the averagc house
price in Marin being 4.76 times the average household income, which compares to 2.40 for the country overall. The high household incomes of Marin
mean that home purchasers tend to be both more
discerning and more financially sophisticatcd than
average. Further, because purchasc.rs of Marin lrousing are paying more than $400,000 above thc average, house price that applies to other parts of the
country, those Marin households n'ho do purchase
a house make a more major commitment to housing

than applies in other parts of the country. Such

R.0lon
New England
Pacific
Middle AtlantE
West South Cenlral
Soulh Atlantic
West Norlh Central
Easl North Central
Easl South Central

.imongst the lt'ast affordable anvwhere. Although
average 1999 Marin County household inconre of
$124,204is1.7 times the national average of $70,253,
the average 1999 Marin Countv house price of
5590,821 is 3.5 times the 1999 national avt'rage of
$168,300. The average housing price in Marin has
increased dramatically, from 937,845 in 1970 to
$590,821 in 1999, a nearly lS-fold increase since
1970. While the pricing of housing in Marin in terms
of income u'as slightly higher than the national average, in 1970, witha price-income raho of 2.13 for Marin
comparing to thL, national average of 2.03, by 1980
this relationship had changed dramatically from a
ratio of 2.64 for the. country overall to 3.98 in Marin.

3_4

The survey of the sig;nificance of quality in housing
wasconducted through phone intervier+'s u,ith some

2_1

3.0
1.1

'15

34

Locrdon
2_6

3.5

3.8

Sources:

Iarlps 1 €t2j Pricewaterhousecooperc L.L.P (2000 to 2002);
Smith Travel ReseaEh (1998 to 1999)

Inrl. J: Smith Travel Research, l.odsir.l Outloot, Julv 2000;
Chain Scale Tfttlals Re@rls, July 2000
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agents, who average approximately a quarter
century of experience selling real estate in Marin
County. The agents had sold an average of some 20
.16
to 26 residential units annually, with
perccnt of
their sales being condominium units. Agents were

surveyed for their assessments of market conditions in 1985-1987, as contrasted to 1999.
Data is unavailable on the duration of market involvement by licensed real estate sales agents in
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Marin. Interviews rvith real estate agents.rnd resi
dents of Marin lead to the conclusion that agents
with a quarter-century of cxperience selling real
estate in Marin County represent perhaps 5 percent
kr 7 percent of the total real est.rte sales .rgents.-rctive
in the Marin housing market. As of Janu.rry 2000
tlrere were approximately '1,050 Iicensecl real estate
sales agents who were members of the Marin Association of Realtors, some of whom had been licensed since 1976. Constquently, the survey respondents arr- drawn from approximately 50 to 75
real estate sales agents, with survey respondents
re'presenting some 20 percent to 30 percent of those
w'ith approximatelv a quarter century of experience
selling real estate in Marin Countv.

HOUSING DECISION PREFERENCE
Housing decision preferencts reflected morc qualitv-based reasons than financial consiclt'rations.
Among the reasons agents identified that a condominium r,n as preferred to cletached home ownership were the social benefits, specifically the opportunity to interact with neighbors; the ability to
re'ly on profe,ssional construction quality; and the
ability to relv on professional management. The
inability to afford a detached home was cited in
only one of the l5 responses. As seen in E,tiribil3, the
housing decision preferences were not meaningfully different in 1999 from what housing decision
preferences u,c,re in the 1985-.1987 time period.
Overall, quality factors h'ere meaningful influences
in housing decision preferences for detached home
ownership.

MEANING OF QUALITY
Civen the importance of qu.rlity of society, the
agcnts were asked to address whal prentit'rt quality
meant as compared to attt:rlgt guallfy. Quality fac-

tors considered include the incidence of repairs,
problems, and maintenance, which collectively can
be considered outputs. Among the inputs considered were design, materials, attention to detail, and
the skill and experience of those involvr.d in the
construction process itself. The responses summarized in E.r/ribll .l reflect that two factors emerge as
being perceived by the real estate agents sun,eyed
to be influential: high quality materials and more
attention to detail. One conclusion from these survey responses is that quality embraces multiple
output measurcs and is achieved by a collection of
many inputs.
HOUSING QUALITY
The results of the survey indicate that in the
Northern California communitv of Marin Countv,

q

quantitv at higher quality in less time and cost. lnevitablv, the market's expectations of an individual's

increase since 1970. While average household earnings have also grown dramatically, as seen in E,rlrilril 1, the ratio of housing price to earnings contin-

productivity influences that individual's own ex-

ues to expand. Although part of this expansion
reflects the consequences of innovations in mortgage finance as well as changing costs of capital, the
daunting price of housing for virtually every segment of socir.ty motivates higher quality expectations.

pectations in their personal consumption decisions.
Housing tluality that might have been tolerated or
accepted in the past is no longer tolerated or accepterl k)day.
The pressures on housing quality today are exacerbatecl by the higher price of housing. Housing
costs in the U.S. have increased dramatically. as
evide'nced in Erhilit l, showing horv the cost of
a single-family homc. has gone from $25,700 fi 1970
to $72,U00 in 1980 to $168,300 in 1999, a 555 percent

Exhibit

SURVEY OF REAL ESTATE AGENTS

Insights into farctors influencing housing expectations are provided by the rcsults of survey research
of agents representing prospective homebuyers in

1
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Housing Affordability Decreased
Changing House Price and Household Income Relationships
- Marin County Year

Average House Price

197t)

$37,84s

1q80

$168,508

Average Household lncome

I

Price/ Income Ratio

,791

2.r3

$12,317

3.98

$17

1990

$379,581

s81,018

.r.52

1999

$5e0,821

$124,204

4.76

CHAIN SCALE SEGMENT FORECASTS
With the exception of thc. Upper Upscnft' segment,
RevPAR grorvth is forecast to rise moderately in 2000
and fall in 2001 across the five chain scale se'gments.
(Tnble 2.) The only exception is the Up1tt'r Upscnlt
segment where RevPAR growth is projected to decre'ase by 0.3 percentage points in 2000 as ADR growth
skrws to 4.7 percent in 2000 from 5.5 percent in 1999. By
2002, a sharp decline in supply growth will have a
sizeable positive impact on RevPAR growth across all
five segments.
The Upper Upscalc, segment u,ill continue to lead in
terms of RevPAR growth. This segment also has the
highcst occupancy rate. In the Upscnlc' segment,
RevPAR growth, in inflation-adjusted terms, is expected to be negative, largely due to falling occupancy
rates. The performance of the Miriscak'irith FtiB se9ment isexpected toberelatively weak. Demand growth
will continue to decline in this segment as newer
Upscale and Midscale without F&B continue to gain
market share. The outlook for the M idscnk u,ithottt F{tB
segment will improve substantially in 2002 as the
occupancy rate is expected to increase in that year. In
terms of absolute occupancy rates, the Erorrorry segmc,nt remains the weakest among the five segments.
However, it is the' only segment in which the occupancy rate is expected to ris€, or remain unchanged
during the period from 2000 b 2002. The Economr.l
segment's RevPAR is also expected to grow at a pace
close to that of the Upper Ul,sfflc' segment.
Consistent with our forecast, the January through
May 2000 data from STR show that the Up1n'r Upscnlt
segment has posted the highest RevPAR growth of 6.0
percent. This is followed by the Mldscalt uith F €.rB and
Midscaleuithout FfiB with 4.0 and 3.6 percent RevPAR
Browth, respectivelv. (Tabb .3.) Year-to-date supply
growth is very strong in thr Midscale uithout FEB al
.10.9
percent, which is tracked closely by demand
growth of 10 percent. This contrasts starkly with the
Midscnle u'ith Ft?B segment, which continues to register close to zero supply and demand growth.

REGIONAL PERFORMANCE
On a regional basis, the New England, ['acific, and
Middle Atlantic regions continued to outpcrform the
industry with continued strength in RevPAR growth
based on year-to-date STR data through May 2000.
(Tablc 3.) In first five months, these regions have
posted moderate supply grolvth in the range of 2.2 to

Sotrrce: Wotrds E Potth, Economics, CEEDS '1998; Bay Area Real Eslallr lnfon alion Sen'ice;
Notionnl Associotion ol Realtors; Roulac Group, lttc.
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2.5 percent combined with robust demand growth
ranging from 4.0 to 6.9 percent. The performance of the
Pacific region is not surprising given the favorable
trends in the Los Angeles-Long Beach and San Francisco markets which together account for 21.4 percent
of room supply in the Pacific region. The worst performing regions were the East South Central and
Mountain, with 0.5 and -0.1 percent RevPAR growth,
respectively.
Among the top 25 markets in terms of room size,
the leading performers with RevPAR growth far above
the national average of 4.8 percent in the year-to-date
period are San Francisco,/San Mateo, Boston, New
York, Los Angeles-Long Beach, and New Orleans.
These trends are supported by strong growth in the
ADR. Boston and New York are key krdging markets.
Boston accounts for approximately 26 percent of room
supply in the New England region, while New York
accounts for more than one-fifth of total room supply
in the Middle Atlantic region.
The underperformers with negative or Iess than
0.5 percent RevPAR growth are Seattle, Philadelphia,
St. Louis, and Phoenix. These cities are plagued with
ADR growth that is below the inflation rate. Generally,

the poor RevPAR performance is due to declining
occupancies and weak ADR growth as a result of
strong supply growth.
By location, urban properties achieved the highest
year-to-date May 2000 RevPAR growth of 6.9 percent.
(Tnble

3) This was followed by resort and highway

properties. The worst performing lcration rvas the sub.
urban properties where RevPAR growth was4.6 percent.

In summary, 2000 will be a positive year with
RevPAR growth recovering from a trough in 1999 (the

actual trough was during the first quarter of 2000).
RevPAR increases will slorv in 2001 primarily because
of room supply, creating another trough in 2001. The
year 2002 will be a strong year with RevPAR growth
reboundin2;.*u,
NOTES

l.

This macrocconomic scenario is based on issumptions dcveloped as of March 2000.
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had a significant impact upon raising quality consciousness broadly.

INSIDER'S PERSPECTIVE

The explosion of the media coverage of business
has furthered the awareness of quality. Suddenly,

FOCUS ON REITs
TnxrNc REITs Pnrvlrr
brt RLtbirr Pntroi,ka

falk of taking REITs private continues despite the recent rebound in equity REIT
I stocks. Manv smaller REITs have been left out of the multiple expansion be.ing
!

7,

enjoyecl by their larger peers and continue to explore strategic al[ernatives. While the
renc.wed strength ofthe large cap REITs increases the possibility ofsellinB out to a Iarge
compctitor (who now can more easily manage a stock-for-stock transaction or perhaps

even a cash deal), the option of going private is often an attractive alternative,
particularly because of the continued healthy valuations in the private real estate
markets. And from the perspective of financing sources, the gap between the Wall
Street valuations for REITs and the private market values of the asscts held by REITs
presents an obvious opportunity. These dynamics have resulted in a number of
successful LBO transactions in the REIT sector, and rvill likely result in additional
activitV.
While the idea of taking a REIT private is relatively simple, execution is often
complex, in that it involves weaving through a number of business and legal
constraints. Recent LBO activity in the REIT market and broader experience from
other sectors provide a number of useful guidelines u'hich should be kept in mind
when evaluating a potential going private transaction involving a REIT:

Pricing Considerations.
It is important to understand at the ()utsct that procedural constraints (outlined
btlon'), competition from other bidders, the value demanded by shareholders as
an inducement to approvL. a transaction, and transaction expenses typically will
push up the cost of the deal to a number which is not too far off from real value.
Bargain basement bids (measured by real value, not iust current stock price)
usually attracl competition, litigation, and other scrutiny, and are unlikely to
succeed in their initial form.

Inability to Control Outcome.
Once the LBO process is initiated, the process often takes on a Iife of its own and
the initiators (managemt'nt and its financing sources) will likely lose control and

be unable to assure a particular outcome. ManagementJed buy-outs typically
result in auctions in which third-party bidders havc the opportunity to compete
with the insider group on a "level playing field." Also, importantly, the ultimate
decision of n,hether to consummate any particular transaction and with whom
generally rests in the hands of the shareholders.
Managing Conflicts of Interest.
LBOs and other going private transactions which involve management or members of the board of directors necessarily raise potential conflicts of interest. In the
UPREIT context, there is an additional layer of conflicts because of the potentially
divergent interests of the OP Unitholdcrs and the shareholders. Procedures must

the attention to best practices has caused those
purchasing for business and consumers to raise
their expectations of the quality of every good and
service they buy. Specifically, the best product and
service experience encountered in one setting is
transferred by expectation to all settings. The quality of products and services has improved dramatically in recent vears, which has therefore
stimulated even higher expectations in everv purchase decision, product experience, and service
encounter.
The shinp;le theory holds that any individual or
business representing to the public that it provides
goods and services - by the very act of hanging out
its silrglc - communicates that the consuming public can reasonably rely upon that professional and
companv to possess appropriate levels of competence so that the work such professionals and organizations do is characterized by appropriate levels
of quality. Thus, every individual and organization
associated with housing goods and services are
expected to be competent in their roles generally,
and to deliver goods and services that meet society's
quality expectations specifically.
The propertv markets have not been immune to the
higher standards of consumer expectations concerning the quality of property goods and services.
The implementation of quality expectations through
.l).

real estate occurs in several ways, including:
professionals' and private enterprises' oh,n standards;2). behavior guidelines of professional associations; 3). regulations administered by government agencies charged with protecting the public
interest;4). the legal principles of fiduciarv responsibility; and 5). the shingle theory. Amongthemeans
by which quality in housing is implemented are the
following:
Professionals and enterprises with property involvements employ their own quality standards
concerning what is to be done, how it is to be
done, and what internal quality control mechanisms are employed to confirm that the desired
quality objectives are realized.
Professional associations promulgate codes of
ethics and behavior, specifying the standards of
service that consumers of professional services

should expect.
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Government regulations address the public's
reasonable expectations of professional competence, diligencc, and disclosure.
Fiduciary law imposes explicit responsibilities
for professionals representing their clients in
terms of the standard of care that should be
employed in such representation.
Purchasers of property employ professionals to
provide due diligence services to confirm construction quality, property value, mechanical
systems functionality, fire and safety standards
compliance, and related concerns.
Shortfalls in quality expectations can be accompanied by legal tiability, which can lead to litigation
and substantial awards for danrages.

HOUSING QUALITY CONTEXT
Qualitv expectations are espc'cially significant in
housing. Housing is both a household's largest
expenditure and also, in many instances, a primary
component of the household's u,ealth portfolio.
People expect to receive value consistent rvith rvhat
they pay. The higher the price of a particular cxpenditure, the higher the expectations of the value and

quality of what is bought with that exptnditure.
Especiallv for a significant capital expenditure, for
a product in $,hich functionality and durability are
crucial consumer expectations, consumers perceive
a close correlation between the amountofwhat they

spend with the quality of what they get. Simply
stated, lvhen a consumer spends more, that consumer expects to get more in multiple realms of
the product's attributes, and especially its quality.
A ma jor part of the income that people realizt' from
their employment is devoted to housing expenditures. Housing is the largest expenditure for most
households, generally taking 25 percent to 33 percent of income, or even more. Consequently, most
people spend mort' time rvorking to pav for their
housing than they do for any other good or service
that they consume. The expectations of consumers
and businesses as to a product's quality is directly
influenced by the purchase price. A high price
generallv, and especially a price that requires a
substantial portion ofan individual's or household's
earnings, signals high expectations as to quality.
When people work harder for something, they reasonably have higher expectations associated n,ith
what they worked so hard for, than for other t'xpenditures to which they make a lesser commitment of
time and effort. Today, every person is challenged
in work to be more producti,,e and to delive'r more

be implemented to ensure that potential conflicts

do not taint the "fairness" of thc transaction and
result in shareholder litigation which has the
potential to derail the transaction or expose the
participants kr liability. As a practical matter, this
usually means that it is advisable to have the
transaction evaluated and negotiated by a special
committee of directors who do not have a financial interest in the proposed LBO. In order to
provide the desired legal protection, the special

QunurY PnronrrY

committee should have independent financial
and legal advisors, be well informcd, and have
the ability and bargaining power to negotiate on
behalf of the public shareholders.
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HousrNG
by Stephen E. Roulac & Brucc R. Christy

uality is important in every aspect of society and especially

Enhanced Disclosure.
Extensive disclosure is required by Rule 13e-3
under the Securities Exchange Act - particularly
with regard to contacts and negotiations leading
up to thr tr.rnsaction - where thc aceluiror group
includes management or any othL'r affiliate of the
target REIT.

housing. The perceived quality of property influences its pric-

ing, marketability, and value. Confirming and communicating qualitv are crucial to real estate transactions. Subsequent shortfalls
of actual quality relative to representations of quality in such communications can impose significant liability for both those who build and
sell properties and also for those who provide professional services to
transactions.
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Understanding consumers' expectations of housing quality can both
increase the prospects of positive property performance and also aid a
develope'r in building a brand name and strong market identity. Concurrently, understanding the role of quality in property transactions is
crucial to mitigating litigation risk. This manuscript explores the role of
quality in the context of housing decisions.

QUALITY CONTEXT
Over the last two decades quality has been thoroughly ingrained in
every aspect of society. Fundamental to Japan emerging as a major
economic power was its national commitment to quality, transforming Madc in lnpan from representing something of shoddy workmanship and unreliable functionality to hip;h standards of precision assemblv of materials and reliability. Central to the resurgence of the
United States' economv during the second half of the 1980s through the
1990s has been a pervasive, intensive commitment to quality. The
much-publicized Malcolm Baldridge Award raised consciousness of
quality concerns throughout the business community and motivated
many companies to commit significant resources to enhancing the
quality of svply nspect of their operations. The proselytizing of quality
gurus such as Edu,ard Demming, Joseph Juran, and Philip Crosby,
through their books, speaking, quality training and consulting, has
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REIT Rules.
In any transaction involving a REIT, consideration should be given early on to tlre impact of the
special tax rules that apply to REITs and to the
target REIT's charter provisions that are designed
to preservc'its REIT tax status. In that regard,
careful thought must be given to the decision to
continue the target's status as a REIT or to operate
it as a taxable real estate company. The entity's
ability to service its debt after the going private
transaction and still satisfy the REIT income distribution requirement and the tax consequences
of the loss of REIT status must be analyzed.

Properlv planned and executed going private transactions, of course, often do succeed and yield the
expected benefits. It is important, however, to set
realistic expectations at the outset and to exercise
care in threading through the legal, regulatory, and
market challenges.*.,
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EXAMPLES OF COST SECREGATION
These case studit's further illustrate the tax savings
benefits of cost segregation:

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
In response to the
CRE Perspective:. lust Thitrkitrg Abottt it is lllcgal
by Amold S. Tesh, CRE
Spring 2000 (Vol. 25, No. 1) issue, pgs. 55 - 57

Doar Editor

Arnold S. Tesh, CRE, in his CRE
Perspective, " Just Thinking About
it is Illegal," explores two themes
which he then combines in argument.I takeexception to both ofhis
analyses and to his conclusion,
In one theme Tesh relates that

appraisers should be lict'nsed in
the state "wherever they domicile
a practice." That is "where the (appraisal) services are provided,"
therefore, that is n,here the state
has "residents to protect" from "incompetent or unscrupulous practice." That seems okay at first reading. But he does not mean that
appraisers should be liccnsed zo/rcrnar they practice, but only wherever they domicile a practice. He

writes that throug)r wcll-intentioned initial mist,rke bv a c()nscientious group acting in haste
"(a)ppraisal licensing lan,s are
based on where the property is located rather than where the ser-

vices are provided." What results
is multi-state licensing, which, in
Tesh's opinion is "truly unjust and

unworkable," and "make it impractic.rl ... lo run a(n appraisal) business," and "does not prcvcnt victimization" (of clients, or are they)
"in any way helped or protected by
... a matrix of ... state licensing."
What particularly offends Tesh
in this matter is his view that the

very purpose of liccnsing

is

thwarted by the focus on the property to be appraised rl,hich he characterizes as "an inanimate oblect"

60

and "a thing which just happens kr
sit somewhere." His rationale for
eliminating, nlulti-state appraiser
licensing is that the client, not the
real estate, needs the state's protection. Thcse arc the nub of mv disagreement with him. What l{ill be
appraisecl are property interests or
rights and obligations, which must
be identified, defined, and recorded
in the state where the property i\
located. Furthermore, whereas thc
users of the appraisal will be identified in (and may influence the
nature of) the appraisal report, the
client is immaterial to the market
value opinion, inasmuch as rnnrkr'l
lnllrr' as .r c()ncept presumes unidentified parties to the transaction.
Whether foran actual market transaction (r.9. lease, mortgage, pur-

chase) or a simulated markct
transnction (r'..q. eminent domain,
ad valort'm, casualty loss), the
transaction n,ill occur in the state
in w,hich the real property is lo.
cated, and those professiona ls
upon which the parties and the
state rely should be subiect to
rules that obtain there.
The other theme that Tesh explores in the article recognizes that
some CREs strive to construe the
counseling designation as conferring appraisaI credentials. He notes
that a division is meant to exist
"between appraising and consulting or counseling." But asks:
"where does one draw the line?"
Here is my answer. All CREs are
real estate cxports who are familiar

with valuation theory and market

prices. Some CIIEs are acknowle'dged appraisal exptrts, whatever
their occupations. And, of course,
some of them are practicing appraisers. No CRE is permitted to
appraise without having either, 1).
an appraisal designation from an
organization that is a Sponsor of
the Appraisal Foundation, or 2). an
appropriate current license issued
by the appraisal board of the state
in which the real cstatc is locatcd.
The consequence of that CRE rule
is that no CRE may appraise without being subiect k) the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (the USPAP) as interpreted by the state's licensing
authority. Well-settled regulatory
law permits these state boards to
adjudicate improper conduct while
denying restraint-of-trade counter
actions by the accusc'd. The boards
levv monev-fines and suspend the
right-to-practice, among other penalties, but the most se,vere punishment, especially for thc high-profile appraiser, is publication in the
appraiser's home-town press of the
determination of guilt. Multi-state
practitioners, and thost' who want
to be, are advised that states' findings of appraisers' serious misconduct are posted .rg.rinst the apprais-

ers' names on the Appraisal
Foundation'> national Web register; real estate litigators look at the
register, as do appraiser licensing
boards in all the states.

My answer continues.

The

USPAP is clear that one acting for a

party to the transaction, or perceived as so dctint. is not appraising, not consulting as an appraiser,

and is not subject to Standard 4
even if licensed as an appraiser. It
is the certain view of the Appraisal
Foundation's Appraisal Standards
Board (ASB), and of allstate boards

of which I am aware, that their
regulation reaches no further than
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million officebuild10 years of operaing in
tions, depreciation expense was originally calculated as $3,300,000. As a result of a cost segregation studv performed in 1998, the, company
was able to increase its depreciation expense by
over $1,600,000 during the next four vears. This
resulted in discounted present value tax savings
and additional cash florr, of more than $340,000
to the company.
A company constructed
1988.

A

a $1 1

During the first

$6,000,000 warehouse

facility n'as put into

service in 1997. As originally calculated, depreciation expense during the first four years of
operations was approximately $650,000. After a
cost segregation study was performed in 1999,
the company was able to increase its depreciation expense during the same four-year period
by $225,000. This resulted in tax savings and
additional cash flow of over $100,000.

A $8,500,000 nursing home was constructed in
1987. As originally calculated, depreciation expense during the first 11 years of operations r,l,as
approximately $2,600,000. After a cost segregation studv was performed in 1998, the company
was able b deduct an additional $1,600,000 of
depreciation spread over the ncxt four years.
This resulted in tax savings and additional cash
flow of over $500,000 during thc four-year period.
An office building complex costing 548,000,000
was acquired in 1995. The owner made tenant
improvements of $2 million to the facility over
the ensuing two years. As originally calculated,
the depreciation expense from 1998 through 2001

was $5,050,000. A cost segregation study that
identified improvements such as millwork, wall
coverings, kitchen plumbing, telecomnunications n.iring, and supplemental air conditioning, to name a few, increased depreciation expense during that four-year period by $2,300,000.
This led to tax savings and additional cash flow
of over $700,000 to the owner.

CONCLUSION
The opportunity for individuals and companies
that own or have investments in sizable real estate
portfolios to realize significant financial benefits
through cost scgregation is substantial, as are the
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savings. With tax laws and interpretations continually changing, the time to act is no$'.REr

were considered in resolving whether property is
inherently permanent and, thus, not tangible personal property:

1. Is the property capable of being moved, and has
it in fact been moved?
2. Is the property designed or constructed to remain permanently in place?
3. Are there circumstances that tend to show the

4.

expected or intended length of affixation; i.c., are
there circumstances that show that the property
may or will have to be moved?
How substantial a job is removal of the property

and how time-consuming is it? Is

it

"readily

removable?"

5. How much damage will the property sustain
upon its removal?
6. What is the manner of affixation of the property
to the land?

Additional Factots to be Considered:
Movability itself is not the controlling factor in

The opportunitv

for iruliaiduals and

cornpaflies that outn or haae inaestments

in sizable real estate portfolios to
rcalize sigflificant financial benefits
through cost segregation is snbstantial,
as are tlrc saaings. With tax lazos
and interpretations continuallv changing,
tlrc time to act is now.
Accordingly, an item constitutes a structural component of a building if the item relates to the operation and maintenance of the building. Sec. 1 .48-1(e)
(2), Income Tax Regs. The "sole iustification" test set
forth in section 1.48-l(e) (1), Income Tax Regs.,

excludes from the term "structural component"
only machinery that is required to meet the temperature and humidity requirements of other machinerv.

deciding n,hether the property Iacks permant'nce.
The fact that an item is not readily reusable in
another location is evidenct' supporting the conclusion that it is to be treated as permanent in its
present location.

Structural Components

-

$ 1.48-l(eX2), ln-

come Tax Regs., explains the meaning of "structural components" by way of example, rather than

by definition, as follows:
The term "structural components" includes such
parts of a building as walls, partitions, floors, and

ceilings, as well as anv permanent coverings
thereof such as paneling or tiling; windows and
doors; all components (whether in, on, or adjace.nt to the building) of a central air conditioning
or heating svstem, including motors, compressors, pipes and ducts; plumbing and plumbing
fixtures, such as sinks and bathtubs; electric
niring ancl lighting fixtures; chimneys; stairs,
escalators, and elevators, including all components thereof; sprinkler systems; fire escapes;
and other components relating to the operation
or maintenance of a building. However, the term
"structural components" clot's not itrclude machinery, the sole justification for the installation
of which is the fact that such machinery is required to meet temperature or humidity requirements which are essential for the. operation of
other machinery or the processing of materials
or foodstuffs.

.1

IRS Revenue Procedure (Rev. Proc.) 99-49
Rev. Proc. 99-49 describes the requirements and
procedures for a taxpayer to obtain an automatic
consent to change methods ofaccounting. This Rev.
Proc. allows taxpayers to retroactively changt their
mcthod ofaccounting for depreciation and catch up
the difference over a four-vear period.
The Rev. Proc. describes the change as follows:

"(a) This change applies to a taxpayer that
'r,ants to chanS;e from an impermissible
method of accounting for depreciation or
amortization under which the taxpayer did
not claim the depreciation allowable, to a permissible method of accounting for depreciation under which the taxpayer will claim the
depreciation allowable.
(b) A ch;rnge from a taxpayer's impermissible

method of accounting for depreciation under
which the taxpayer did not claim the depreci.-rtion allowable kr a permissible method of accounting for depreciation under which the
taxpayer will claim the depreciation allowable
is a change in method of accounting for which
thr. conscnt of the Commissioner is required."
The Rev. Proc. also describes in detail the requirements and conditions needed to take advantage of
this provision in the law. A competent tax accountant r,r'ill nec.d to follow the strict IRS requirements
to effectuate the change in accounting.
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nppraisal consulting, by w,hich they spe-

I

cifically mean when the assiSnment is
to develop a recommendation "without
advocacy." The ASB corectly states that

"consulting is a broad term." The distinctive cor/rrscli,r.g process is not synonymous with "consulting. " The CRE
(Counselor of Real Estate), as defined
by The Counselors of Real Estate, ".

..

I
I

is

I

an advisor who ... directs... efforts toward the clients' best interests through
(among other aspects of the process)
advocary of the client's interest... ." A

I

hard and bright Iine separates impartial

opinions of market v2lug (appraising)
from efforts to advocate a client's interest (counseling). One appraises real
property, but counsels clients.
The argument that Tesh mounts is
that inasmuch as, ". . . bureaucracy has
produced".r "nightmare scena rio.

for appraisal," and inasmuch as
"a1l CREs will be facing in coming
years" an unclear "line between appraising. . . and counseling, therefore,

I

o

It6m-.wark\

d eooperatiu. cffott
I

for

125 yean, aaeredth & Grew
togeuer to
provrde rnnoyatNe and accurate r€al

^l

I

I

estate solutons for our ckeflts. ln the

new economy. Meredrth
I

AdMsory Services, Erokera8e

"... (c)ounseling as a profession is . . . in
danger" of licensing, and, in fact, night-

LaCrosse, KS
reyt o I d s2@ rur a I t e l.ne

t

&

6rew

I

s

Servrces,

I

Counsehn8 & Valuatron SeMces, Finance

&

Capltal Markets Group,

and

lYanagernent Servces are expandng to
provde ea€n more tolution5 to addrest

mare licensing. I am unconvinced by
the argument. Admittedly, there was
Standard 4 confusion for a time caused
by false linkage of vague language. Patience and precision of speech by CRE
leaders and staff and others, together
with sound thinking and persuasion by
some Appraisal Standards Board (ASB)
members, have eliminated the earlier
concern that state appraisal boards
might seek to apply to Counseling the
USPAP Rules underStandard 4 orStandard 5. Olr the other hand, the wording
oi the apltrai5nl consulting Standard 4
precludes its use for development of
either an nppraisn I or an npprnisll rn itrt,.
Anthony Reynolds. CRE
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sums of income now rather than later, by shifting
certain property costs from a 39-year life to 15-vear,
seven-year and even a five-year Iife.
Construction-related softcosts have historically been
lumped together as part of real property. However,
by performing a cost segregation study, these soft
costs can be allocated to various components of the
property, many of which have shorter depreciable
lives than the real property component. The result

CoNrnrruron lNronuertoN
Real Estale Issues publishes four times annually (Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter). The journal reaches a lucrative
segment of the real estate industry as well as a representative cross section of professionals in related industries.
Subscribers to Real Eslalc Issres (REI) are prima ly the owners, chairmen, presidents, and vice presidents of
real estate companies, financial corporations, property companies, banks, management conpanies, Iibraries,
and REALTOR6 boards throughout the country; professors and university personnel; and professionals in S&Ls,
insurance companies, and law firms.
Rr:al Esfate lssues is published for the benefit of the CRE (Counselor of Real Estate) and other real estate professionals, planners, architects, developers, economists, Bovernment personnel, lawyers, and accountants. It focuses on providing up-to-date information on problems and topics in the field of real estate.

is a faster write-off of costs previously included as
real propertyCost segregation studies can be performed on purchased facilities as well as newly constructed facili-
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Savings derived from these studies flow directly to
the bottom line in tax savings and cash flow.
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ties, not to mcntion major renovation of existing
facilities. Studies can be performed for real estate
holdings placed in service as far back as 1987, e'ven
if the year is "closed" for tax purposes. Recently
issued IRS revenue procedures (sra IRS Raz,(llrc
Proct'dure 99-49 dtscribed Deloa,) permit companies
that have claimed less than the allowable depreciation to claim the omitted amount over a four-year
period on a going-forward basis. In addition, the
segregated components continue to be depreciated
over shorter lives going forward.

I

I

IS THERE EXPOSURE TO A TAX AUDIT?
This is a question that we are asked quite frequently
by individuals and other practitioners. Our experience indicates that a properly performed CSS does
not create additional exposure to a tax audit. Depreciation is not a high priority area with the IRS. The
benefits of a CSS come from the' acceleration of tax
deductions, not taking a tax deduction for something the taxpayer is not already entitled to. lf tht,
property is held for its entire depreciable life, thc'
IRS will get all that it is entitled to. The benefit from
a CSS comes from the time value of monev generated by current tax savings that mav eventually be
paid back, albeit,20 or so years later.

AN ESTATE PLANNING TOOL
When property changes hands through an estate,
the tax basis of the property $,ill generally step-up
(usually increase) to fair market value. This steppedup basis begins a new depreciable life for the property. The property could have been 50 years old and
fully depreciated prior to the death, however, the
stepped-up basis now can be depreciated based on
its fair market value. This is an ideal time for a cost
se8regation study.
CSS AS

I

I

I
I
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HCA CASE LIGHTS THE WAY
The Hospilnl Corporation of Anrcrica (HCA) case,
concluded in 1997, constituted a maior win for tax
payers and owners of real estate. In this case, the
court concluded that property qualifying as tangible personal property under former investment
tax credit (lTC) rules would also qualify in the same
manner for purposes of tax depreciation. Thus, we
can look to the guidance under the former ITC rules

when determining whether property is depreciated
as real property (i;r,,39-year recovery period) or
personal property (i.c.,generally a five-year orsevenyear recovery period).

ln the HCA

case, the taxpayer argued that scveral
disputed items associated with facilities it built in
the 1980s constituted tangible personal property
(see definition below) that should be depreciated
over a five-year recovery period (based on the applicable business asset guideline class appropriate
for the taxpaver's business). The IRS countered that
allowing these items to be depreciate'd over a different recovery period than the buildings to u,hich
they related, amounted to component depreciation
(which was outlawed in 1986). The IRS also argued
that the items in question were structural components of the buildings in which they rvere housed
kre d{initions brlozr,). Furthermore, the IRS suggested to the court that the old ITC cases that
predate the adoption of current depreciation methods in the 1980s, were of limited usefulness in determhing what constitutes a structural component.

The court concluded that items such as kitchen
hoods and exhaust systems and wiring for telephone and communications systems, to name a
few, were tangible personal property rather than
structural components of the building because the
items were related to furnishing medical services
rather than providing building services. We would
expect that similar logic should apply to other industries and activities, particularly rt here a part of
a building's features are for the specific use of the
company's business oper.ltions.

DEFINITIONS
Tangible Personal Property
- Under $ 1.481(c), is defined as, "any tangible property .,rcepl
Iand and improvements thereto, such as buildings
and other inhertntly pernlntrnt structures (including items which are struclural corrpturr,nts of such
buildings or structurc's)."
Inherently Permanent
ps. Ctnnnissioner,

In Whitcco IlLlus., lnc.

T.C. (1975), the following factors

3

Over the last few' years, we have found that many
individuals and companies that owned real estate
were missing out on current income tax savings by
underdepreciating their real estate assets. A CSS
will accelerate tax depreciation deductions, enabling
individuals and companies that own real €'state to
lower their current income tax liability, thereby
increasing current cash flow.

HOW MUCH CAN BE SAVED?
CSSs have generated millions of dollars in current
federal and state income tax savings to owners of
real estate. However, given the complicated nature
of the study, it requires a tax expert with an intimate
knowledge of the IRS code, tlre relevant tax cases,
and a network of resources to maximize the benefits. To date, only a relatively small number of CPA
firms provide this service to their real estate clients.
The amount of the benefits from performing a CSS
will vary depending on a). the type of property; b).

the cost of the property; and c). the vear

it

was

placed in service.

While certain properties get a bigger bang for the
buck than others, we have found that almost every
type of real estate can benefit to some degree from
krngJived property categories of most real estate holdings, which contain at
least some amount of shorter-lived personal property. By segregating the shorterlived personalpropc'rty from the longJived property category, i{,e can
greatly accelerate depreciation deductions. The
greater the depreciation deductions today, the
Breater the present tax savings. The greater the
present tax savings the greater the present cash
flow, which in turn can be used to underwrite
current or future acquisitions.
a CSS. This is due to the

Ourexperience in performing cost segregation studies for the real estate industry indicates that the
savings can be as high as five percent of the asset
cost. On a $5 million property, for example, a five
percent benefit would generate $250,000 in tax savings. Savings of anyrvhere from $50,000 to $.1 million, or more (depending on the type and size of
facility) are routine.

Ozter the last few vears, loe
haae found that many indiaiduals
tt ld cofipanies that owned rcal estate

uere ffiissing out ofl curreflt income tax
saoirrgs by underilepreciating their
real estdte assets. A CSS zuill accelerate
tax rlepreciation deductions, enabling
indiztirluals and cofipanies that ozotr
real estate to lower their current
income tax liability, therebq
increasing current cash flou).

manufacturing facilities, and high-end office buildings, to name a few. Warehouses and industrial
properties tend to yield lower benefits, while
residential garden apartments fall somewhere in
the middle. We have found that even large tenant
fit-outs can qualify for substantial benefits as
well.

WHAT IS A COST SEGREGATION STUDY?
Almost anyone can identify and properly depreciate items such as office furniture and equipment
overseven years for federal tax purposes. However,
a high percentage of construction-rt'lated costs,
sometimcs as high as 40 percent, are too commonly
lumped inb the building component of the property and depreciated on a straight-line basis over 39
years. A CSS is the process of revieu'ing and identifying the costs a company incurs to acquire, construct, or expand its real estate holdings. It identi-

fies the specific types of assets being placed in
service and often leads to a cost allocation that
assigns part of the cost to 15-vear real property and
seven- or five-year personal propertv. An analysis
of costs can be conducted from either the detailed
construction records - in thecasewhere such records
are available - or by using qualified appraisers,
architects, or engineers to perform the cost allocation analvsis. [n both instances, a tax expert is also
needed to identify thespecific types ofproperty that

will qualifl,
WHAT TYPE OF PROPERTY BENEFITS
THE MOST?
While almost eve'ry type of real estate can benefit
from a CSS, our experience indicates that certain
types of property yield the highest tax saving
benefits from a CSS. Those properties include
specialty-use buildings, such as medical facilities,

2

as shorter-lived assets.

HOW COST SEGREGATION WORKS
While personal property is usually depreciated over
a five- to seven-year life, real property is typically
depreciated over 39 years (commercial property) or
27.5 years (residential property). With a cost segregation study, owners of real estate can shelter large
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Davn Pnrnnsox RncErvE
1999 WnrnM S. Banann Awanp
lTlhe Editorial Board of Rr'nl fsfnfc Is
I .r.. *u, honored to recently prcscnt
I it, tsss William S. Ballard Award to

James R. MacCrate, CRE, & David L.
Peterson, for their article, "Land Investment

in the 21st Century." It appeared in the Summer 1999 edition of Reo[ Estnta /ssues. The
honor, given annuallv by The Counselors of
Real Estate, recognizes the author(s) whose
n ork best exemplifies the high standards of
content maintained in the organization's 25
year-old professional journal, Real Estntu Issli8s.

The award-winning article examined
some of the ways which U.S. Iand investment in the 2l'rcentury will be different from
what we know today. As a baseline from
which to analyze expected changes in risk
elements and strategies, the authors first described the basic elements of risk and related
strategies that are always present in land investment, followed bv a review ofrecent history to see how land investment has changed
over the past 10-15 years. The authors then

Iooked ahead five to l0 years to predict
which of today's practices and patterns w.ill
have changed - and how dramatically. They
also examined how such changes could affect future returns and investment strategies.
Jim MacCrate, CRE, has been an active

member of The Counselors since his invitation to membership in 1983. Currently, he

Celebraling 25 Yeors ol Publishing Excellencu 1976 - 2OO0

has an independent real estate and financial investment consulting firm in the New
York metropolitan area. FIe was formerly a
director in the Real Estate Group at Price-

terhouseCoopers LLP in New York,
where he was responsible for conducting
the annual Nalirrrul l-nrttl Int'estnmtt Suraey.
Jim has supervised and performed real estate valuation and consulting assignments
on all property types, real estate operating
companies, family limitecl partnerships, allocation of shares for UPREITs, swaps, and
portfolios.
Based in Canada, David Peterson is an
independent Internet business advisor, with
extensive experience in bringing technological innovation to real estate and appraisal consulting practices. He monitors
and reports on nerv lnternet and web developments affecting the real estate industry
and has taught in university and professional seminar settings in North America
and Asia.
Funding for the Ballard Award is provided by the generous contributions of the
William S. Ballard Scholarship Fund in
memory of the late Ballard, also a Counselor of Real Estate. All manuscripts published in Real Esflle Issrcs during 1999 were
eligible for the award. The 2000 award will
be presented next spring during the CRE
Midyear Meetings.".,
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property, the greater the tax benefit. Both commercial and residential
property can reap the benefits of a Cost Segregation Studv. [f le.rrning
how to reduce taxes is of interest to you, this may be the most important
article you have re,rd in.i Iong time.
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6.1

FOUR FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS
Can you or someone you know benefit from accelerating tax depreciation on their real estate holdings? (i.e. will additional depreciation
shelter current tax liabilities?)
. Have you or someone you know purchased, constructed, or expanded their real estate holdings any time after 1986?
. Is the cost of the building at least $.1,000,000?
. D() you, your company, or your client expect to retain their real cstate
holding(s) for at least the next three or four years?

.

I

I

V il:i::,'.:.[:i:r1::H$#';,i.;Ur:lx-,:x'x

estate. A Cost Segregation Study will accelerate tax depreciation, yielding a current tax benefit. [n general, the more elaborate and costlv the

I

I

the advent of the Internal Revenuc Cocle of 1986, real
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lf you answered yes to thesL' fundamental questions, thtn you, your
company, or your client's company qualify for a unique asset reclassification strategy known as a Cost Segregation Study (CSS).
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the most surprising thing about Rea/ Eslatc lssrtr is that it
has survived
-.rnd mort'than that, prospered despite an extremely worrisome beginning. Almost voted out of existence by an
anxious Board of Covernors after the first number appeared, the new-

f)robablv
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of

Publishing Ercellence

e
t

James

l

tL McMullin, CRE Emeritus
Co-editor in chief, 1976
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For this there are many pl.ople to thank, starting with CREs Jean Felts
and fim McMullin, who together produced that fragile first number,
and the remarkable succession of editors in chief who followe'd them
(and me) over an eventful quarter century. Every bit as meaningful
have been the excr.llent staff and the generous contributions of more
than four hunclred unpaid authors. With such resources, the success

of Isslles is perhaps not such a miracle.

._I

J

-

born infant, though dizzy at first from having circled the drain so
vigorously, has grown into a well-balanced and mature adult, fully
capable of be.getting, incubating, and nurturing important new ideas.
We don't have to keep worrying about its future, and are free to take
satisfaction in its impressive prL'sent.

'1
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Jean C. Felts, CRE
Co-editor in chiaf, 1976

G
t
Rocky A. Tarantello, CRE
Editor itr chief,1987 - 1993
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It may be appropriate, though largely unnecessary to remind readers
that their orvn personal interests, as well as those of real estate counselors in general, are served in many ways by this limited-circulation
journal. Prestige, certainly, and pride in what Lssles represents as a
demonstration of our dedication to the high standards of The Counselor organization, but also information, interpretation, and guidance
to help us negotiate our individual voyages through the tidal rips,
sinkholes, and minefields of a fast-changing economy and an even
faster-changing industry. Indeed, rve havt much to be thankful for
and much to be proud of. Rcn/ Eslalc l-sslcs is after all, not )ust our
serious, grown-up journal; even now, after 25 years of ripening and
growth, it is still our amazing babv
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recommends revisitinB a proven, alternative source: the saleleaseback option with a triple net lease. Explore the basic
tenets Ior strateSlcally convertinS real estate
- partiolarly single-tenant properties - into working capital. This
manuscript briefly reviews two recent deals and provides a basic hrtorial on the benefits to corporations (tenants) and

investors (landlords).
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CRE

The Counselors of Real Estate, established in 1953, is an international
gror.rp of high profile profr'ssionals including members of prominent real

investment, sports and the community,
real estate ethics, tenant represent,ition,
break-even analysis, the environment,
cap rates/vields, REITs, and capital formation. Members also benefit from the

tate, financial,legal and accounting firms

as well as leaders of government and
academia who provide expert, obiective

advice on complex real property situations and land-related matters.
Membership is selective, extended
by invitation onlv on either a sponsored
or self-initidted basis. The CRE Desig-

nation (Counselor of Real Estate) is
awarded to all members in recognition
o[ superior problem colving .rbilitv in
various areas of specialization such as
litigation support, asset manatement,
valuation, feasibility stuJies, acquisi-

tions/d isposition: and Benerdl dndlysi\.
CREs achieve results, acting in key
roles in annual transactions and/or real
estate decisions valued at over M1.5 billion. O\,'er 300 of the Fortune 500 companies retain CREs for advice on real estatL.
holdings and investments. CRE clients include public and private property owners, investo6, attomeys, accountants, financial institutions, pension funds and
advis<rs, govemment institutions, health
care facilities, and developers.

trichuefit Thtough Netwotkifig,
Education I Publications
Networking continues as the hallmark of
The Counselor organization. Throughout
the year, programs provide cutting-edge
educational opportunitieq for CREs including seminars, workshops, technology sessions, and business issues forums
E

that keep members abreast of leading industry trends. Meetings on both the local and national levels also promote interaction between CREs and members
from key user groups including those
specializing in financial, legal, corporate,

,e'nr ad

I

I

I

tate professional whose primary business
is providing expert advisory services to

I

intercst is resolved before acceptance of
an assignment- In any event, the Counselor places the interests of the client first

trust on the part of the client and trustworthiness on the part of the counselor.
Whether sole practitioners, CEOs of
consulting firms, or real estate depart-

ment heads for major corporations,
CREs arc seriously committc'd to applv-

ing their extensive knowledge and resources to craft real estate sohrtions of
measurable economic \,alue to clients'

critical analvses not othern'ise available

6r,

I

services.

Usets ol Counseling Sentices
Thc demand continues to incrcase for expert counseling sL,rvices in real estate
matters worldwide. lnstitutions, estates,
individuals, corporations and federal,
state and local Bovernments have recoSnized the necessity and value of a CRE's
obiectivity in providing advice.
CREs service both domestic and foreign clients. Assignments have been accepted in Africa, Asia, the United Kingdom, the Caribbean, Central and South

America, Europe and the Middle East.
CREs have been instmmental in assisting the Eastern Eurcpean Real Property
Foundation create and develop private
sector, market-oriented real estate insti-

tion. CREs have acquired a broad range
of experience' in the real estate field and

businesses- CRES assess the real estate
situation by gathering the facts behind
the issue, thoroughly analyzing the collected data, and then recommending key
courses of action that best fit the client's
goals and objectives. These real estate
professionals honor the confidentiality

industry Recognized leaders contribute

I

and foremost in anv advice provided,
regardless of the method of compensapossess technical competency in more
than one real estate discipline.
The client relies on the counselor for
skilled and obirtive advice in assessinS the
client's real !'state needs, implyinS both

of all providers of counseling

Professional Practice.

es-

clients. Compensation is often on an
hourly or total fixed fee basis, although
partial or k)tal contingent fee arrangements.rre si)metimr's used. Any possibility of actual or perceived conflict of

counselor relationship.

The membership includes industry experts from the corporate, legal, financial,
institutional, appraisal, academic, govemment, Wall Strc'et, management, and
brokerage sectors. Once invited into
membership, CREs must adhere to a
strict Code of Ethics and Standards of

What is a Couiselot of Real Estate (CRE)?

CRE members benefit from a wealth
of information published in The' Coun-

porting on today's changing real estate

I

the CRE regularly accesses the most advanced methodologies, techniques and
computer-generated evaluation procedures available.

A Counselor of Real Estate is a real

@

The extensive CRE network stays a
step ahead of the ever-changing real estate industry by reflecting the diversity

bi-monthly member newsletter, Tft.
Coutrstlor,.rnd a wide range of books
and monographs published by The
Counselor orBanizd t ion. A md jor
player in the technological rcvoluti0n,

and govemment issues.

selors' tri-annualaward-winning journal
Real Estateissres which oflers decisive re-

I

also highli8hts the risks involved going in and the prudencc required after a deal is

Loruc DrsmNcr RrstorNrLc.t- Moslrmy & rHr B,Asv Boou

Lq1

Charlcs F. Intlgino,lt.

Retirement mobility has become a more interesting topic to real estate consultants as baby boome,rs approach early
rctirement in the, ncxt decade. The babv boom at mid-life, however, is at the low ebb in the a8e mobility profile. They
will be€iin affecting the retirement housing market after 2010. Pre-baby boom retirement mobility is a more pressinB
issue. Because of falling fertility rates during the '1930s and early 1940s, there will be a very sLrw grou,th of earlv retirees
during the next l5 years, the calm before the storm of baby b()om retirement- This slow down is often overlooked in the
anticipation for the high growth years after 2010. Furthermore, it is useful to be reminded of the diversity in the baby
boom Beneration because of the tendency to talk about it as though it is somehow unified in its tastes, values, and
resources. Economic and technological development over the next l0 or l5 years may make projecting market demand
more hazardous than we would like to admit whcn basin8 our expectations only on population shifts.

and fiduciary responsibility of the client-

on important topics such as institutional

es-

12

q

or REaL EslATE,

lt

consummated.
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C.lvrnr Excn-lNcER: "DE JA Vu Au Ovrn Acetr" by Mark Lte Lrrirtc, CRE
The sardonic phrase, "de ja vu all over again," seems to be most apropos, given that the author has argued on prior
occasions that we should change the tax-deferred exchange rules by simplifying the process to defer gain u,hen we "sell"
and reinvest the proce'rds from the "sale." This manuscript focuses on the risks a taxpayer takes rvhen undertaking an
exchange, with escrow, where the escrow party (intermediary) defaults.
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tutions in Central and Eastern Europe
I

I

and the Newly Independent States. As a
member of The Counsel(rr organizdhon,
CREs have the opportunity to travel and
share theirexpertise with r€al estate practitioners from several developing coun-

tries including Poland, Hungary, Bulgaria, Ukraine, Czech Republic, Slovak
Republic, and Russia as they build their
real estate businesses and develop standards of professional practice.
Onlv 1,100 practitioners throughout
the $,orld carrv theCRE Desi8nation, denoting the highest recognition in the real
estate industry. With CRE members a\eraging 20 years of experience in the real
estate industry, individuals, institutions,

corporations, or government entities

The articles/submissions printed herein represent the opinions of the authors/contributors and not necessarily those of The Counselors
of Real Estate or its members. TheCounselorsassumesnoresponsibility fortheopinionsexprcssal bvthecontibutorstothispublication whether
or not the arlicles/submis.ions are srgnt'd.

Currently published quarterly by The Counselors of Real Estate, a not-for-profit organization, of the National Association of REALTORS', {30
North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, lllinois 50611. Copynght2000 by TheCounselors ofReal Estate ofthr National Assffiation ofREAI-TORS!. All
rights rt'servd. (Print(d in U.S.A.)
Third class posta8e paid at Chicago. Rsal Eslatdlssuds publishes four times annually (SprinB, Summer, Fall, Winter). Subscription rates are:$48 for
one year (4 issues); $80 for two years; 596 for thr€'e years;$42 per year to students and faculty;$y foreign rate, submit in U.S. currency;single copv
$15. Remittances may be made by credit card or personal check, payable toTheCounselors of Real Estate- Remittances, change ofaddress notices,
undeliverablecopies,orders for subscriptions, and edibrial material shoxld besenttoRealEslrfu'Issrrrs, The Counselors ofReal Estate,430 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. Phone: 312.329.84?7; Farr 312.329.8881; Emailj cre@interaccess.com; lv.b sitei www.cre.org/

should consider consulting with a CRE
to define and solve their complex reales-

tate problems or matters.RE,

RLAL ESTATE

lssuEs, Sun net

Library of Congress card number LC 7t55075
RsrI Esrole Issrr.s is a re8istered trademark ofThe Counselo6 of Real Estate, a noFfor-profit organization.
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Manuscripts
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How Cosr SrcnrceloN Ormns SussrlurIAr
INvrsrons rN Rrll Esrlrr by Dauid Grant

T,c.x

Sub s crip ti on

BrNrr[s ro Rrlr Esrlrr Owuns &

Real estate owners and investorc have long searched for ways to increase theirtax benefits. Now, as the result ofan asset
reclassification strategy known as a Cosf S.,.gt'.,.gdfion Strrd-V (CSS), that opportunity may exist for those individuals and
companies who purchased, constructed, or expanded their real estate holdings after'1986. As practiced by a relative
handful of real estate tax planning specialists, a CSS can increase curent cash flow an,'where from $100,000 to more
than a million dollars. If leaming h(w k) reduce taxes is of interest, this manuscript offers some very important

As the adage goes, "the only constant is change." For 25 years,
Real Estate Issaes has been a constant sourcc of ideas, insights, and methods,
assisting industry experts in meeting the challenges of a changing market.

information.
6

15

I

E. Roulac I Bruca R. Christy
The perceived quality of property influences its p cing, marketability, and value. Confirming and communicating
qualitv are crucial to real estate transactions. Subsequent shortfalls of actual quality relative to representations of
quality in such communications can impose significant liability for both those who build and sell properties and also
for thosc u,ho providc professional senices k) transactions- Understanding consumers' expectations of housing quality can both increase the prospects ol positive property performance and also aid a developer in building a brand
name and strong market identitv Concurrently. understanding the rolt, of qualitv in property transactions is crucial to
mitigating litigation risk. This manuscript explores the role (,f quality in the context of housing decisions.
Thc,

KNow rr ToDAy? by Alan R. Winger
movement of much business activity into the lntcmet economy raises concerns about today's office building

MnrcmNc Fncrons

I

E

Oriler your single copies €t subsciptiotts belou or on-line at wzoto.cre.org
Qty,

-9
E

_

o,

Subsliption prices: 0'l-year $4E (4 issues)

As wE

market. Looking at demand elements that are relevant k) the evaluation of the impact of the information revolution on
this market, the author provides several conclusions about its lonS-term future. The first is that its future prospects are
by no rneans bleak over the next several dec.rdes. After that, radical change becomes a real possibility. While office
space r,r,ill never whither away, what it is and 'rr'here we will find it will probably be changing substantially by the
second half of the 21st centurv.
22
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Many executives seeking critical funds to grow their companies are consistently confronted by an uneasy stock
market, rising interest rates and investment capital largely chasing "neu,economv" opportunities. Here, the author
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I

facultylstud t subsuiptio

Check enclosed for

is b deduct from the unimpaired value the cost of remediation, with a possible char8e for "stigma." However, the
application of this apparently simple formula should be expanded to consider key factors that could mitigate, and even
eliminate, the effect of the presence of contamination on value. This manuscript provides a brief discussion of the usual
formula and an overview of many of the mitigating fack)rs that should be considered when contaminated or formerly
contaminated real property is being valued.

displaved or commissioned by a real estate property as set forth by the Visual Artists Rights Act of 1990 ("VARA"). This
manuscript explores the many issut's surrounding VARA and factors that building owners and real estate lenders
should consider when contracting with artists and contemplatin8 the purchase of real property already adorned with
works of art.
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by Susm Taylor & Jolm Mackel
Building owners, building purchasers, and real estate lenders often face challenges when dealing with art work

Single copies @$i5 (+ shipping: $3 U.S.; $6 foreign).
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The generally recognized metho(l for appraising the market value of real property contaminated by hazardous materials
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